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Letter dated 5 November 1985 from the Permanent Representative of 

Angola to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 

I have the honour to forward a copy of the Final Political Declaration 

(annex I) and Economic Declaration (annex II) adopted by the Conterence ot Foreign 
Millisters of the Non-Aligned Countries held at Luanda from 4 to 7 September 1985, 
with the request that it be circulated among Member States au an ot’icial document 
ot the General Aese-kly under agenda items 18, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 

34, 35, 36, 37, ?d, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 82, 84, 

88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 102, 104, 109, 110 and 111, and of the Security Council. 

(Signed) Elisio de FItiUEIREDO 
Ambassador 

Permanent Representative 

/ . . . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Conference of Foreign Ministers of Non-Aligned Countries was held at 
Luanda, People’s Republic of Angola, from 4 to 7 September 1985. 

2. The Conference was preceded by a meeting of senior officials on 2 and 
3 September 1985. 

3. Representatives of the following countries and organizations which are members 
of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries participated in the Conferencea 
Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, 
Bolivia, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African 
Republic , Chad, Colombia, Comoros , Congo, Cyprus, Cuba, Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, 
Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lao 
People Is Democrat ic Republic , Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius, 
Morocco, Mozambique, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Palestine Liberation 
Organization, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Qatar, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Saudi 
Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, 
Sur iname, South West Africa People’s Organization, Syrian Arab Republic, Togor 
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, United Republic of Tanzania, 
Vanuatu, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 

4. Representatives of the following countries , organisations and national 
liberation movements attended the Conference as observers8 Brazil, Philippines, 
Mexico, IJNT), OAU, ANC, PAC, Dominican Republic, Uruguay, Venezuela. 

5. Guest delegations were present at the Conference from the following countries 
and organizat ions: Austria, United Nations Council for Namibia, Organization of 
the Islamic Conference, ICRC, Finland, Arab States League, UNIDO, UNDP, Portugal, 
Romania, Spain, Holy See, Sweden, Switzerland, UNESCO, AAPSO. 

6. At its inaugural session, the Conference was honoured to hear an inspiring and 
important address by His Excellency, Jose Eduardo dos Sntos, President of the 
Peop1.e’ s Repuhl ic of Angola. The statement wad acclaimed as a significant 
contribution and a fitting keynote to the Conference and was adopted as an official 
documcrnt thereof. 

-1 . The Conference was privileged also to receive a message from His Excellency 
Mr. Haj iv Gandhi, Prime Minister of India and Chairman of the Movement of 
Non-Al igned Countries. 

The Conference also was privileged to receive a message from His Excellency 
Morloieur Abdou Diouf, current Chairman of the Organization of African Unity. 

tl . The Conference paid tribute to the late Shrimati Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister 
of Inrlia and Chairperson of the Non-Aligned Movement, an indefatigable champion of 
non-ill ignrnont who brought her dynamism and vitality to bear on the l.eadert;lrip oC 
the Movement and left a lasting impression upon it. 
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9. The Conference rendered homage also to the memory of the late 
President Forbes Burnham of Guyana, a firm pillar of the Non-Aligned Movement, who 
made an outstanding contribution to it. 

10. The Ministers noted the marked deterioration of the situation in South Africa 
and the entire southern African region, as a reeult of the policies of ertheid 
which posed an ever greater threat to peace and security in this context, they 
emphasized the special political significance ot convening the Conference in the 
People’s Republic of Angola, a tront-line State in the vanguard of the struqqle 
against the abhorrent system of apartheid. They expressed the full sol idar ity ot 
the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries with the Government and people of Angola on 
the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the independence of that country, in their 
efforts to consolidate their national independence, preserve their territorial 
integrity and freely to undertake the task of national development. They likewise 
expressed their solidarity with the oppressed peoples ot South Africa and Namibia, 
as well as the front-line Sta)ee, who have borne the brunt of Pretoria’s PO1 icy (jt 
aggression, intimidation and destabilization. 

To this end they addressed a messaqe of support to Nelson Mandela and, through 
him, to the oppressed majority in South P.frica for its legitimate struggle to 
recover its civil and political rights on the basis of equality, justice and 
democratic principles. 

11. The Conference assumed special siqnificance on account ot its being convened 
on the eve of the commemoration by the United Nations of the fortieth anniversary 
of that Orqanization. The Ministers noted that firm faith in the United Nations 
had always been a cardinal attitude of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, since 
the United Nations represented the highest aspirations of mankind tor peace, 
freedom, progress and human dignity. 

12. The Ministers reaffirmed the principled commitment of the non-allqned 
countries to faithfully abide by the original principles and objectives ot the 
policy of non-alignment as set out at successive Summit Conferences in Belgrade, 
Cairo, Lusaka, Algiers, Colombo, Havana and New Delhi, emphasizinq that such 
commitment remains essential for the Movement to continue to play its major role in 
international affairs. 

II. ROLE OF NON-ALIGNMENT 

13. Conceived in the context of the struqqle aqainst colonialism and the growing 
polarization of international relations resulting trom military blocs, military 
alliances and the cold war, the Movement has consistently struggled for the 
all-round emancipation ot the peoples of Asia, Africa, Latin America and the 
Caribbean and other parts of the world. Through the years, despite many obsta(?leS, 
the Movement and the policy ot non-alignment have achieved siqniticant sIJcces%s 
and have continued to play a decisive role in efforts to promote a new world order’ 
based on equality, justice and peace. 

/ . . . 
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14. The recent evolution of the international situation fully justifies the policy 
of non-alignment , its principles and objectives, as a positive, non-bloc 
independent, global factor in international relationa. This policy continues to 
contribute to efforts to promote peace, disarmament, the relaxation of 
international teneions, the juat and peaceful solution of international problems 
and economic development. The Non-Aligned Movement was the inevitable result of 
the felt need of newly independent countries in all parts of the world to protect 
and strengthen their national independence. These countries saw in non-alignment a 
decisive instrument for exercising their full sovereignty in political and economic 
matters. 

15. The Ministers noted that the Conference was being held on the eve of the 
twenty-fitth anniversary of the foundation of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries 
at the first Summit Conference, held at Belgrade in 1961. They further noted with 
satisfaction that through nearly two and a half decades of its existence ths 
Movement has demonstrated its abiding appeal, relevance and vitality and plaved an 
increasingly signif icant role in international relations. 

16. The Ministers underscored the universal scope of the political contribution ot 
the Non-Aligned Movement to contemporary international relations as well as that Of 
the principles and goals of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. The policy of 
non-alignment, based on its original principles and character, consists of the 
Struggle against imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, hegemonism, foreign 
aggression, occupation and domination as well as against apartheid, racism 
including Zionism, and all terms of dependence, intervention, interference and 
pressure as well as to the division of the world into blocs and spheres of 
influence. It rejects categorically any pre-conditioning of the policies ot member 
States on the basis of atfiliation with blocs, military pacts or alliances. 

17. In the interest ot international peace and security, the Non-Aligned Countries 
struggle for general and complete disarmemcnt, the elimination ot hotbeds Ot 
tension and aggression, promotion ot just and peaceful settlement of international 
disputes, the elimination of all structures ot domination, discrimination, 
exploitation and inequality and the solution ot the serious economic problems ot 
developing countries through establishment ot the new international economic order, 
based on independence, equality, justice and co-operation among peoples. 

18. The principles and goals of the Movement remain entirely topical today and 
assume broad signiticance owing to the persistence ot colonial and racist 
domination and the increasing polarization ot international relations. TO these 
challerges new ones have been added, particularly the extension ot spheres of 
int luence and above all, the international economic crisis, which is assuming 
increasingly acute proportions and an undeniably political dimension. Today, more 

than ever, the magnitude of these problems warrants strict observance of the 
principles and goals ot non-alignment as well as the strengthening of tne 
Movement’s capacity tor resolute action aimed at the establishment of a new SyStenl 
of international relations ensuring treedom, peace, equality and development tor 
all peoples. 
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19. Against the background ot intensifying rivalry between the blocs arlcl the 

resulting serious deterioration in the international situation, the Ministers 
strongly reaffirmed that the members ot the Non-Aligned Movement could best 

contribute to the defusing ot international tension by abiding str lctly to their 
principled commitment not to be parties to or to take any action which would 
facilitate, great Power confrontation and rivalry or strengthen existing military 
alliances and interlocking arranqements arising therefrom, particularly through 
participation in military arrangements or through the provision of military bases 
and facilities for external military presence conceived in the context ot great 
Power r ival ry . In this context, the Ministers expressed grave concern at the 
military presence, activities and manoeuvres of the great Powers in the 
territories, air space and territorial waters, or in the *:icinity, of non-aligned 
countries and considered these as breeding tension and instability, endangering 
peace and security and posing the threat of intervention in the internal affairs ot 
these countries. 

20. The Ministers reattlrmed the need for strict adherence to the principles ot 
non-intervention and non-interterence in the internal atfairs of States, which are 
basic principles of non-alignment. The violation ot these principles is 
unjustif iable and unacceptable under any circumstances. 

21. The Ministers observed with concern that an increasing number ot Non-Aligned 
Countries are being subjected to all kinds ot pressures designed, directly or 
indirectly, to weaken the unity ot the Movement and to divert it trom its original 
principles and objectives. In this context they expressed their conviction that 
unity and solidarity among the Non-Aligned Countries are all the more necessary in 
the present international cc isis. 

III. ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT INTERNATIUNAL, SITUATION 

22. The Ministers expressed deep ci:ncern over the continued exacerbation ot the 
international political and economic situation due to the persistence ot acute 
crises and tensions in international relations and resistance to the legitimate 
aspirations ot peoples and countries to emancipation and unfettered development. 
Bloc rivalries and policies aimed at extension of spheres c\t influence continue 
unabated and have given rise to an accelerated arms race, particularly the 
nuclear-arms race, of increasing qualitative and quantitative dimensions. This 
race is being extended to new areas, including outer space. The threat ot nuclear 
annihilation continues to hang over humanity. The threat or USE! of torce, 
interference and intervention, destabilization, occupation, aggression as well as 
all fcrms ot pressure are evrr more frequently resorted to. Aleng with the 
increasingly acute crisis in international economic relations, these negative 
developments endanger international peace and security and imperil the 
independence, severe ignty, territorial inteqrity and unhindered economic and 
political development, primarily ot non-a ligned and other developing countries. 

23. The world is taced with increaslnqly difticult prob1em.r resulting trom 
deep-rooted and interrelated corltradictions in international political and economic 
relations, The global WX~~K~IIII~ crisis 1s manifested in the drastic widening of the 

/ . . . 
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gap between the developed and developing countries, as also in the critical 
economic situation of developinq countries, many of which are unable to meet even 
the most fundamental need of their people and their essential development 
requirements. Problems such a3 increasing protectionism, continued deterioration 
in the terms of trade, persistent high interest rates and a mounting problem of 
foreign debt that has assumed serious political dimensions, endanger the stability 
of non-aligned and other developing countries. The arms race, apart from 
threatening the very surival of mankind, diverts enormous resources indispensable 
for development, further aggravating the crisis. 

24. Even though another global conflagration has mercifully been avoided tar the 
last four decades, conflicts, tension and instability continue to afflict various 
parts ot the world, persisting also among non-aligned countries, resulting in human 

and material loss and threateninq the delicate fabric of international peace and 
security. The extension of East-West confrontation to local and regional disputes 
complicates them further, renders difficult their resolution and jeopardizes world 
peace. Attempts to erroneously characterize the struggle of people for 
independence and human dignity in the East-West context amount to denyinq them the 
riqht to determine their own destiny and realize their legitimate aspirations, 
There can be no stable peace under conditions of confrontation and rivalry between 
great Powers and blocs as well as the persistence of the inequitable international 
economic order. 

25. The Ministers observed that the global crisis, whrch has affected all areas of 
international relations, can best be solved throuqh djaloque, particularly through 
multilateral negotiations within the framework of the United Nations system and the 
broad international community. Only such negotiations, in which all countries 
participate on an equal footing and which are based on the principles ot the 
Charter of the United Nations can ensure a comprehensive solution of pressing 
international problems such as peace and security, disarmament and development and 
encourage proqress in various other fields, in the interest of all mankind. 
Non-aligned countries remain resolved to exert maximum efforts towards this end. 
The Ministers stressed their determination to take concerted action on disarmament 
and international security and to further strengthen the United Nations through 
appropriate means. 

26. The Ministers viewed with serious concern attempts to weaken the toundations 
ot the system of multilateralism and to undermine the United Nations, which 
represents the best hopes ot mankind tor a better future. Such attempts run 
contrary to the aspirations of the peoples ot the world tar peace, development and 
human diqni ty. The non-aligned countries are determined to counter this trend and 
reattirm their unflinching support to the United Nations and the concept ot 
multilateralism. 

27. The Ministers welcomed the launching of negotiations between the United States 
of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. While notinq wrth concern 
that these had not produced concrete resulte so far, they expressed the hope that 
this dialogue would lead to a relaxation of tension in their mutual relations and 
in the world at large and contribution to sateguarding international paace and 
security. In view of the impact ot relations between the ;Ireat Powers on the 
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general international climate and on peace and security, the Ministers called upon 

them to eschew mutual confrontation, overcome mistrust and embark upon responsible 
and fruitful negotiations, with a forward-looking approach and in a spirit ot 
goodwill, bearing in mind the interest of all mankind. 

28. The Ministers underscored that for this dialogue to be fruitful and 
universally beneficial, it is necessary to condu& it in etr ict conformity with the 
goals Of the United Net ions and with a view to establish inq a qenuine system ot 
collective secur ity . In this context, they reattirmed their conviction that a 
lasting alleviation of international tension and an effective detente can only be 
achieved at the global level. 

29. While noting that the resumption of this dialogue would reflect a will to 
contribute to the settlement of regional crises, the Ministers emphasized that such 
a process must necessarily take into account the clear and principled positions of 
the Movement of Non-Aligned ,Countries with regard to these problems as well as the 
aspirations, interests and objectives ot the countries concerned and not be based 
upon great Power perceptions. 

30, The Ministers reaffirmed that there is no viable alternative to co-operation 
and peaceful coexistence among States, regardless of their political, economic and 
sot ial sys terns, size or geographical location. &ten&, in order to be durable, 

must be universal and comprehensive, and open to universal participation, in the 
interest of all States. Only such ddtente can lead to equitable and meaninqful 
solutions to key problems and provide the basis for lasting peace. The Ministers 
emphasized that non-aligned countries should play an active and positive role and 
participate in this process on an equal footing an2 continue to make a constructive 
constribution, in the interest ot the entire international community. 

IV. DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

31. The Ministers reaffirmed that disarmament, relaxation on international 
tension, respect for the right to self-determination and natlonal independence, the 
peaceful settlement ot disputes in accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations and the strengthening of international peace and security are directly 
related to each other. Proqress in any ot these spheres has a beneficial effect on 
all of them; in turn, failure in one sphere has negative ettects on others. 

32. The Ministers noted with concern the renewed escalation in the arms race 
particularly in nuclear weapons and other weapons ot mass destruction, in spite ot 
the fact that these practices provoke an increase ot the risk of nuclear war and 
thus endanger the survival of mankind. 

33. The danger of nuclear war tlows trom the very existence ot nuclear weapons 
which are much more than weapons ot war. They are instruments of mass 
annihilation. The threat ot nuclear catastrophe is not one issue amonry many. 
Preventing such a horror is the pre-condition of all endeavours. Econcrmic and 

social development and the construction of justice and human diqnity will be in 
vain if nuclear disaster iG not prevented. The existence ot the risk ot nuclear 
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war is enough, for annihilation only needs to happen once. For almost 40 years the 
survival ot mankind has been hostage to the perceived security of a tew 
nuclear-weapon States and their allies and most notably of the two major 
nuclear-weapon States. To rely on nuclear leverage is to accept a perpetual 
community of fear that contradicts the United Nations Charter and the approach and 
Principles of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General 
Assembly, the first special session devoted to disarmament and those contained in 
the declarations ot the non-aligned Summit Conferences. The concept of the 
maintenance of world peace through the process of deterrence is the most dangerous 
fallacy that exists. Doctrines of nuclear deterrence, far from being the cause of 
the maintenance of international peace and security, lie at the root of the 
continuing escalation in quantitative and qualitative development of nuclear 
weapons and lead to greater insecurity and instability in international relations. 
The Ministers therefore find it unacceptable that the security of all States and 
the very survival of mankind should be held hostage to the security interests and 
state relations among a handful ot nuclear-weapon States. Measures for the 
prevention of nuclear war and of nuclear disarmament must take into account the 
Security interests of nuclear weapon and non-nuclear-weapon States alike and ensure 
that the survival of mankind is not endangered. They rejected all theories and 
concepts pertaining to the possession of nuclear weapons and their use under any 
circumstances. 

34. The Ministers reaffirmed the principle that outer space - the common heritage 
of mankind - should be preserved exclusively for peaceful purposes, tor the welfare 
and interest of all countries, irrespective of their level of economic, social or 
scientific development and open to all States. They recalled the obligation of all 
States to abstain from the threat or use ot force in their outer space activities 
and urged all States, particularly the two major States to contribute actively to 
the utilization ot outer space for peaceful purposes and to adopt immediate 
measures to avoid the extension of the arms race to outer space, in order to 
preserve international peace and security. In this respect, they ceatt irmed that 
general and complete disarmament, under an effective international control, demands 
that outer space he used exclusively for peaceful purposes and that it should not 
be transformed into a theatre of the arms race. The Conference on Disarmament 
should conclude an agreement or agreements, as appropriate, to prevent the 
extension of an arms race to outer space and to prohibit its use for hostile 
purposes. 

35. The research, test inq, production and deployment of new generations of weapons 
of mass destruction and their delivery system have Led to aqqravation of the arms 
race and heightened the confrontation among the major nuclear-weapon States and 
their alliance systems. Powerful States are now taking steps which would lead to 
the militarization ot outer space through the introduction ot new technologies 
aimed at building up defensive systems against nuclear weapons, based on the search 
for so-called “strategic stability” through new types ot offensive and detensive 
weapons systems. The maintenance of security through strateqic detente is as 
illusory as the reliance on nuclear deterrence. Such reliance on strategic detente 
threatens to exacerbate rather than ameliorate the present qlobal instability based 
on the threat of mutual annihilation and leads to an unprecedented escalation in 
the nuclear arms race. The development ot new weapon systems would blur the 
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distinction between nuclc+it arlci ccmventicmal weapons and legitimize the possession 
of nuclear and other weapn~ls nt mass destrUCtiOn- 

36. The Ministers noted the CAgreement between the United States ot America and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ta begin negotiations on a complex ot question:; 

concerning space and nuclear arms to be considered and resolved in their 
interrelationship, and declared objective of the negotiations “to work out 
effective agreements aimed at preventinq dn arms race in space and terminating it 
on Earth with the ultimate qoal ot achieving the complete el.imination of nuclear 
arms everywhere”. 

37. However , the resumption ot this dialogue between the major nuclear-weapon 
States has not so tar produced any concrete nuclear results. The Ministers called 
On the United States ot America and the Union ot Soviet Socialist Republics to 
conduct these bilateral negotiations in good taith and produce early and ettective 
agreements in accordance with the demands of the world community, as expressed 
inter alia in numerous resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly 
and the declarations ot the Non-Aligned Movement. The Ministers expressed the hope 
that the two States will reach an urgent agreement to reaffirm the ban on the 
emergence ot space weapons with aqreements tor significant reductions in their 
enormous and growinq strategic and intermediate range nuclear-weapon systems. 

30. They also considered that the two neqotiatinq parties should bear constantly 
in mind that not only their national interest but also the vital interest ot all 
peoples of the world are at stake and, accordingly, should keep the General 
Assembly ot the United Nations and the Conterence on Disarmament duly intormed ot 
the progress ot their neqotiations, without prejudice thereto. Bilateral 
negotiations should not in dny way diminish the urgent need to initiate 
multilateral negotiations in the Conterence on Disarmament on the cessation ot the 
nuclear arms race dntl nuclear tlisarnlament alld on the prevention of an arms race in 
outer space. 

39. The Ministers stressed the urgent need for a comprehensive treaty on the 
prohibition ot testing ot all types ot nuclear weapons in any medium tar all 
times. This objective has been pursued tor mr)re than 25 years and is a matter ot 
the highest priority tor the non-al iqned counts: ies. The cant inuance of 
nuclear-weapon test illq Irltensi t ies the nuclear arms race and increases the t‘larlyer 
of nuclear war. It is deplorable that, due to the persistent obstruction ot ta tew 
States, the Conterence on Disarmament has ken unable to initiate multilateral 
negotiation of a treaty for the prohibition ot all nuclear-weapon tests. There is 

no valid reason tor del,dyitlq the conclusion ot such a treaty. The existing means 
of verification are adequclte to ensure compliance with a nuclear-test ban. 
Assertion about the absence ot such means ot verit ication should not be used as an 

excuse for turther development and ret inement ot nuclear weapons. It is imperative 
that the nuclear-weapon States and their allies cease to regard nuclear weapons a6 

an essential element ot their :;ecur lty at the expense ot the security ot the rest 
Of the world, and begin the process ot haltinq the testing, production and 
deployment of nuclear wc?apone and the11 delivery systems. They also called up(‘n 
nuclear-weapon States 1’0 qive pro(,t ot their political will in order to tacilitate 
the early conclusion ot this t reatY* 
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40. While neqotiations are under way for a nuclear-weapons test-ban treaty, there 
should be a moratorium on all nuclear testing and production and deployment ot 
nuclear weapons. 

41. The Ministers reiterated their conviction that internaticnal peace and 
security can only be ensured through general and complete disarmament, in 
particular nuclear disarmament, under etfective international control. In order to 
prevent effectively the horizontal and vertical proliferation of nuclear weapons, 
nuclear-weapon States should adopt urgent measures for halting and reversing the 

nuclear-arms race. Pendinq the achievement of nuclear disarmament, the Ministers, 
in the name of humanity, demanded an immediate prohibition of the use or threat of 
use of nuclear weapons by all nuclear-weapon States. They further called for a 
freeze on the development, production, stockpiling and deployment ot nuclear 
weapons. 

42. Pending nuclear disarmament the Ministers also urged all nuclear-weapon States 
to make a commitment and pledqe not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. 

43. They also reiterated that the nuclear-weapon States have an obligation to 
guarantee that non-nuclear’-weapon States will not be threatened or attacked with 
nuclear weapons and should revise their unilateral declarations. Accordingly, the 
Ministers recommended that negotiations should proceed without delay for the 
conclusion of an agreed international instrument on eftective international 
arrangements to ensure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of USe 
ot nuclear weapons. 

44. The Ministers expressed their concern over the ever more trequent use ot torte 
and military intervention against the independence, sovereignty and ter r itor ial 
integrity of non-aligned and other developinq countries and territories under 
colonial or alien domination whose people have not yet exercised their legitimate 
right to self-determination and independence and to freely determine their own 
destiny. This has increased the threat to security of a number ot non-aligned and 
other developing countries. 

45. The Ministers also stressed their determination to take concerted action on 
disarmament and common security and to further strengthen the United Nations. 

46. The Ministers also pointed out that the limitation and reduction ot military 
activities of great Powers and blocs beyond their boundaries would constitute an 
important element to the strengthening ot the security ot non-aliqned countries. 
Therefore, they expressed their conviction that the qradual military disengagement 
of the qreat Powers and their military alliances from various parts of the world 
should be promoted. 

47. The Ministers aftirmed that the establishment ot nuclear-weapon-free zones on 
the basis of arranqements treely arrived at among the States ot the region 
concerned constituted an important disarmament measure. The establishment of such 
zones in ditterent parts of the world should be encouraqed with the ultimate 
objective ot achieving a world entirely tree ot nuclear weapons. 
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48. The Ministers meeting in Africa stressed that the implementation of the 
Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa, adopted by the Assehbly of Heads of 
State and Government of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), constitutes an 
important measure aimed at preventing the proliferation ot nuclear weapons and is a 
safeguard for international peace and security. In this context, they condemned 
the insistence of the racist South Atrican regime in acquiring a nuclear military 
capability and denounced the collaboration of certain member countries ot the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and Israel in the development and strengthening 
Of the nuclear potential of the South African racists, totally disreqarding many 
United Nations resolutions on this question. The Ministers noted with great 
concern that this collaboration undermined the objective of maintaining Africa as a 
nuclear-weapon-free zone and sabotaged the efforts undertaken in favour Of 
disarmament, international peace and security in the region. 

49. The Ministers expressed grave concern that certain nuclear-weapon States have 
deployed or intend to deploy nuclear weapons in varioua regions of the world. 

50. The Ministers emphasized that while nuclear disarmament has the highest 
priority, efforts should be made to conclude without further delay a treaty banning 
the use, development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons. They 
urged all States to undertake negotiations in good faith and to abstain from any 
action that could impede the early conclusion of a chemical weapon convention. The 
Ministers considered the use ot chemical weapons, by any State and under any 
circumstances, deplorable and called for strict observance of the 1925 Geneva 
Protocol on the use of chemical. weapons. 

51. The Ministers noted with deep concern that the qualitative development Ot 
conventional weapons adds a new dimension to the arms race, especially among States 
possessing the largest military arsenals. Conventional disarmament should also be 
pursued, at the global, regional and subregional levels, as appropriate, within the 
context of progress towards general and complete disarmament. The adoption of such 
disarmament measures should take place in such an equitable and balanced manner 80 
as to ensure the right of each State to security and that no individual State or 
qroup ot States may obtain advantages over others at any stage. At each stage the 
objective should be undiminished security at the lowest possible level of armaments 
and military forces. The Minieters took note with great satistaction of the 
unilateral initiatives that some non-aligned countries have adopted to limit 
weapons and reduce military expenditures, considering them valuable contributions 
to the creation of a favourable climate that will make the regional measures on 
conventional disarmament possible and urge the arms-supplying countries to 
co-operate in reaching this qoal. 

52. The Ministers noted with satisfaction the initiative taken by the Heads of 
State or Government of Argentina, Greece, India, Mexico, Sweden and the United 
Republic of Tanzania in their joint declarations of 22 May 1984 and 28 Jat Aary 19S5 
in which the nuclear-weapon States were called upon to halt all testing, production 
and deployment ot nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, to be tollowed by 
substantial reduction in their nuclear tortes. The six leaders had further urged 
that this first step must be followed by a continuing programme ot arms reduction 
leading to general and complete disarmament accompanied by measures to strengthen 
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the United Nations system and to ensure the urgently needed transfer of substantial 
resources trom the arms race into social and economic development, The Delhi 
Declaration of 28 January 1985 had further specified two apecitic steps which 
required special attention: the prevention of arms race in outer space and the 
early conclusion ot a comprehensive test-ban Treaty. 

53. The Ministers reiterated the universality ot concern tor the adverse effects 
of the arms race and consequently the interest ot all States in the negotiation of 
eftective collective measures tor disarmament within the framework and under the 
auspices of the United Nations. In this context, they drew attention to the 
cardinal purpose ot the United Nations to maintain international peace and security 
and to be a centre tor harmonising the actions ot nations in its attainment. 

54. The Ministers underlined the central role and primary responsibility of the 
United Nations in the tield ot disarmament. They underlined that all the peoples 
of the world have a vital interest in disarmament negotiat.ions, the right to 
participate on an equal footiny in disarmament negotiations attecting their 
national security and an inherent right to contribute to their success, Bilateral 
and multilateral negotiations on disarmament should facilitate and complement, 
rather than hinder or preclude, each other. Therefore, the Conference on 
Disarmament should be kept appropriately intormed ot all steps in bilateral 
negotiations and enabled to fultil its mandate as the sole multilateral negotiating 
body in the tield ot disarmament and to adopt concrete measures ot disarmament, in 
particular, nuclear disarmament. 

55. The Ministers reattirmed the three objectives ot the World Disarmament 
Campaign ot intorming, educating and developing public understanding ot and support 
tor the United Nations objectives in the sphere ot disarmament. They reatt irmed 
the need to strengthen the role ot regional bodies in the materialization ot this 
Campaign and the realization ot its objectives. In this connection they welcomed 
the decision ot the recent Lome Minister ial Conterence on security, disarmament and 
development. trom 12 to 15 August 1985, to set up on the Atrican continent a centre 
tor disarmament research. 

56, The Ministers reiterated the need to urgently convene and set the date tor the 

third special session ot the United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

57. The Ministers welcomed the adoption without vote ot United Nations General 

Assembly resolution 39/160 ot 17 December 1984 which decided to convene an 
International Conterence on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development, 

to be preceded by thorough preparation. Ministers noted with satistaction that the 
Preparatory Committee established by the Assembly at its thirty-ninth session tar 
the purpose c>t makinq recommendations on the provisional agenda, procedure, place, 
ddte and duration ot the Conterence, had successtully discharyed its mandate. The 
Ministers called upon the General Assembly at its tortieth session to renew the 
mandate ot the Preparatory Committee to make substantive preparations, so that the 
International Conterence on Disarmament and Development may be convened in Paris iI1 
June-July 1986. The Ministets expressed the hope that the torthcoming Conterence 

would review ttte relationship between disarmament and development in all its 
aspects and dimen.s~~ns, undrttake an examination ot the implications ot the le rel 
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and magnitude ot the continuinq military expenditures, rn particular those ot 
nuclear-weapon Statea, and major military blocs on the world economy and the 

international economic and social situation, particularly tor developinq countries, 
and make recommendations for remedial measures. They particularly telt that the 
Conference should consider ways and means of realizing additional resources through 
disarmament measures tor development purposes, in particular in tavour of 
developing countries. They noted that the gap between the rich and poor had 
continued to widen, to the turther detriment of the peoples ot deVeloPinc3 

countries. They expressed the conviction that the economic and social consequerwes 

of the arms race militate against the creation of the new international economic 
Order, and declare that durable peace could be assured only through a restructurinq 
of the world economy with a view to establiahinq the new order and bridqinq the 
economic gap between developinq and developed countries. The Ministers called tar 
a demonstration ot greater political will by the developed countries in this 
regard. The Ministers urged all countries to participate at high politIca level 
in the Conterence. 

V. ANTARCTICA 

58. Recalling the relevant provisions of the Declaration of the Seventh Contererlce 
Of Heads of State or Government ot Non-Aligned Countries, held at New Delhi trom 
7 to 12 March 1983, the Ministers noted the increasing international interest in 
the continent of Antarctica, as evidenced by the deliberations which took Place 

during the thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth sessions ot the General Assembly in the 
meetings ot the Movement ot the Non-Aligned Countries and at the recent OAU Sutnmit 
and by the qrowinq membership of the Antarctic Treaty. In this context, the 
Ministers reatfirmed their conviction that in the interest ot all mankind, 

Antarctica should continue torever to be used exclusively tor peacetul purposes, 
should not become the scene or object ot international discord dnd should Lw 

accessible to all nations. 

59. Convinced that the interest ot the international community in the colltlnent 
can be enhanced by keepinq the United Nations tully intoraed or devrlopiaents in 
Antarctica, the Ministers noted that the General A%eembly should remain !;eized ot 
the question ot Antarctica. 

60. The Ministers expressed their appreciation to the Secretdry-General tot the 
Btudy on the question ot Antarctica and welcomed the adoption without vote 01 
reeolution 39/152 ot 17 December 1984. They expressed the hope that this ~tutly 
would contribute to a more comprehensive examination at the tortieth Session c)t the 
General Assembly ot the item on Antarctica, with a view to takinq appropriate 

action, takinq into account the concerns ot members ot the Movement. 
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VI. INDIAN OCEAN AS A ZONE OF PEACE 

61. The Ministers reaffirmed the determination of the non-aligned States to 
continue their endeavour towards the attainment of the objectives embodied in the 
Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace and as considered at the Meeting 

of the Littoral and Hinterland States of the Indian Ocean in July 1979, as well as 
at the subsequent meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. They 

reiterated their conviction that the presence in the Indian Ocean area Of any 
manifestation of great Power military presence, foreign bases, military 

installations and logistical supply facilities , nuclear weapons and weapons of mass 
destruction conceived in the context of great Power rivalries, constitute a 
flagrant violation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 

62. The Ministers viewed with disquiet and concern the continuous escalation of 
great Power military presence in the Indian Ocean area, including the expansion of 
the existing bases, the search for new base facilities and the establishment of the 

new military command structures of the great Powers against the express wishes Of 
the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean and other non-aligned 
countries. These activities endangered the independence, sovereignty, territorial 
integrity and peaceful development of the States in the area. 

63. The Ministers extended their full support to the Declaration of the Indian 
Ocean as a Zone Of Peace adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in its 

resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971 and urged its early implementation. 
They also noted that, notwithstanding the efforts of the non-aligned countries, the 

convening of the Conference on the Indian Ocean at Colombo had been inordinately 
delayed due to the unhelpful attitude adopted by some States. They Urged the 
United Nations Ad Hoc Committee to complete its preparation for the Conference 
strictly in accordance with its mandate. 

64. The Ministers decided to continue their efforts to ensure that the Conference 
on the Indian Ocean would be held at Colombo during the first half of 1986. In 
this context, they urged full and active participation in the Conference by all the 

permanent members of the Security Council and the major maritime users as well as 
co-operation of these States with the littoral and hinterland States, which was 
essential for the sUccess of the Conference. 

VII. PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 

65. The Ministers, recalling the decisions of the non-aligned countries, stressed 
the exceptional importance of international co-operation among the non-aligned and 
other developing countries in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy. This 
CO-operation is of special significance in fields where these countries can achieve 
a greater degree of self-surf iciency. 

66. The Ministers affirmed the inalienable right of all States to apply and 

develop their programmes for peaceful uses of nuclear energy for economic and 
social development in conformity with their priorities, interests and needs. All 

States should have unhindered access to and be free to acquire technology, 
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equipment and materials on a non-discriminatory baeis for peaceful use8 of nuclear 
energy, taking into account the particular needa of the developing countries. They 
deplored the pressures and threat8 against developing c.Juntries aimed at preventing 
them trom pursuing their programmes tor the development of nuclear energy for 
peacetul purposes. 

67. They also expressed their concern, in this respect, regarding the obstacle8 
which the developed countries place in the way of transfer of technologies related 
to the peaceful use8 of atomic energy by tixing conditione which are incompatible 
with the sovereignty of the developing countrios. Each country’s choices and 
decisions in the field ot peacetul uses ot nuclear energy should be respected 
without jeopardizinq fuel cycle policies or international aqreements and contracts 
for the peaceful uses ot nuclear enerqy. 

69. The Ministers also stressed the need for observance of the principles Of 
non-discrimination and tree access to nuclear technology and reatf irmed the right 
of each country to develop programmes for the use of nuclear energy for peaceful 
purposes in conformity with their own freely determined priorities and neede. 

69. In this connection, the Meeting reiterated that non-proliferation should not 
be made a pretext for preventing States trom exerc!sing their full rights to 
acquire and develop nuclear technology tor peaceful purpose8 geared to economic and 
social development in accordance with their priorities, intereete and neede, 
determined in a sovereign manner. 

70. The Ministers expressed their satisfaction at the proqreas made in the 
preparation8 for the United Nations Conterence tor the Promotion of International 
Co-operation in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy for 6ocia.l and economic 
development, in the interest of developing countries and the international 
Community 86 a whole. They expreeeed their satisfaction ot the results of the work 
of the Preparatory Committee of the Conference and underlined the neceeaity for 
continuing detailed preparationo, with the active participation ot all countriee, 
in order to fully realize the goals of the Conterence. PKOCeeding trom the 
poeitione of the Seventh Conterence ot Heads ot State or Government of Non-Aliqned 
Countr ice, the participanta in the Conterence reatfirmed their conviction that the 
resulte of the Conference should contribute to tree and unhampered acce88 on a juet 
and non-discriminatory basis to the nuclear technology, equipment and materials 
needed tor the development of national programmes of peaceful uses oL nuclear 
energy. 

VIII. SOUTHEHN AFRICA 

71. The Ministers analyfted the situation existing in eouthern Atrica and noted 
with deep concern the continuing Atate of war in that part of the continent. They 
concluded that the racist Pretoria regime and ite agenta are not only the root 
Cause behind the situation, but also are directly reeponeible for other crimea 
which threaten international peace and security , namely, aggression, terrorism and 
mercenary activities. They etreesed that there can be no peace, stability or 
security in Southern Atrlca until apartheid is completely eliminated. 
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72. The Ministers stressed that apartheid constituted a permanent threat to peace 
and security in southern Africa in particular and in the world in general, 
Apartheid - rightly declared a crime against humanity and an atfront to the 
universal conscience - has its roots in the same racist and bellicost ideology 
which provoked the Second World War and caused untold deaths and destruction. The 
Ministers expressed grave concern that this inhuman policy is aided and abetted 
through economic, tinancial, military and diplomatic aesistance given to that 
r6gimc by some Western countries, themselves victims tormerly of Nazi aggression. 

73. The Minister8 condemned the policies and practices of State terrorism Of the 
racist Pretoria regime against the front-line and other neighbouring States through 
acts of sabotage training, financing and infiltration ot bandits and mercenaries in 
the sovereign territories ot those States in an attempt to overthrow those 
countries’ legitimate Governments. 

74. In this context, the Ministers reaftirmed the unconditional support of the 
Non-Aligned Movement towards the States and peoples of southern Africa and 
condemned, once again, the continued aggression ot the racist regime ot Pretoria 
against them. They stressed the special position and the positive role played by 
the front-line States in the struggle against the racist regime ot Pretoria and 
commended them for their firm support to the national liberation movements of 
Namibia and South Africa. 

75. They also undertook to dispatch a team ot experts to go and assess the needs 
of all countries in the region, with a view to tormulating and presenting to the 
Bureau recommendations aimed at assisting them to withstand the economic and 
military ettects of South Atrica’s acts ot aggresion and destabilization. 

76. The Ministers strongly condemned the Pretoria regime tor the continued 
military occupation of part of the territory ot the People’s Republic of Angola and 
considered this an act ot aggresaion against the entire Non-Aligned Movement. 

77. They called tor a complete and unconditional withdrawal ot the South African 
trOOpS from the territory ot Angola and decided to increase material support to the 
Angolan Government, to enable it to consolidate its national independence, 
sovereignty and territorial integrity, 

78. The Ministers hailed the Government ot the People’s Republic of Angola tor it8 
political will and diplomatic tlexibility in the search for a peacetul and 
negotiated solution ot the problems at southern Africa, mainly through the 
submission by President Jose Eduardo Dos Sentoe to Mr, Javier P6rez de Cu&llarc 
Secretary-General ot the United Nations, on 17 November 1984 ot a plattorm for 
comprehensive negotiations. They welcomed and fully supported this initiative of 
the Anqolan Government which constitutes an equitable basis for the 
re-establishment of peace and international security in the reqion. 

79. The Ministers strongly condemned, on the Other hand, the duplicity and bad 
taith of the racist regime ot Pretoria in its neqotiations with the Government Of 
the People’s Republic ot Angola as evidenced by the acts of aggression, such as the 
recent sabotage attempt on the oil complex installations ot Malongo in the Cabinda 
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Province) and the attempt to supply large quantities of war material in Malange by 
serial means, to the puppet and mercenary groups. In this context, they welcomed 
the Security Council resolution 567 (1985) of 20 June 1985. 

00. The Ministers expressed grave concern about the massive concentration of South 
Af r ican troops along the Angolan-Namibian border , which poses a new and a grave 
threat against the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the People’s Republic 
Of Angola. The Ministers condemned the use of the international territory of 
Namibia as a springboard for aggression. 

81. Given that the Clark Amendment was designed to terminate American involvement 
in the internal affairs of Angola in 1975 , the Ministers condemned the recent 
repeal of the Clark Amendment. The Ministers supported OAU Summit 
Declaration AGHjDecl.3 (XXI) which states inter aliar 

“2 . Any American covert or overt involvement in the internal affairs of the 
People’s Republic of Angola, directly or through third parties, will be 
considered a hostile act against the Organization of African Unity, and 

3. Any renewal of clandestine operations against the territorial integrity 
of the People’s Republic of Angola , would constitute gross interference in the 
internal affairs of the People’s Republic of Angola and the latter reserves 
the right to take any appropriate action it may deem necessary.” 

8%. The Ministers expressed their Seep concern over the acts of political, 
tlconomic and military destabilization against Mozambique. In this regard they 
reitetated their firm condemnation of the utilization of South African territory 
for the infiltration of armed bandits which perpetrate massacres against 
defencclass population and causes the destruction of economic and social 
intrastructur e. 

03. The Ministers reaffirmed their total support for the people and the Government 
c)F’ Mozamt)ique for the preservation of peacer independence and nat iona 1 
fiovcireiqnty. They appealed to all members of the Non-Aligned Movement and the 
International Community as a whole to render diplomatic, political, financial and 
material. assistance to Mozambique in order to enable it to strengthen its defence 
capability. 

84. ‘1’11(1 Mitliaters strongly condemned the -erent racist aggression against the 
sov~reiynty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Botswana and the Kingdom 
of Lesot IIO. 

05. They expressed their full support to the resolutions adopted by the United 
Nations Secut ity Council on ttlis matter and demanded the immediate cessation of 
the:;c* rlcts against these countries;. 

86. 19le Minist.ets affirmed those cc>llntries’ rights to receive and give s~Inctuary 
to ttlfl vi(*titll!: of’ apartheid in accordance with their t.raditional practice, ---. _. 
hum~rri t.ar ian pt inciples and internat ional obligations, 
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07. They supported the demand for tull and adequate compensation by South Atrica 
to the Republic ot Botswana for the damage to lite and property resulting trom 
South Atrica’s act of aggression ot 14 June 1985. 

Namibia 

00. The Ministers energetically condemned the continued illegal and colonial 
occupation ot Namibia by the racist South African regime in tlagrant violatron of 
the resolutions adopted by the United Nations, the Organization of Atrican Unity, 
the Non-Aligned Movement and other international forums, and declared that the 
illegal occupation ot Namibia is an act ot aggression against the Namibian people, 
in contravention ot resolution 3314 (XXI) adopted by the United Nation8 General 
Assembly on 14 December 1974. 

09. They reaffirmed the inalienable rights ot the people ot Namibia to 
selt-determination, national independence and to safeguarding their territorial 
integrity, including Walvis Bay, the Penguin Islands and other adjacent ottshore 
islands in accordance with relevant resolutions of the United Nations. 

90. The Mininsters confirmed the legitimacy ot the Namibian people’s struggle for 
liberation by all available means, including the armed struggle, and reiterated 
their solidarity and full support tor the just and heroic struggle of the Namibian 
people under the leadership of SWAPO, their sole authentic and legitimate 
representative. 

91. They condemned the activities of foreign economic interests which impede the 
implementation of the Declaration on the Granting ot Independence to Colonial 
Countr ies and Peoples, and reiterated the incompatibility ot these activit:ies with 
the relevant resolutions of the United Nations, the advisory opinion ot the 
International Court ot Justice in June 1971 and Decree 1 ot the United Nations 
Council for Namibia, adopted in 1974 tor the protection of the natural resources of 
Namibia. 

92. In this context, they welcomed the decision by the Council for Namibia to 
initiate legal proceedings in the domestic courts of States in implementation ot 
Decree No. 1. 

93. The Ministers commended SWAP0 tor its exemplary leadership ot the Namibian 
people during the last 25 years. They also commended SWAP0 tor its t lexible and 
mature approach to diplomatic initiatives and co-operation with the United Nations 
in the search for a peacetul, negotiated settlement of the Namibian question. 
SWAPO’s constructive attitude stands in contrast to racist South Africa’s 
intransigence, duplicity and bad faith. 

94. The Ministers reiterated their support tor the United Nations Plan for 
Namibia, as contained in Security Council resolution 435 (1978), as the only valid 
basis tor the peacetul settlement ot the Namibian question, and emphasized the 
ucgent need tor its immediate anI1 unconditional implementation. 

/ . . . 
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9s. The Ministers categorically rejec:ed the linkage or parallelism being drawn by 
the current United States administration and the racist Pretoria regime between the 
independence of Namibia and the withdrawal of Cuban internationalist forces from 
Angola, and insisted that these attempts have not only retarded Namibia’s 
independence, but also constitute a gross and unwarranted interference in the 
internal affairs of the People’s Republic of Angola. 

96. The Ministers urged all States to refrain from rendering any type of 

assistance to South Africa that might encourage it to continue pursuing its policy 
of State terrorism and systematic acts of aggression and destabilisation against 
its neighbour ing countr ies. They also requested all States to cease forthwith all 
political, economic, diplomatic, military, nuclear, cultural, sports and other 
relations with the racist Pretoria rbgime, in conformity with United Nations 
Security Council resolution 283 (1977) so as to hasten the termination of its 
illegal and colonial occupation of Namibia. 

97. The Ministers pointed out that the massive militarization of Namibia by South 
Africa and the use of that territory as a springboard for aggression and subversion 
against independent Afri$an States constitute a serious threat to peace and 
security in the region. 

98. The meeting rejected all manoeuvres aimed at diverting attention from the 
central issue of the decolonization of Namibia by introducing East-West 
Confrontation, to the detriment of the legitimate aspirations of the Namibian 
people to self-determination, freedom and national independence. 

99. The Ministers commended and expressed their full. support for the efforts 
undertaken by the People’s Republic of Angola towards the establishment of an 
atmosphere of peaceful coexistence , understanding and a durable and just peace in 
southern Africa, in conformity with the Lusaka Communique of 16 February, 1984 and 
the Platform for Global Negotiations contained in Security Council document S/16838 
of 26 November 1984. 

100. The Ministers endorsed the Declaration and Programme of Action adopted by the 
Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting of the Co-ordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned 
Countries on Namibia, held at New Delhi from 19 to 21 April 1985. 

101. The Ministers expressed full support for the Vienna Final Document adopted by 
the Extraordinary Plenary Meetings of the United Nations Council for Namibia in 
June 1985. 

102. The Ministers welcomed the release from Robben Island of 
Andimba Toivo ya Toivo, Secretary-General of SWAPO, and other leaders and 
considered it a victory for the international campaign for their release. They 
demanded once again the immediate and unconditional release of all the Namibian 
politicai prisoners held in racist prisons , as well as the according of 
prisoner-of-war status to all captured freedom fighters under the Geneva Convention 
of 1949 and Article 44 of the Additional Protocol thereto. 
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103. Yhe Ministers etrongly condemned the raciet regime of South Africa tor the 
inetallat ion, in Namibia, ot a eo-called interim government, in violation ot 
resolution 435 (1978) of the Security Council. The Minietere, furthermore, gave 
full eupport to the Council reeolution 566 (1985) declaring that action to be 
illegal and null and void! and they, therefore, urged all States not to accord any 
form Of recognition to it or to any repreeentative or organ of the puppet 
administration. The Ministers called on the Council to meet again and decided to 
renew the call for the imposition of comprehensive mandatory sanctiona under 
Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter againet racist South Africa in the event 
of Pretoria’s non-compliance with the provisions of Council resolution 566 (19S5). 

104. The Meeting reaffirmed its full support for the United Nation8 Council tor 
Namibia in its role a8 the legal administering authority of Namibia until 
independence. 

105. The Minietere urged all States to render increaeed material, tinancial, 
political, diplomatic and military aseietance to the legitimate armed Rtruggle 
waged by the Namibian people under the leadership of SWAMI, their eole authentic 
and legitimate representative, and in conformity with the urgent appeal for 
material assistance to the National Liberation Movements made by the forty-first 
eeeeion of the Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa held in 
February 1984. 

106. The Ministers called for the convening of a special session ot the General 
Aeeembly on Namibia in 1986 during the ‘week preceding the beginning of the 
forty-fit-et regular session ot the General Aseembly to mark the twentieth 
anniveresry of the termination of the South African mandate over Namibia. In this 
connectton, the Ministers, conacioue of the unique responsibility which the United 
Nations has assumed by this historic decision, also urged the United Nations 
Council for Namibia, a8 the legal administering authority over the territory, to 
make provieione in its programme of work tor 1986 to facilitate the holding of an 
international consultative conference on Namibia in Western Europe not later than 
the end of May 1986. 

107. The Ministers called upon member States, especially those which have not yet 
done 80, to contribute to the Solidarity Fund for Namibia to enhance SWAPO’e 
capability to prosecute the national liberation struggle. 

south Af c ica 

108. The Ministers strongly condemned the raciet regime ot Pretoria tor its 
policies and practices which constitute the root cause ot all violence and 
inetability in southern Africa, as well as for the policy ot “bantustanization” 
which perpetuatea the colonial situation exieting in South Africa and serves as a 
hotbed for fratricide1 conflict. 

109. The Ministers turther condemned the barbarous acts ot oppression, represaioh 
and diecrimination against the overwhelming majority of the population, the 
arbitrary arrests, imprisonment and detention of all those who oppose the apartheiti 
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riqime and the imposition ot the “state ot emerqency” that has increased to 
alarminq proportions the tragic and brutal massacres of the detenceless population, 
including schoolchildren. 

110. The Ministers noted with protound indignation the charge of high treason 
proffered against the leaders of the United Democratic Front, and demanded their 
immediate and unconditional release. 

111. The Ministers reiterated that only the total eradication ot the apartheid 
system and the establishment of a non-racial democratic society would constitute a 
solid foundation for a just, durable and universally acceptable solution ot the 
situation in South Africa. The Ministers reiterated that solidarity with and 
support tor the oppressed people of South Africa in their legitimate struggle to 
achieve their inalienable right to selt-determination, freedom and justice and 
urged all States to go beyond expression of support and render effective assistance 
to the liberation movements of South Atrica recognized by the Orqanization ot 
At r ican Unity . 

112. The Ministers commended the oppressed people ot South Atrica for cateqor ically 
reyecting the fraudulent constitutional reforms, considered by the United Nations 
as null and void, as contained in Security Council resolutions 554 (1984) and 
556 (1984) . In particular, they hailed the heroic freedom fighters ot South Atrica 
on the victoriee scored in their struggle against the apartheid regime. 

113. They observed with satisfaction that the Atrican National Congress (ANC) had 
further intensified the arms struggle. They appealed for greater moral, poli tlcal 
and material support to the ANC and PAC for their legitimate struggle and tor the 
intensification of political mobilization ot the masses within the country. 

114. The Ministers expressed their utter dismay at the continued pursuit of the 
policy ot “constructive engagement” by the Government of the United States. They 
reatfirmed their conviction that the policy has served only to give aid and corntort 
to the r&gime and encouraged it in its detiance of international public opinion. 
It has emboldened the r&qime in its brazen acts of aggression against the 
neighbouring States. The Ministers consequently condemned the so-called policy ot 
constructive engagement. They welcomed the increasing rejection ot that policy in 
pnrticular within the United States. They urged the Government ot the United 
States to abandon that policy. 

115. The Ministers paid tribute to the growing anti-apartheid movement LII Western 
Europe, North America and Australasia tor their intensitied campaiq’n against 
apartheid. 

116. The Ministers expressed their grave concern at the growing militarization ot 
the racist Pretoria r6qime and the increase ot its nuclear capability which 
constitute a threat to international peace and security, They condemned the 
continued military and nuclear collaboration between South Atrica and certain NATO 
member countries and Israel and urqed all States and international organizations to 
sever contacts with the criminal apartheld regime. 
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117. The M 
particular 
Atrica, as 
its policy 

118. The M 

nesters urged all national and international financial inetituticns, in 

the Internat ional Monetary Fund, to cease such assistance to South 
the granting of such assistance buttresses the regime and strengthens 
ot State terrorism within South Africa and abroad. 

nisters also noted with concern the official visits by the Prime 
Minister ot the racist South African regime to Portugal, the United Kingdom, 
Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, Italy, the Vatican and 
Private visits to France and Austria, all aimed at undermining the international 
campaiqn to isolate that odious rdqime. They urged all States and institutions tQ 

retrain tram any action that would undermine the international campaign to isolate 
the apartheid regime. 

110. The Ministers reiterated the urgent need for the Security Council to impose 
comprehensive and mandatory sanctions under Chapter VII of the United Nations 
Charter. To that end the Ministers endorsed the OAU proposal for the convening of 
a World Conference on Sanctions against racist South Africa to coincide with the 
tenth annivsersary of the Soweto uprising ot June 1976. 

?20. The Ministers appealed to the forthcoming Commonwealth ot Nations COnPeKenCe 
in the Bahamas to seriously consider the adoption and implementation of effective 
measures, especially by lending its valuable support for the imposition of 
comprehensive mandatory sanctions against South Africa by the United Nations. 

121. The meeting reaffirmed its firm support for the activities of the Second 
Decade to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination, initiated in 1983, in conformity 
with United Nations resolution 38/14 of 22 November 1983, and called tot the 
Immediate and unconditional release of Nelson Mandela, Zephania Mothopeng, and all 
other political prisoners, as well as respect for prisoner-ofrar status to all 
captured treedom tighters under the Geneva Convention of 1949 and Article 44 of the 
Adtll t ional Protocol thereto. 

IX. NUCLEAR OLLABORATION WITH SOUTH AFRICA AND ISRAEL 

122. The Ministers meeting in southern Africa expressed their deep concern in View 

ot the tact that certain Western countries in flagrant violation of the pertinent 
reunlutions or the United Nations, have continued collaborating actively with the 
rcicist regime ot South Atrica and the Zionist rdgime of Israel in the military and 
nu(: lear spheres, thus allowing these countries to acquire nuclear capability tar 
rf,l)reasive and agqressive purposes and to be used as an instrument of blackmail. 
‘I’llis collaboration poses an imminent danger to international peace and security, 
0smpromises the security ot African and Arab States and increases the risk ot 
nuclear weapons proliferation. In this connection, the Ministers condemned all 

terms ot nuclear co-operation between any State, corporation, private institution 
or entity, and the racist regime ot South Atrica and the Zionist regime of Israel. 
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X. WESTERN SAHARA 

123. The Ministers expressed their deep concern over the persistence of rhe 
conflict in Western Sahara, They considered that the existing situation in that 
territory poses a serious threat to peace , security and stability in all the region. 

124. The Ministers deplored the fact that all the efforts made to tind a peaceful 
settlement to the conflict in Western Sahara had achieved no results. 

125. The Ministers reaffirmed that the question of Western Sahara constituted a 
problem of decolonization and could only be solved when the people of Western 
Sahara exercised their inalienable right to self-determination and independence. 

126. The Ministers, in accordance with the decisions of the OAU and the United 
Nations, expressed their conviction that the solution to the question of Western 
Sahara lay in the implementation of resolution AHG/Res.lOQ (XIX) adopted by the 
Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity at 
its nineteenth ordinary sess,ion , and of General Assembly resolution 39/40 of 
5 December 1984, which establish the ways and mean6 to reach a just and final 
political situation to the conflict in Weetern Sahara. 

127. To this end, the Ministers urged the partiee to the conflict, the Kingdom of 
Morocco and the Polisstio front to hold direct negotiations with a view to reaching 
a Ceasefire agreement, to create the necessary conditions for a just’and peaceful 
referendum of self-determination for the people of Western Sahara, a reterendum 
under the auspices of the Organisation of African Unity and the United Nations, 
without any administrative or military constraints. 

128. In this context,the Ministers expressed satisfaction at the eftortR deployed 
by the current Chairman of the OAU and the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
for the implementation of the provisions of these resolutions, alld urged them to 
continue their eftorts to reach a just and final solution to the queetion ot 
Western Sahara, 

XI. MAYOTTE 

129. With regard to the Comorian Island of Mayotte, which is still under French 
occupation, the Ministers reaffirmed that it is an integral part of the sovereign 
territory of the Islamic Federal Republic of the Comoros. They also expressed 
their active solidarity with the people or Comoros in their legitimate eftorts to 
recover the Comorian Island and preserve the independence, unity and territorial 
integrity of Comoros. The Ministers expressed regret at the stand taken by the 
French GOvernmerIt, which had hitherto not taken A single step or initiative that 
could lead to an acceptable solution to the problem of the Comorian Island of 
Mayotte in spite of its repeated promises. The Ministers called upon the French 
Government to respect the just claim of the Islamic Federal Republic ot Comoro6 to 
the Comorian Island of Mayotte. 

/ .  .  l 
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XII. MALAGASY ISLANDS 

130. In relation to the Malaqasy Islands - Glocieuses, Juan De Nova, Europa and 

Bassas da India - the Ministers reaffirmed the immediate need to preserve the 
n8tiOnal unity and territorial integrity of the Democratic Republic of Madaqascar 
apd urged all concerned parties to initiate immediate negotiations in conformity 
with the relevant resolutions and decisions taken by the United Nations, the 
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the Orqanization of African Unity, 
particularly, resolution 34/91 adopted at the thirty-fourth session or the United 
Nations General Assembly and resolution 784 of the thirty-f itth Ministerial 
Conference of the Organizat ion ot African Unity. 

XIII. MAUHITIAN SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE CHAWS ARCHIPELAGO, 
1;NCLUDING DIEGO GARCIA 

131. The Ministers expressed, in particular, their full support for Maur itian 
Sovereignty over’ the Chagps archipelago, including Dieqo Garcia, which was detached 
from the territory of Mauritius by the former colonial power in 1965 in 
COntraVentiOn of General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 2066 (xx). The 

establishment and strengtheninq of the military base at Diego Garcia has endanqered 
the sovereignty, territorial integrity and peaceful development of Mauritius and 
other States. They called for the early return of Dieqo Garcia to MauritluR. 

XIV. CHAD 

132. The Ministers welcomed the agreement tot the wIthdrawa of toreiqn troops from 
Chad, and hoped that this would allow Chad to safeguard its independence and 

territorial integrity. 

133. They also took note of resolution AHG/Res.143 (XXI) adopted at the 
twenty-first Summit Conterence of the Heads ot State and Governcent of OAU and lent 
their full support to OAU etforts for national ceconciliatio;l and the establishment 
of a lasting peace in Chad without foreign interterence. 

134. The Ministers finally urqed the international community to contribute ti, the 
national reconstruction of Chad. 

xv. SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE FAST 

135. The Ministers expressed concern over the deterioretion ot the situation in the 
Middle Sast caused by Israel’s continued practice ot aggressive and expansionist 
policies in the region, which poses a grave threat to international peace and 
secur i ty . 

136. They reatfirmed the active aolidarity ot the Movement ot Non-Aligned Countries 
with the Arab countries victims ot Israeli aggression and with the just struggle ot 
the Palestinian people, under the leadership ?t the Palestine Liberation 
Orqanization (PLO), its sole and legitimate representative for the restoration ot 
their usurped national rights and the recovery ot the occupied territories. 
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137. They resttirmed thdt the questlun ot Palestine is the ~cmr6 at the Middle I:;,i:;t. 
crisis and the Arab-Israeli contlict and, that both issues are dialectic1311y 
interrelated. In view oC this they calnnot t& reaolved separately or part1.311~ ror 
the achievement of a comprehensive and just political solution tc the sit&let ri)n 111 
the Middle East. 

138. The Ministers empbcisizzd that a just and corp:&henr)rve peace in the region (.:,II’I 
only he based on Israel’s total and unsonditioiaal vitharawal from a11 the occk~pit?tl 
Arab and Pelestini;rn tercitor~es and the restoratior. ot all ;nalienable riq!-.tx it 
the Palestinian people, including the riqh? to return :s their ho;r.+land, the r iilllb 
to eelf-deter-mrilRt.ion without roreign inter*:entil:;n ano the rigrrt to @stab] i.sb theit 
own independent and RovereiGn States on their national terYi&oty. 

139. The Ministers Btrohgly condemned the estabiishment f,t: Israeli settlements rn 
the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories, the Judaizat;ori it Jnruealanl and 1L.L; 
PtWldmatiOn as the c!agltal OF the Zlonir;t Stats and reattirnlod that all ~le,3su~~+:; 

carl’ted out by Israel aimln:) to alter the political, cul!,ural, ~~$ligiOllS, 

demographic and other features in the ;ccupied Arab and Palestinian territorie!; ark.: 
illegal imd null and Void, 

140. The Ministers ot Forsign Attairs reaffirmed LItal: Xsracl’s decision taken OII 
14 December 19Pl to impose its 1~~8, jurisdiction arid admin~Lstrdt.ion on the Syrll.:n 
Arab Golan Heights is null and void and is i;lvalid. It ita also considered dtr crc:t 
of aggression under provisions ox Article 39 of tne united Nat.ion3 Charter. 

141. The Ministers condemn anew Israel’s insistence o,? its continuing occupati.on or 
the Golan Heights and its non-implementation of the re?evunt United Nations 
resolut io.m, in tlagrant violation of ths provisions ot the Hague Conventi:.;il ot 
1907 and the 1949 Geneva Conlen’ ..on on the Protection of Civilians in Time or Wdr . 

141. The Ministers called upon the Security Council to !zdke ettective measured, 
including the imposition on Israel ot sanctions provided tor in Chapter VII ot tllc8 
Charter, in order to achieve the immedi,Pte withdrawal of the Israeli torceo tram 
the Syrian Arab terr itor ies. 

143. They reiterate their total support for the struggle ot the Syrian Arab 
Republic for liberating its occupied lands. 

144. The Ministers dtronqly denounced Israel’s exploitation ot the natural 

resources and wealth of the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories in detidlll:@* 
ot the Hague and Geneva Conventions on the principle ot permanent sovereignty ot 
States over their natural resources and wealth, and called upon all States and 
international bodies to abstain from recoqnizing Israel’s duthority and ta retrain 

from any co-operation with it. 

145. The Ministers denounced the establishment ot a “strateqic alliance” betweet 
the United states ot America and Israel, and dttirmed that the alliance would 
enhance the aggressive, expansionist and destabiliziny role ot the rdqirne ot 
Tel Aviv;, a role which posed a Darious tlrreat to international st&bility, peace ,lnrj 
security in the Middle East. 
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146. the Ministers endorsed the conclusions and agreements reached'by the Seventh 
Summit Conference condemning all such policies, in particular, the United States 
policy that assists Israel to pursue its occupation of Arab and Palestinian 
territories including Jerusalem and prevents the Palestinian people from exercising 
their inalienable rights. In this reyard, the Ministers observed that the United 
States continue5 to support Israel in many areas , particularly by establishing a 
free zone agreement for mutual co-operation within the framework of their 
"strategic alliance" which threatens the security of the region, and the world, and 
confirm5 the total bias of the United States in favour of Israel. 

147. The %nisters reaffirmed their adherence to the resolution adopted at the 
Seventh Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held at 
New Delhi, from 3 to 12 March 1983, urging non-aligned countries to work for a 
boycott of Israel in the diplomatic, economic, military and cultural fields and in 
the sphere of maritime and air transport and called upon the Security Council to 
enforce the provisions of Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, in order to 
oblige Israel to put an end to its occupation of Arab and Palestinian territories 
and to enable the Palestinian people to recover their national rights, in 
conformity with the relevant resolutions of the United Nations and other 
international forums and the recommendations of the United Nations committee on the 
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People adopted by the General 
Assembly. 

148. The Ministers stressed the urgent need to organize the International 
Conference on the Establishment of Peace in the Middle.Nast, in conformity with 
paragraph 6 of the Geneva Declaration and General Assembly resolution 38/58 of 
13 December 1983, in order to achieve a just and comprehensive solution to the 
Middle East problem, based essentially on the right of the Palestinian people to 
self-determination and the right to establish an independent and sovereign 
Palestinian State in its national homeland, Palestine, in conformity witti the 
General Assembly resolution 3236 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974 and ES-7/2 of 
29 June 1980. The Ministers emphasixed that the participation in the Conference of 
all parties directly concerned in the Arab-Israeli conflict including the PLO and 
the permanent members of the United Nations and the Security Council will be a 
sine qua non condition for the attainment of the objectives sought by the 
Conference. 

149. The Ministers stressed the Security Council's responsibilities in providing an 
adequate institutional framework for guaranteeing compliance with agreements 
stemming from the Conference, and condemned the negative United States and Israeli 
attitude towards it. 

150. The Ministers expressed their full support for the establishment of a 
nuclear-free zone in the Middle East aimed at reducing tensions and increasing 
security in the region, in conformity with the relevant resolutions of the General 
Assembly, in particular resolution S-10/12. In view of this, they appealed to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations to adopt concrete measures in order to 
establish favourable conditions for the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone 
in the Middle East. 
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XVI, QtJESTlON Ok’ YALJGTI Nti 

152. The Ministers reatfirmed that the Zionist occupation ot Pdle::tlne 61nd the 
brutal repression and oppression exercised against the PaleHtinidn people, a5 well 
as the laraeli aggressive and expansionist policies and practices dre the core of 
the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

152. The Ministers emphaeized that a comprehensive, jutlt and durable solution to 
the situation in the Middle East cannot be achieved without the total and 
unconditional withdrawal of Israel from all Palestinian and other Arab territories 
occupied since 1967, including Jeruealem, and the regaining and exercise Of all the 
legitimate and inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, including the right to 
return to their homes, the right to self-determination without external intluence, 
and the right to national independence, and the right to establish a sovereign and 
independent State in Pales$ine, in conformity with the principles of the Charter of 
the United Nations and relevant resolutions. 

153, The Meeting reaffirmed its firm support for the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO), the sole and legitimate representative ot the Palestinian 
people and that the PLO alone has the full right to represent the Paleetinian 
people. They affirmed the right of the PLO to participate on an independent and 

equal footing according to international law - in all endeavours, international 
conferences and activities whose objectives are to ensure respect for and the 
attainment and exercise of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people- 

154. They further reaffirmed their strict adherence to the principles ot 
non-interference and non-intervention in the internal and external attaire of the 
Palestinian people and the right of the PLQ to tree and independent decision-making. 

155. The Ministers welcomed the resolutions ot the Palestinian National Council, 
including the seventeenth session, held at Amman, from 22 to 29 Novemkr 1984, 
which reattirmed its strict adherence to the inalienable national rights of the 
Palestinian people and the legitimacy of the struggle waged under the leadership ot 
the Pu). They made an appeal for additional support to thie struggle and towards 
the escalation and intensitication ot armed struggle against the farces of Zionist 
occupation. 

156. The Ministers expressed concern over the fact that the Palestinians and other 
Arabs living in the Israeli occupied territories leek all forms ot legal protection 
and are victims of a repressive legialat ion, includinq arbitrary mass arrests, 
torture, displacement or persons and their expulsion, destruction of homes, in 
flagrant violation of their human riqhts and constitute a tlsgrant violation of the 
provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 

157. The Ministers condemned Israel tor its denial at the inallendble riqht of the 
Palestinian6 to return to their homes and properties in PaleRtine dlld tar 
preventing them from exercising this inalienable right, 

158. They expressed their most profound concern over the situation in the 
Palestinian retuyee camps. They re-esphasized the need t(‘> Recure qudrdntees for 
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protecting the safety of Palestinians in regiorl of armed conflict reeulting from 
the Israeli invasion and twL*upat ion. 

159. The Minist.ers condemned the United States and Israeli campaign to destroy the 
inf rafitructurr of the PLO and to “el iminate” the Palestinian freedom-f ightere. 

160. The Ministers corlsidered that the attainment and exercise of the inalienable 
rights of the PaleFt inian people , as defined in the United Nations General Assembly 
resolutions 3236 (XXIX) and W-7/2 of 22 November 1974 and 29 June 1980, 
respectively, and that Israel ‘6 total, immediate and unconditional withdrawal from 
all the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967, including 
Jerusalem, would contribute to the re-establishment of legality in international 
relations and the strengthening of the process of democratizat ion, and to the 
establishment of peace and stability in the Middle East. To this effect the 
Ministers reiterated their call for a speedy implementation of Assembly resolution 
.38/W C of 13 December 1983 and stressed anew the necessity for the early convening 
of the Tnternat ional Peace Conference on the Middle East, emphaeizing the major 
responsibility shouldered by the Security Council in facilitating the convening Of 
the Conference and providing the appropriate institutional arrangements to 
guarantee implerrl?ntation of the expected agreements of the peace conference. The 
Ministers condemned the negative attitube of Israel and the United States towards 
the peace process and expresstld the hope that the United States would reconsider 
this negative attitude. 

161. In this context- the Ministers decided to call for convening a meeting of the 
Security Council to consider the situation in the Middle East including the 
question of Palestine during the early part of the fortieth Ression of the General 
Assembly and expressed the hope that the foreign minifitera of non-al fgned countries 
and other heads of delegation would participate in the meeting. 

162. The Ministers stressed that every encouragement and support should bn extended 
to the Secretary-General of ttlc> United Nations tn pursue his consultations and 
endeavours for the convenirlg of the Conference?, The Ministers expressed their 
appreciation of t.he endeavours of the Committee on the Exercise of the Trial ienahlcl 
Rightfi of the Palestinian people to promote the implemerltatior~ of the 
recommendat ~OIIR of’ the General Assc!mbly. 

163. They expressed total. supper t to these endeavours as undertaken through the 
convening of seminars, symlx)sia, and missions to States members of the Security 
Council with the specific aim to promote the conveniny of the Conference. 

164. The Ministers reaffirmed their rejection of al 1. Israeli policies and practices 
aimed at alterinq the geographic features of the occupied Palestinian and other 
Arab territories, incl uding ,lerusal em, or altering the demographic structure 
therein, particul,+rly Iwratbl’s plans to displace and transfer Palestinian refugee 
camps I‘0 new sites. They reiterated their demand to all nations not to recognize 
such ill ternt ion!: and to ceclW 011c‘l sIIvt>r any co-operation with lnracl that may 
encolirnqP it t 0 ~II~::UIJ it 5 p)l if*i(a!: ;~ntl 1” act iccln i II viol at ion of’ Sc!cur i ty !‘ounc i 1 
ceS0 lut ior1 46’1 ( I Otto) . 
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165. The Ministers reatfirmerd their adherence to the resolutions adopted by the 
Conference at Heads of State and Government ot Non-Aligned Countries convened troln 
7 t0 12 March 1983 at New Delhi on urgent action by the non-aligned countries tor 
the boycott of Israel in the diplomatic, economic, military and cultural tields and 
the area at sea and air traftic and also urging the Security Council to apply 
Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter against Israel. 

166. The Ministers, turther, urged all Statea to retrain trom any co-operation with 
the Zionist regime that might encourage it to continue pursuing its policy ot state 
terrorism and the commission ot terrorist and expansionist acts against itfi 
neighboring countries. 

167. The Ministers reiterated the decisions ot the Seventh Summit condemning all 
those policies, in particular the United States policy, that help Israel tcl 
cbntinue occupying the Palestinian and other Arab territories, including Jerusalem, 
and deny the Palestinian people their inalienable rights and prevent them tram 
exercising those rights. 

168. In this respect the Ministers observed that the United States continues to 
support Israel in several areas, especially through the mutual co-operation 
agreement within the framework ot their “etrateqic alliance,” and the granting ot 
free-trade zone facilities to Israeli products on United States markets. such acta 
threaten the security and economic stability of the region and the world end 
confirm the total bias of the United States in favour of Israel and contirm its 
hostility to the Paleetinian people and the Arab nation. 

169. The Minieters stressed the urgent need for all State8 to adopt appropriate 
measures to counter the threat posed by Israel to Atrica’s regional security, 
taking into account its close co-operation with the apartheid rt$ime in South 
Africa in the military, economic and nuclear tields, which contributes to 
perpetuate the illegal occupation of Namibia and strenqthens the dygresHive dn(l 
repressive mbans of the criminal apartheid regime against the peop).eH ot South 
AtriCa. 

170. The Ministers expressed anew their support ot the Arab Peace Plan adopted by 
the 12th Arab Summit Conference at Fez from 6 to 12 September 19M2, as reattirmed 
by the Extraordinary Arab Summit Conference held at Casahlallca tram 7 to 
9 August 1985. They turther affirmed their support tor the resolutions ot the Arab 
and international conferences which were adopted in support tar the Peace Plan. 

‘1. The Minieters reiterated their full support tor the eftorte <>t the PLX), the 
(Jillted Nations Committee on the Exercise ot the Inalienable Hiqhts ot the 
Paleetinian People and the Movement’s Committee on Palestine in their ettorts to 
achieve a just solution to the quest ion ot Palestine. 
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XVII. LEBANON 

172. The Ministers expressed their profound concern regarding the situation 

confronting Lebanon, as a result of the invasion and occupation of part of its 
territory by the Zionist army, which constitutes a serious threat to international 
peace and security. They declared their solidarity with the Lebanese people and 
Cflvernment and reaffirimed their full support for the safety of Lebanon, for its 
territorial integrity, independence and c ight to exercise sovereignty throughout 
its territory within its internationally recognized boundaries. 

173. The Ministers condemned the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and foreign 
intervention in that territory, as well as the intensification of the warmongering 

practices of the invading forces aimed at strengthening the military occupation and 
materializing Zionist expansionism in the region. They also condemned the 

prolonged occupation of south Lebanon, western H-ekaa and Cada Rachayya by Israel, 
aS well as the inhuman practices of the occupation forces against the civilian 

populations in those territories, in flagrant violation of the fourth Geneva 
Convention or 1949. 

174. They urged the United Nations to ensure the protection of the civilian 
population, including the Palestinian refugees, which live under Israeli occupation. 

175. The Ministers denounced the continued support of the United States of America 
and its collusion with Israel in the strategic alliance against the peoples and 
States of the region. 

1.76. The Ministers commended the abrogation or 17 May 1983 Accord. They also 
commended the role of the Lebanese national resistance in their heroic 
ccnfrontation of the invading Israeli forces. 

177. The Ministers called on all States to support Lebanon and reiterated their 
SUppOrt for the resolutions adopted by the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries in 
Lebanon, especially those adopted by the Summit of New Delhi. 

178. The Ministers demanded the full implementation of Security Council resolutions 
425 and 426 of 1978 and 508 and 509 of 1982, calling for the immediate and 
unconditional withdrawal of Israeli forces from all Lebanese territory and for the 
deployment of UNIFIL and the Lebanese Army up to the internationally recognized 
bounda r ies of Lebanon. 

XVIII. THE ISRAELI AGGRESSION AGAINST THE IRAQI NUCLEAR 
INSTALLATIONS 

179. The Ministers condemned Israel’s continued refusal to withdraw its threat to 

repeat its armed aggression against the Iraqi nuclear installations devoted to 
peaceful purposes, in disregard of the safeguards regime of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). They urged the members of the Movement to ensure the 
implementation of the relevant resolutions of the Security Council and the General 
Assembly of the United Nations and the IAEA. 
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XIX. CYPRUS 

180. The Ministers and Heads of Delegation reiterated their full solidarity and 
support for the people and Government of the Republic of Cyprus and reaffirmed 
their respect for that country’s independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity, 
unity and non-alignment. 

181. The Ministers and Heads of Relegation also expressed their deep concern over 
the fact that part of the Republic of Cyprus continues under foreign occupation and 
demanded the immediate withdrawal of all occupation forces aa an essential basis 
for the solution of the Cyprus problem. They welcomed the proposal made by the 
President of the Republic of Cyprus for the total demilitarization of Cyprus. 

182. The Ministers alld Heads of Delegation stressed the urgent need for the 
voluntary return of the refugees to their homes in safety, respect for the human 
rights and fundamental freedoms of all Cypriots and the speedy tracing of and 
accounting for those missing and co;ldemned all efforts or actions aimed at altering 
the demographic structure of Cyprue. 

183. They also deplored the unilateral declaration of independence of 
15 November 1983, by the Turkish Cypriot leadership, as legally invalid and called 
for its withdrawal, Likewise, they deplored all subsequent separatist actions and 
other illegalities, including the so-called “referendum” of May 1985 and the 
so-called “presidential” and “parliamentary elections” in June, in defiance of 
pertinent resolutions. 

184. The Ministers and Heads of Delegation considered that the de facto situation 
created by the force of arms and unilateral actions , should not in any way affect 
the solution of the problem. 

185. The Miniaters and Heads of Delegation welcomed the latest initiative of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations in pursuing his mission of good offices 
aimed at a juE.t and viable solution of the Cyprus problem, whilst noting that 
proximity talks took place between September and December 1964 and that progress 
was achieved, they regretted the fact that the joint High Level Meeting of 
January 1985 did not achieve any results. 

186. The Ministers urged all parties to co-operate with the Secretary-General in 
his latest initiative by nhowing a greater political will so that the negotiations 
would proceed meaningfully and constructively for the achievement of a peaceful, 
just and lasting settlement in Cyprus, in full accord with the United Nations 
resolutions, 
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xx. WROPE 

187. The Ministers welcomed the efforts exerted in Europe, the continent where the 
bloc division is most salient and where armed forces and new weapons are still 
accumulatinq, despite the on-going negotiations aimed at reducinq tensions and 
eliminatinq the danger of conflict. The Ministers stressed that non-aligned and 
neutral countries of Europe play a particularly consttuctive role in these 
proceases, constitutinq a positive factor in the easing of the East-West tension, 
which ehould be encouraqed. 

188. Their activities at the Conference on Confidence- and Security-Building 
Measures and Disarmament in Europe, being held in Stockholm, and in the CSCE 
process ae a whole, are complementary to the global efforts of the Movement of 
Non-Aliqned Countries and constitute concrete implementation of the principles of 
the policy ot non-aliqnment in Europe , which the Ministers consequently support, 

189. The Ministers noted with satisfaction that many European countries are taking 
increaeinq interest in the activities of the Non-Aliqned Movement and in 
co-operating with Non-Aligned countries. They also point Out that their Commitment 

to strengthening peaceful co-operation in various fields, in the interest of peace 
and security, was manifested during the observance of the tenth anniversary of the 
CSCE Final Act in Helsinki. They expressed the hope that the Stockholm Conference 
will cantribute to positive trende in Europe and the Mediterranean and to the 
relaxat ion ot tensions in broader internat ional relat ione. 

190. The Ministers reiterated the close interdependence between the BeCUritY of 
Europe and that of the Mediterranean and stressed their conviction that the 
Mediterranean Non-Aliqned Countries should participate on all occasions and On a 
footing of equality in the dialoque on questions of security and co-operation in 
the Mediterranean, and that naval activities in the Mediterranean should be covered 
in the discussion on conridence-building meaeuree in the CSCE. 

191. The Ministers expreseed the hope that the Vienna follow-up meetiny of the CSCE 
will make an etfective contribution to security and co-operation in Europe and to 
international peace and security in general. 

XXI. THE MEDITERRANEAN 

192. The Ministers noted with concern the continuation of bloc confrontation in the 
Mediterranean, increaeed military preeence, toreiqn bases and fleets, including 
nuclear weapons of great Power, as well as the continued existence of hotbeds of 
crisis, occupation and aggression in this region, above all in the Middle East, 
which endanger the sovereignty and independence of non-aligned countries of this 
region in particular and obstruct peaceful eettlement of the problems. 

193. The Ministers noted that the first miniBteria1 meetinq ot Mediterranean 
non-aligned countries at Valletta constituted an event of great political 
significance whose purpose was to strengthen the effort8 of the Mediterranean 
non-a1iJned countries in tranatorminq this region into a region ot peace, security 
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and overall co-operation, in accordance with the decisions ot the fiovement ot 
Non-Aligned Countries and the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, 
particularly resolution 38/189 which sets forth the principle8 on the hasis ot 
which co-operation is to be developed and the problems of the region solved. They 
called on other Mediterranean European States and on all Statea to reepect the 
decisions of the Valletta Final Declaration , and in particular to adhere strictly 
to the principles of non-use or threat of force and urged them not to use their 
armaments, forces, bases and military facilities against non-aligned Mediterranedn 
members. 

194. They also welcomed the follow-up decision to hold a meeting in Valletta to 
discuss strengthening and enlarging co-operation on various econouic spheres as 
specified in the Valletta Declaration, and augured that meeting every success, 

195, The Minsters called upon all countries to join the efforts of the members ot 
the Movement ot Non-Aligned Countries and to pledge their support to peaceful 
transformation of the Mediterranean into a region of peace, security and overall 
co-operation. They upheld the decision of the Mediterranean non-aligned member 
States to meet again at the beginning of 1986 in order to carry out the task 
entrusted to them by the Seventh Summit Conference ot New Delhi. 

XXII. SUUTH-EAST ASIA 

196. Reviewing the situation in South-East Asia, the Ministers expressed qrave 
concern about the continuing conflicts and tensions in the region, particularly JS 
many of the States are members of the Movement at Non-Aligned Countries. They 
reaffirmed their support for the principles ot non-interference in the attairs ok 
sovereiqn States and the inadmissibility of the use of torte against sovereign 
States. They warned that there was a real danger of the tensions in and around 
Kampuchea escalating over a wider area. They were convinced ot the urgent need tu 
de-eecalate these tensions through a comprehensive political solution which woulti 
provide tor the withdrawal ot all foreign forces, thus ensurinq tull tespect tor 
the eovereignty, independence and territorial integrity ot all States in the region 
including Kampuchea. 

197. The Ministers reatfirmed the right of the people or Kampuchea to determine 
their own destiny free from foreign interterence, subversion and coercion dnd 
expressed ttle hope that through a process ot negotiations and mutual untierstandinq 
a climate conducive to the exercise of that right would be created. They also 
agreed that the humanitarian problems resulting trom the conflicts in the region 
required urgent measures which called for the active co-operation ot all the 
parties concerned. They urged all States in the reqion to undertake a dialogue 
which would lead to the resolution of differences among themselves and the 
establishment of durable peace and stability in the area, as well as the 
elimination of involvement and threats of intervention by outside power!+. In this 
context , they noted with approval the eftorts being made for the early 
establishment ot a zone ot peace* freedom and neutrality in the recrion and c;~llc!(i 
upon all States to give those ettorts their fullest support. 
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XXIII. SOU’IL’l-WEST ASIA 

198. The Ministers noted with great concern the situation in South-West Asia and 
agreed that it carries dangerous consequences for the peace and stability of the 
region. They agreed that the continuation of this situation poses serious 
imp1 ications for international peace and security. In this context, they viewed 
the situation in Afghanistan with particular concern. They reiterated the urgent 
call made at the Conference of Foreign Ministers held at New Delhi in February 1981 
for a political settlement on the basis of the withdrawal of foreign troops and 
full respect for the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and 
non-aligned status of Afghanistan and strict observance of the principle of 
non-intervention and non-interference. They also reaffirmed the right of the 
Afghan refugees to return to their home6 in safety and honour and called for a 
speedy solution to this vast humanitarian problem. To this .end, they urged all 
concerned to work towards such a settlement , which would ensure that the Afghan 
people would determine their own destiny free from outside interference and which 
would enable the Afghan refugees to return to their homes. 

199. The Ministers expressed their appreciation for the sincere efforts made in the 
search for a political settlement of the situation in Afghanistan and extended 
their support to the constructive steps taken in this regard by the United Nations 
Secretary-General. They regarded the discussion through the intermediary of the 
Secretary-General as a step in the right direction and urged their continuation 
with a view to promoting an early political settlement of the problem in conformity 
with the ideals and principles of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. They 
called on all States to exercise restraint to avoid further endangering the peace 
and security of the region, and take such steps as would lead to the creation of 
conditions conducive to stable and harmonious relations among the States of the 
region based on the non-aligned principles of peaceful coexistence, respect for 
sovereignty, national independence, territorial integrity and non-intervention and 
non-interference in the internal affairs of States. 

XXIV. KOREA 

200. The Ministers noted with concern that in spite of the Korean peopl.e’n 
aspirations for peaceful reunification of their homeland, Korea continues to be 
divided which poses a potential ttlreat to peace. 

201. The Ministers welcomed with satisfaction the attitude of the Korean people in 
their offorts to reunify their homeland peacefully and to achieve this qoal free of 
all foreign interference, by means of dialogue and consultations between North and 
South, in conformity with the three principles of independence, peaceful 
reunification and great national unity, set forth fn the ,7oint North-South 
statement of 4 June 1972. 

202. ‘t’hp Conference expren!;ed LOP hopfa that the f ul f i lment of the Korean people’s 
desire lor peaceful rcunificatil)rr would i)e enhanced by the withdrawal 01: all 
forrliqn 1.1 oopn from that iilf!il. 
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xxv, LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ISSUES 

203. The Ministers recognized that Latin America and the Caribbean are one of the 
regions of the world that has suffered most directly from the acts of aggression of 
the colonial and imperialist Powers. The Latin American and Caribbean region is 
now experiencing the most acute economic crisis since the war, as reflected in its 
enormous foreign debt and the growing deterioration of the peoples’ standard of 
living. In this regard, they pointed out the profound historic significance of the 
Latin American and Caribbean peoples’ anti-imperialist and democratic struggles in 
the consolidation of their national independence and in the full exercise of their 
sovereignty, in keeping with the main objectives and principles of non-alignment 
and with their inalienable right to choose their own political, economic and social 
systems, free from any foreign interference. Moreover, they expressed their 
satisfaction over the efforts that the States in the region are making to 
strengthen their unity, solidarity and co--operation, employing the diverse 
processes of regional integration. 

204. The Ministers pointed out with deep concern that the present situation in 
Central America constitutes one of the main focal points of tension at the 
internat ional level, They also pointed out that, despite the constant appeals of 
the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the rest of the international COmJIWnity 
and of the efforts made by the Contadora Group in searching for a negotiated 
political solution, that situation had further deteriorated as a result of 
imperialist policies of interference and intervention, which, along with the 
conditions of poverty and oppression from which the region historically suffers, 
represent a real threat to international peace and security. In this regard, they 
observed that the danger of direct United States intervention in Nicaragua, Cuba 
and other countries in the region had increased alarmingly. 

205. The Minister8 condemned the escalation of aggression, military attacks and 
other actions against Nicaragua’s sovereignty, political independence, territorial 
integrity, stability and self-determination. In this regard, they especially 
condemned the violation of its air space and territorial waters, the launching of 
international manoeuvres and other intimidating acts1 threats of seizure and 
occupation and selective bombing of Nicaraguan territory) the use of neighbouring 
countries as bases for aggression and the training of mercenary groups) acts of 
sabotage) air and naval attacks) the mining of the country’s main ports) and the 
imposition of coercive economic measures, including the trade embargo. Such 
terrorist practices have caused the deaths of thousands of Nicaraguans, resulted in 
heavy economic losses and hindered that country’s normal development. 

206. The Ministers energetically condemned the embargo and other coercive economic 
measures recently imposed on Nicaragua by the United States Government and noted 
with concern that the aforementioned embargo violates the principles and norms of 
international law. 

207. The Ministers expressed the opinion that these new acts of political and 
economic pressure, coupled with military actions , should he considered within the 
fratr,ework of a broader plan to destabi lize and overthrow the Government of 
Nicacayual and that they augment the risk of a regional war and hinder the 
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necessary dialoque that the Contadora Group ie promoting to achieve a negotiated 
and political solution to the region’s probleme. 

208. The Ministers reiterated their firm solidarity with Nicaragua and demanded an 
immediate halt to the threats, hostile acts, tinancinq ot mercenary groups by the 
United States Congress and coercive economic measures taken against the people and 
Government ot that country - all ot which are designed, in the short run, to 
overthrow the legitimately constituted Government of Nicaragua and increase the 
risk of a qeneralized conflict. The Ministers urge all States to faithEully 
respect the commitments made with the International Court ot Justice, especially 
acceptance of the Court’s mandatory jurisdiction and the required tultilment ot its 
rulinga and judgementa. Consequently , they exhort the United State8 to comply with 
the 10 May 1984 Ruling on Provisional Measures ot Protection and the judgement of 
26 November 1984 on the juriediction and admissibility of the 9 April 1984 demand 
presented by Nicaragua, 

209. The Ministers appl, uded the peace initiative8 of the Contadoca Group, composed 
ot Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela, and reiterated their conviction that 
this Group represents an authentic regional initiative to solve the crisis by 
political means. They noted with aatistaction the progress made in the search tar 
a political solution, especially the dra+tinq ot the Contadora Act tor Peace and 
Co-operation in Central America ot 7 September 1984. The Ministere also expressed 
their satisfaction that Nicaragua immediately agreed to Aign the Act in itR 
totality and without reservations. They urged all concerned State6 to redouble 
eftorta to bring the Contadora Gtoup’s peace process to tultilment by signing the 
Act. 

210. The MinIstera considered that, in agreement with the Additional Protocol to 
the Act, all States that wish to contribute to peace and co-operation in Central 
Amer ica, especially thoee that have tiee or interests in the cegion, should 
indicate their willingness to back l-hat peace dwument by adhering to the Protocol 
in order to quarantee its tull implementation. 

211. The Ministers welcomed the mo8t recent ettorte made by the Contadora Group, aH 
retlected in the communication trom the meetings held 22 and 23 July 1985. In thie 
reqard, they urged the Central American Governments and other States with ties and 
interests in the region to implement the six points listed in that conlmunication 

with a view to a prompt solution to the crisis by political means, namely: (1) the 
Contddora Act; (2) Actions toward d&tente; (3) Helat ions between Closta Rica and 
Nicaragua1 (4) The Manzanillo dialoguei (5) International orqanizationsr and 
(6) Latin Amer icdrl support. 

212. The Ministers also expressed their sdtietaction with the formation ot the Lima 
GrolJp ot Support. tar the Contadora Group, composed ot Argentina, Brazil, Peru and 
Uruguay, and their confidence that this initiative will contribute eigniticantly to 
atrenqthening ettortu tor peace in the region. 

213. The Ministers welcoaed the recent meeting in Cactagena, Colombia, ot the 

Foreign Ministertl ot the Contadora Group atntl the Lima Group ot Support tor the 
Contadora Group and agreed that ettorts anti actions tor peace should be cart led out 
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with a view toward the future and in accord with the goals of solidarity, 
i ndependence, and justice that have always been the aspiration of the peoples of 
Latin America. They also expressed their satlefaction at the tact that the 
mechanisms tot the operation ot the Lima Group of Support for the Contadora Group 
were determined at that meeting, 

214. The Ministers deplored the sudden, unilateral interruption by the United 
States of the bilateral talks with Nicaragua in Manzanillo, Mexico, which were 
aimed dt normalizing relations between the two countries in order to reach a 
specific agreement on peace in the region based on the principle of mutual respect 
for the sovereignty and self-determination of the peoples. They judged this action 
to be a serious hindrance to Nicaragua’s peace eftorts and considered that it also 
undermined the Contadora Group’s effort8 toward peace and co-operation tor the 
solution of Central America’s problems. In this regard, they urged the United 
States Government to renew the talks with Nicaragua as a means ot reaching a 
specitic agreement on the bases previously mentioned. 

215. The Ministers welcomed the initiative presented by the Nicaraguan Government 
tar the creation of a neutral zone of security on the border between Costa Rica and 
Nicdrayua, noting especially that the elimination in that zone of the tensions that 
serve foreign interests would represent an important step in reinforcing and 
deepening peace efforts in Central America. In this regard, the Minister3 urged 
the two Governments to meet, as indicated by Presidents Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua 
and Luiv Albert0 Monqe ot Costa Rica, to agree to the best procedures for 
establishing that neutral zone of security, with the aim ot ending the trequent 
border incidents. 

216. The Ministers requested the Governments of the United States, Honduras and all 
other concerned States to take a constructive attitude in tavour of peace and 
riialogue, in line with the principles of international law, to avoid any and all 
trctions that might aygravate tensions in the region. In this reqard, they agreed 
that the dismantling ot foreign military bases, the withdrawal of foreign military 
advisers, the halt ot military manoeuvres and an end to acts at torte would 
substantially reduce the points ot tension, contributing to the search tor ways 
which would enable the achievement ot a political and negotiated solution to the 
problems of the region. 

217. The Ministers reiterated their satisfaction with the outcome or the 
Ministerial meeting held between the members ot the European Economic Community, 
Spain and Portugal, the Centra? American countries and the countries of the 
Contadora Group which took place in San Jo&, Costa Rica in 1984 and expressed 
their cant idence that the torthcoming meeting, which is scheduled tor November 1985 
in Luxembou rq , will signiticantly contribute to the reinkorcement of the political 
and economic dialogue between Europe and Central America. They also realt irmed the 
necessity of peace and co-operation tor Central America. 

218. ‘l’l~e Ministers recalled the decision ot the Seventh Conterence ot Heads of 
State and tivernment ot the Movement ot Non-Aligned Countries to request thtr 
(:o-ordinating Bureau to tallow closely the evolution ot the situation in that 
subregion and congratulated the Bureau tor creating an unotticial Friends Ot the 
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Chairman yroup to tallow the development of the eituation in Cer.tral America. In 
this regard, they welcomed the invitation extended by the Government OF Yicaraqua 
in Afxil 1985 and noted that the Friends ot the Chairman’s visit to that CoUnttY 
contributed to strengthening solidarity and to a fuller understanding of the 
situation in which that fellow non-aligned country finds itaeltr a rapidly 
deteriorating situation as a result ot continued imperialist agqtession. At the 
same time, the Ministers reattlrmed the validity ot the Movement’8 principle5 in 
that region. 

219. The Ministers reiterated their deep concern over the deterioration ot the 
situation in El Salvador where, as a result of increased imperialist intervention 
and the grave internal socio-economic problems, important sector5 in that country 
are facing a stepped up armed contlict. 

220. They also noted, as another sign of this deterioration, the interruption of 
the dialogue between the Government and the Farabundo Mart i Frond tor National 
Liberation/Democratic Revolutionary Front (FMLN-FDR), a situation that should be 
remedied as soon as possible, since a global peaceful solution to the crisis in 
El Salvador can only be achieved through direct negotiation5 among all the 
representative politic;1 force5 including these two Fronts. 

221. They deplored the fact that there are still serious violat ions of human right5 
in El Salvador, especially since the civilian population in the zones controlled by 
the ineurgents continues to be attacked, bombarded and displaced, which, in 
addition to producing countless non-combatant victims, has also lutt. large numbers 
Of Salvadorans as internal refugee5 or displaced persons. They urged the 
Government and the FMLN-FDR to renew their talk5 and exhorted the United State5 
Government to adopt a constructive posilion in order to achieve a peacetul, 
negotiated solution to the present Salvadaran conflict. 

222. The Ministers reaffirmed the need to do away with colonialism in all its torms 
and manitestations in Latin America and the Caribbean, and they reiterated the 
non-aligned countries’ tull solidarity with the people5 of the region who are still 
in a colonial situation. As a result, they demanded that the colonial Powers 
immediately implement General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) in those ter ,&ties. 
They also expressed serious concern over the fact that the colonial F I ers are 
ueing territories in the region as base5 or ports ot call for ships f arryinq 
nuclear weapon5 and for the storage ot such weapons. 

223. The Minister5 reaffirmed their support tor the Puerto Rican people’s 
inalienable right to Puerto Rico’s selt-determination and independence, in accord 
with resolution 1514 (XV) and they noted with interest the resolution that the 
United Ndtions Special Committee on Decolonization adopted on 14 August 1985. 

224. The Minister5 condemned the maintenance ot military bases and troops toroign 
to the region in Latin America and the Caribbean, such as those existing in Cuba 
and Puerto Rico and on the Malvinas Islands, and they observed with concern the 
intention to install new ones, such as the one planned for Easter Island, which 
constitutes a threat to peace and security in the region. 
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225. The Ministers requested the immediate , unconditional lifting of the economic 
blockade and ending of other forms of pressure that the United C;tetes is exerting 
against Cuba, and they condemned the recent intensification ot the threats of 
aggression; the violations of Cuba’e airspace, including spy flights1 the 
violations of C!uba’e territorial waterer and the blockade in the spheres of 
finances, credit and trade. They reiterated the Movement’s solidarity with Cuba 
and it6 full support for Cuba’s leqicimate demand that the United States return the 
Guentanamo Naval Base and that it compensate the Cuban people for the material 
losses inf 1 icted. 

226. The Ministers observed the political process that is developing in Guatemala 
and expressed their hope that it would guarantee the broadest, most QtfQCtiVQ 
Partictpation by all social sectors of the Guatemalan people and respect tor and 
full exercise of human rights. 

227. The Minieters reiterated their unconditional support for the independence and 
territorial integrity of Belize and their respect for that country’s right to 
determine its future as a free and sovereign nation within the tramework of its 
land and maritime borders. They emphasired that any threat or use of torte againat 
Belize was unacceptable and reiterated their support for the settlement of disputes 
through negotiation and other peaceful means. 

228. The Ministers observed that in accordance with resolution 38/7 of the General 
Assembly that although most of the foreign troop8 had withdrawn, a number of these 
troops still continue to remain in GrerIada and urged for their immediate 
withdrawal . Taking note that there were elections held in this country, they 
rQitQratQd their firm solidarity with the people of Grenada and urged all countries 
to reepect the right of sovereignty and inalienable right to determine their 
political, economic and social system. 

229. The Ministers expreesed their total solidarity with the people and Government 
of Panama in their efforts to secure full compliance with the Panama Canal treaties 
and the neutrality of that inter-oceanic waterway , and they emphasired the fact 
that this process has been developing in accord with the schedule agreed upon. 
They expressed concern, houever, over the United States’ implementation of policies 
and practices in the Canal Zone that hamper strict compliance with the treaties 
and, in particular, over the application of Law 96/70 of the United States 
Congress, which is incompatible with and violates the letter and spirit of the 
aforementioned treaties. 

230. The Ministers renewed their appeal to all countries with the objective to 
adhere to the Protocol of the Permanent Neutrality Treaty of the Panama Canal and 
to respect the neutrality of that inter-oceanic waterway. 

231. The Ministers noted the etfortn being made by th Government ot Guyana to 
consolidate its independence and sovereignty and ensure a safe future tor its 
people. In connection with the territorial claim advanced by Venezuela, they note 
that both countries had submitted to the consideration ot the Secretary-General ot 
the United Nations the means for settlement of the dispute, in strict compliance 
with the Geneva Agreement ot 1966. 
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232. They again took note of the principled position of the Vunozuclan Government 
in renouncing the use of force in solving the matter. 

233. The Ministers reiterated their support for and solidarity with the people and 
the Government of the Republic of Suriname in their efforts aimed at preserving the 
independence and sovereignty of Suriname. They expressed their deep concern at 
measures taken and continuing attempts of certain Governments to exert pressures, 
which have an adverse effect on the political, economic and social devel.opment of 
Suriname and express the hope that the Governments concerned will engage in a 
frank, fair and meaningful dialogue, without coercion or any other form of 
interference in order to arrive at a solution on the basis of mutual respect and in 
the interest and well-being of the people of Suriname. 

234. The Ministers reiterated their firm support for the Republic of Argentina’s 
right to have its sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands sestituted through 
negotiation. They reiterated their call for a resumption of negotiationfi between 
the Governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom with the participation and qood 
offices of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. They reaffirmed the need 
that the said solution should duly take into account the interests of the 
population of the Islands and took note with satisfaction of the will oxprmsed by 
the Argentina Government to rcaspect and guarantee the maintenance of the way of 
life of the islanders, ttreir traditions and cultural identity including the u8e of 
safeguards and guarantees and statutes that might be negotiated. ThiH would enbJi@ 
a speedy, peaceful and just solution to the question in conformity with the 
principles and decisions of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries on the subject 
and with General Aesembly resolutions 1514 (XV), 2065 (XX), 3160 (XXVIII), 31/49, 
37/9, 38/12 and 39/6. 

235. They also took note with satisfaction of the readincb:;:j reaffirmed last 
10 July, by the Argentine Government to resume the negotiations requested by the 
General Assembly, and urged the Government of the United Kingdom to alscJ ac;r.-e to 

their resumption and to refrain from takiny decisions that would imply introducing 
unilateral modification in the situation while the sovereiqnty dispute remains 
unsettled. 

236. The Minioters also reaffirmed th,rt the massive Hritish military and naval 
presence in the area of the Malvinas, !;out.h Georgia8 and South Sandwich laland:~ 
which Include a strategic airport. are d ciltlst! for yreat concern to the countries of 
the Latin American region and advetse1.y affect stability in the area. 

237. They recalled that the establishment of bases and othr?r military installations 
on dependent territories obFltruct the application of the Declaration on the 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (reso.lution 1514 (XV) ) 
of the General Assembly and is incompatible with the purpofle and principles of the 
Charter of the United Nations and the af’orementioncd resolution. 

23R. The Ministers reiterated their categorical support for the Hepublic 01’ 
Bolivia’s leqitimate and rightful claim to recover a direct and useful outlet to 
the Pacific Ocean over which it would havtt full sovoreiynty. Conviriced that the 

solution of tllio problum in in thcj intt>rest nf the intertiat ional community and 
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recalling that international peace and security demand it, they issued an appt~l to 
all States to declare their solidarity with that inalienable right of the Bolivian 
people. The Ministers expressed their hope that an equitable solution t.o thiti 
problem will be found by applying the peaceful procedures provided in the Unit.t?d 
Nationa Charter and within the framework of the aims of the Movemont of Non-Aligned 
Countr ies. 

239. The Ministers recalled that the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Summit. 
Conferences of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries had expressed solidarity with 
the social and economic transformations initiated by the late President 
Salvador Allende and demanded the implementation of the resolution on Chil.e, 
adopted at the thirty-seventh session of the United Nations General Assembly. They 
further reaffirmed their solidarity with the Chilean people’s legitimate hopes of 
re&oring their freedom and basic human rights , and the non-alignment policy 
pursued by President Allende. 

0240. The Ministers noted the existence in Latin America of an area in which nuclear 
weapons are proscribed by the Treaty of Tlatelolco , and stressed the need to create 
favourable conditions for all I,atin American countries to sign and ratify it and 
all nuclear’ Power6 to respect it. In this context, they also condemned the 
introduction of nuclear weapons in the region by certain Western Powers. 

241. The Ministers welcomed the establishment of new democracies in Latin America, 
which enable their respective peoples to fully realize their inalienable right to 
freely determine their own destinies. In this regard, they reccgnized that it ifi 
advisable to find political solutions and to make efforts to conao1idat.e those 
democratic proceones. 

242. They also noted that the defence of human rights and the full and effective 
exercise of political and ideological pluralism, constitute important factor f3 in 
the progress of the peoples of the region. 

243. The Ministers decided to convene a special meeting of the Co-ordinatiny Bureau 
in Latin America and the Caribbean in 1986, and they requested that the 
Co-ordinating Bureau in New York determine the date and site. 

XXVI. NON-INTERVENTION AND NON-INTERFERENCE 

244. The Ministers reiterated the firm support of the Non-Aligned Countries l.or tllr: 
principle of non-intervention and non-interference in the internal and external 
affairs of States, one of the basic principles of non-al.ignment. In common iK:cor d , 
they categorically reaffirmed that the violation of ttlis principle is not o111y 
unacceptable but also unjustif iahle, under any circumRtatK%S, and incompat illI c! wi th 
the obligation assumed by member countries of the United Nationn by virtue 01’ its 
Charter. 

245. Recalling the relevant decisions of the Seventh Summit Conference, the 
Ministera noted with concern that decrpiLe the adoption by thr! General AusemtllY 01 
the Declaration on the Inadmist;ll)ility of Intervention and Interference in t Ire 
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Internal Att..iirH ot States contained in resolution 36/103, policies of intervention 

and intertvrence, pressure and the threat or uBe of force continukd to be pursued 
against nmrry countries including, in particular, non-aligned countries, tiith 
dangerous conoequences tor peace and aecur i ty , They called upon all States to 
adhere to the Declaration and observe its principles in their dealinqa with other 
States. 

XXVlY. PEACEFUL SETTLEMONT OF DISPUTES AND CONFLICTS 

246, The Ministers once again reiterated the support ot the non-aligned COuntrieB 
for the principle of peaceful nettlement of dispute8 and contlicts between them and 
ebstaininq from reeortinq to the threat or use of force againet the national 
sovereignty, territorial integrity or independence ot any of them, thereby avoiding 
a threat to international peace and security. 

247. In this regard, they noted with concern that non-observance or this principle 
not only lead8 to serious loss of human life and ti;e deetruction of the economic 
Eoundat ions that are essential for the development and progress of the peoplea of 
thoee countr iee, but aleo weakens the unity and solidarity of the Movement. 
Non-compliance with thie principle endanger8 the efforts made by the non-aligned 
cauntries aimed at atrengthoniqg international peace and security; it also 
reaffirms the need to presecvc the unity of the Movement. To this effect, they 
reiterated the need to abide by the principles of etrict respect for the 
independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity or States, the inviolability of 
leqally established international borders, non-interference in internal affaire, 
respect tar the riyht of all peoples to free national and eocial development, and 
retralninq teom reAorting tu preasufee and the threat or use ot force and t0 any 
torms ot sqqreesion. 

248. The Ministers reatticmed that the principles ot peaceful Bettlement ot 
disputee and contlicts, through direct negotiations, mediation, or good Otficet3 
accepted by the interested part ice, or other measures included in the United 
Nationo Charter, continue to be the key elements on pzacetul coexistence aB 
recommended by the non-aliqned countries and, to that ettect, recalled the relevant 
declarations ot the Seventh Conference ot Beads ot State or Government and 
reiterated their titm support tor the principle8 expreseed therein which are an 
ettective way to taster the peaceful eettlement ot diepuces and contlicts between 
non-aligned countries. 

249, Hecallinq paragraph 170 ot the New Delhi Summit Peclaretion, the Minintere 
requested the Co-ordinating Bureau in New York to intensity its work tor the 
implementation ot the decision on the setting up ot a working qroup tor this 
question which should examine all propooale and eubmit a report to the torthcominq 
Minitlterial Meetinq ot the Co-ordinating Bureau on the eve ot the Eighth Summit, as 
well as to the Summit iteelt. 
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XXVIII I FORTIETH ANNIVEHSARY OF THE UNI’MI NATION8 

250. The United Nations, since its founding on 24 October 1945, has been playing a 
Central role in the contemporary system of international relations. The lasting 
value of the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter, turther 
developed and enriched by the policy of non-alignment has been confirmed, thus 
affirming the United Nations as a universal international forum which has the 
Central role in the maintenance of international peace and security, peaceful 
settlement of international disputes and crises, strengthening of international 
Co-operation in all fields on the baeia of sovereign equality of States, 
establishment of equitable and just economic relations and in the strengthening of 
the policy of peaceful coexistence, universal detente, disarmament and development, 

251. The Movement of Non-Aligned Countriee has consistently maintained a deep and 
abiding commitment to the United Nations, to preeerving and strengthening this 
organization and to making it fulfil more effectively the purposes and principles 
enshrined in the Charter: 

252. Raised upon the ashes of a world war that caused millions ot victims and 
enormous damage to all mankind, the United Nations has prevented the outbreak ot 
another global war. The preservation ot international peace and security 
constitutes a vital need for mankind’s existence and the United Nations haa proved 
to be the meet appropriate forum to deliberate on and seek solutions to issues 
relating to international peace and security, disarmament, particularly nuclear 
disarmament, the safeguarding of national independence, sovereignty, territorial 
integrity of States and their right to unhampered and independent development and a 
free choice of political and economic eyeteme~ the struggle against imperialism, 
colonialiem, neo-colonialism, hegemony, foreign aggression, occupation and 
domination, as well as against apartheid and racism and all torme ot dependence, 
threat or use of force, interference, pressure and intervention in international 
relations, 

253. The United Nation8 and epecialized agencies, during the 40 years ot their 
activity, have achieved eiqnificant results in many fields ot international 
relations, They have played a major role in the process ot decolonieation, owing 
primarily to the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. They have also rendered their 
full support to the legitimate struggle tor the emancipation ot peoples. The 
United Nation8 has recognized the statue of the liberation movements and enabled 
them to participate in its work. The United Nations has qreatly contributed to the 
fact that international economic and social problems, particularly a rapid 
development ot developing countries, have become an integral part ot overall 
etforts for the promotion ot peace and security in the world. The Declaration and 
Programme of Action on the Establishment ot a New Economic Order are documents ot 
hietor ic signi t icance. 

254. The Convention on the Law at the Sea constitutes an important step towarda the 
lmplementatton ot the principle ot common heritage ot mankind. 

255. The United Nations has constantly advocated the promotion of human rights, the 
selt-determination of peoples and the elimination t>t all terms ot racism and 
apartheid, -17- and it has adopted il series ot important intornatioml legal instruments 
in this tield. 
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256. The Ministers recalled the importance of resol,ution 1514 (XV) adopted by the 
United Nations General Assembly in 1960, concerning the right of all peoples under 
colonial or alien domination to self-determination and independence, and cecoqnixed 
that throughout all the years of existence ot the United Nation8 and after the 
dismember inq of the colonial empires, new independent State8 came into existence 
which later became members ot the United Nations and of the Movement ot Non-Aligned 
Countries, thus strengthening the purpoees and principles of the United Nations in 
the contemporary system ot international relations. 

257. The Ministers emphasized that the last vestiges of colonialism must be 
eliminated as soon as possible and that the United Nations as a universal 
orqanization must play an outstanding role in this task. They uryed all States to 
recommit themselves to the eradication of colonialism and to contribute to the 
implementation of the United Nations mechanisms in this endeavour. 

258. The Ministers noted that over the yeara the United Nations has contributed 
signiticantly to the economic and social progress of all countries and peoples. 

259. They emphasized that multilateral economic co-operation ia the most eftective 
form of co-operation among States and that the United Nations is the most 
appropriate forum tar analyaing and finding solutions to world development 
problems. The growth of specialized agencies within the United Nations syatemr 
demonetrates that the development ot multilateral economic co-operation presents 
increasingly greater percpectives and possibilities a8 well as better reeulte for 
the progress and weltere ot all people, in more specific areas and at higher levels. 

260. They reiterated the full validity and continuing relevance of the principlen 
and objectives contained in the General Aesembly resolution on the establishment of 
the new international economic order and emphaaized the Charter of Economic Rights 
and Duties ot States adopted by the General Assembly; together they essentially 
constitute etfective instruments for the establishment ot a new sySteln of 
international economic relations based on justice and equality of sovereignty and 
interdependence of the interewtn of both the developing and developed countrief?. 

261. In this context, the Ministers appealed to all States to strengthen 
multilateral co-operation in the contemporary system ot international economic 
relations and to provide support for and contribute to the realization of the 
objectives ot the United Nations and its specialized agencien. 

262. They urqed all Stcltee to adhere to the international juridical instruments 
concerninq international economic relations adopted by tne United Nations and to 
apply them comprehensively. 

26.3. The Ministers recalled the outstanding role played by the United Nations in 
the codit ication dnd proqressive development ot international law, In the interest 
of a world community based on law and order, they urged all States to expedite 
their accession to international legal inatruments emanating trom the United 
Nations. 
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264. In spite ot significant achievements the United Nations has not been tully 
succeastul, particularly in safeguarding international peace and security, eneuring 
complete decolonization, promoting disarmament, economic development and problems 
of human rights. This has been due, above all, to the negative attitude of major 
Powers and some developed countries and their attempts to solve important 
international issues outside the framework of the United Nations system. 

265. The Ministers stressed the obligation of all States to strictly abide by the 
principles ot the United Nations and reepect its decisions and resolutiona. 

266. Of particular concern are the ever more trequent attempts and pressures to 
weaken and narrow multilateralism, first of all the activitiee of the United 
Nation6 and it8 specialized agencies, in order to preserve the acquired privileges 
and to impose new inequitable relations. The Ministers viewed with concern the 
pressures and the attempts to bypass the United Nations in the solution ot major 
international questions. 

267. This has led to a crisis in multilateralism and a weakening ot the role ot the 
United Nations as a negotiating forum. The Ministere reaffirmed the continued need 
for and importance of the United Nations, a8 the moat appropriate torum tar t inding 
solutions to major contemporary issues such as international peace and security, 
jU8tiCe and equality among all peoples and nations, internat ional co-operation and 
the progress of mankind. 

268. In spite of the tact that contemporary international law considers uqyrea~ioll 
an international crime and that the United Nations must play an outstanding role in 
the prevention of aggression, the Ministere noted with concern the abuse ~11. the, 
right of veto to obstruct decisions by the Security Council pertaininq to ttre 
maintenance ot international peace and eecurity, particularly thone relatlnq to the 
imposition of sanctions against lerael and South Africa. Such is contt cloy to the 
purposes and principles ot tht! United Nations and weekene the role ot thtb Security 
Council. 

269. The Ministers considered that the observance ot the tortieth atuhiversdry 
should yive impetus to the strengthening of the role and etticiericy ot the world 
organization so that multilateral. negotiations may bring about political solutions 
of crises and major international problems within its tramework dnd SC) ttldt thr? 

equality and independence ot all countries and the principles ot active ,lrrd 
peaceful coexistence may become t.tre t)asiR ot international rrldtiuns, and enHuLt’ 
lasting peace, security and proyreet3 in the world. 

270. The Ministers also emphdsizeci the necessity ot enhancing the effectiveness ot 
the work ot the Special CornnIl ttee on the Charter ot the United Nat iunti dn(i thtl 
Strengthening of the Role ot the Organization in promoting the role& 01 thfJ 
Otganization. To that end lunctional modalities ot the Organlzatiln~ n~er~t‘ fresh 
consideration. 

271. On behalf ot the non-dliyneci Member States ot the United Ndt imti, thr 
Ministers paid warm tribute to t:tle Secret.ary-General of the United Nations tclt’ hi8 
wholehearted endeavour 9 ill ptomotirq the tale and et 1 iciency 01 thr Uiiitetl NijLiontl. 
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272. They recalled the,call given to the international community by the Heads Of 
State or Government ot Non-Aliqned Countries at the New Delhi Summit, to observe 
1985 as the Year of the United Nations. They considered the participation Of Heads 
of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries at the anniversary session of the 
General Assembly in 1985 of qreat importance and expressed the hope that Heads Of 
State or Government of all countries would attend this session in pursuance of the 
initiative launched at that Summit. Moreover, non-aliqned countries should 
Cmtil~Ue to play an active role in the various organs ot the United Nations. 

XXIX. UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

273. The Ministers considered with interest the situation obtaininq within the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Drqanization (UNESCO) and 
reaffirmed the predominant’role of this universal institution in the dialogue ot 
cultures, international co-operation and development, They considered that 
questioning the role and universality of UNESCO constitutes an attempt to reject 
the multilateral system of international co-operation and a direct threat to the 
whole system ot the United Nations. 

274. The Ministers therefore noted with concern that the actions taken against 
UNESCO and its Director-General focused explicitly on the role and position of 
developinq countries in the administration and activities ot the United Nations 
system, 

275. They further noted that the UNESCO activities that were most criticized were 
precisely those which reflected the aspirations of developinq countriee and whose 
objective was the new international information order in particular and the right 
of peoples in general, and this attitude towards UNESCO reflects the present 
deadlock in the North-South dialogue. 

276. In this respect, the Ministers emphasized that universality of UNESCO was 
inconceivable without the univereality of its programmes. They believed that 
UNESCO activities should reflect the intereets , aspirations and socio-cultural 
values of all countries. 

277. The Ministers thus reatfirmed the support of the Movement of Non-Aliqned 
Countries for the action of the Director General of UNESCO in the fultilment of the 
noble objectives ot the Orqanization and turther lent support to the proqrammes and 
activities of the Orqanization. 

27tJ. They called on all members of the Non-Aliqned Movement to make voluntary 
contributions to UNESCO in so far a8 possible, not only to enable it to implement 
its proqramme but also to resist the financial pressures to which it is exposed. 

279. In this context, the Ministers stressed the importance ot substantia! and hiqh 
level participation ot all members ot the Movement in the twenty-third Hession of 
the UNESCO General Conterenca to be held at Sotia, bulqaria trom 8 October to 
12 Nowher 1985. 
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280. The Ministers called on all UNESCO member States to preserve the universality 
of the organization and work for the implementation ot all programmea. 

281. In this context they addressed an urqent call to UNESCO member States who had 
notified their intention of withdrawing trom the Organization to reconsider their 
decisian and continue to participate in international co-operation in the fields of 
education, science, culture and information, for which UNESCO ie the most 
appropriate torum. 

XXX. INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR (1985) 

282. The Miniatere expressed the interest of the Movement of Non-Aligned COUnttie 
to promote initiatives within the United Nations in order to ‘achieve the goals of 
the General Assembly resolution 34/151 on the proclamation of 1985 ae the 
International Youth Year under the alogan: Participation, Development, Peace. 

XXXI. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT 

2L13. The Ministers, in noting the succeosful conclusion of the United Nation8 
Decade for Women, welcomed the Forward-looking Strategies adopted at the World 
Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United Nation6 Decade for 
Women held at Nairobi in July 1985. They urged all States to commit themeelves to 
the expeditious implementation of these strategies, aimed at promoting the ful’ 
realization of the objectives of equality, development and peace by women 

everywhere, 

XXXII. THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE AFRO-ASIAN CONFERENCE 

284. The Ministers recalled the historic Asian-Atrican Conference held at Bandung 
in L955 which eerved as a rallying point and an inspirational guide for all peoples 
struggling for independence, quality and human diqnity. The Ten Principles 
enunciated by the Conference have kindled a spirit of solidarity and common purpoee 
among the peoples of newly independent States and those etill fighting for their 
freedom, which found ite full expreesion in the establishment of the non-aligned 
movement in 1961. 

285. Meeting in this thirtieth anniversary year of the African-Asian Conference, 
they welcomed the Declaration issued during the commemoration of the anniversary 
held at Bandunq last April. In this connection they reiterated their deep 
conviction in the continuing validity ot the Ten Principle6 and the need to 
continue to promote the spirit ot Bandung by strenqtheninq the unity and eolidarity 
among the peoples of the developinq countries all over the world within the 
tramework ot the Movement ot Non-Aligned Countries, 

/ .  .  l 
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XXXIII. TWENTY-FIkYH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DECLARATION 'JN 
THE GRANTING DP INDEPENDENCE TO COLONIAL 
COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES 

286. The Ministers recalled that 1985 marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
adoption by the General Aseembly ot the historic Declaration on the Grantinq of 
IndependLnce to Colonial Countries and Peoples contained in resolution 1514 (XV). 
They lauded the commendable role played by the United Nations since its inception 
in the field ot decolonization, particularly after the adoption ot the 
Declaration. They recalled also in this context, the major role of the non-aligned 
movement in the struqgle against colonialism, as also the fact that the newly 
independent countries in recent decades, apart trom bringing the United Nations 
closer to its qoal of universality, have almost invariably opted to join the 
Movement. 

287. The Ministers welcomed the progress achieved in the implementation of 
resolutions 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, 2621 (XXV) of 12 October 1970 and 35/118 
of 11 December 1980, which contain, respectively, the Declaration on the Granting 
ot Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the programme of action and the 
Plan of Action for the Full Application of the Declaration. 

288. The Ministers stressed the gravity of continued colonialist exploitation of 
dependent territories and noted that despite the existence ot the aforementioned 
resolutions, Namibia, New Caledonia, Puerto Rico, the Malvinaa, Micronesia and 
other territories continue under colonial domination] they demanded immediate 
implementation in these cases of resolution 1514 (XV) and the other relevant United 
Nations resolutions. 

289. They reiterated their conviction that the struggle for national independence 
is a legitimate means for the eradication ot colonialism, in all its forma and 
maniteetations, and al ien domination, and urged all States to intensify their 
mater ial, moral, political and diplomatic support for the National Liberation 
Movements that are struggling to achieve eelt-determination and independence, in 
conformity with the relevant reeolutions of the United Nations and other 
international torums, in particular, General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV). 

290. The Ministers reatfirmed that the existence ot colonialiem, in all it8 forms 
and manifeotations, including apartheid and Zionism and alien domination ae well as 
the colonial wars which tend to repress the National Liberation Movements, is 
incompatible with the norms ot contemporary international law and poses a serious 
threat to international peace and security. 

291. The Ministers expreesed their satisfaction with and recognition ot the Special 
Committee on Decolonixation for its major contribution to the effective and 
comprehensive application ot the Declaration on the Granting ot Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples. 
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New Caledonia - 

292. The Ministers recognized that the Pacific is a region ot the world which 
contains many ot the remaining non-self-governing territories and they reaffirm the 
right of all peoples, regardless of the eize of their populations or of their 
territories, to determine their own destinies tree ttom any torm of toreiqn 
interference. 

293. In this context, the Ministers expressed their support tor self-determinatior 
and the early transition to an independent New Caledonia in accordance with the 
rights and aspirations ot the indigenous people , and in a manner which guarantees 
the rights and interests of all ito inhabitants. 

294. The Ministers also took note ot the existing dialogue between the 
Administering Pouer and New Caledonia’s people, and commended both par ties for 
their stated desire for a speedy and peacetul solution. 

XXXIV. NEW INTERNATIONAL INJ?ORt4ATION AND CWMUNICATION ORDER 

295. The Ministers welcomed the oincere co-operation among the non-aligned and 
other developinq countries and the proqress recorded in favour of the treedom and 
development of national mass media. They emphasized that co-operation in the tield 
of information is integrally linked to tht? struggle of the non-aligned and other 
developing countries tor the establishment of new and just international relations, 
in qeneral, and the new international information and communication order, in 
particular, baaed on the free and balanced flow ot information, They requested all 
non-aliyned countries to continue making efforts in this direction, using their own 
means and on the basis of the principles of solidarity and mutually advantageous 
co-operation. 

296. The Ministers ated with satisfaction the progress recorded in the proqramme 
of action for the decolonization of information and in countering tendentious 
reporting and mass media campaigns againAt non-aligned countries and national 
liberation movements. 

297. The Ministers reiterated that the decolonisation ot information was an 
essential factor in the struggle of the non-aligned countries to establish a new 
international information and communication order; they aqreed that 
diversification of the sources of information and elimination of impediments and 
inequality in the international flow ot information would considerably facilitate 
the promotion of dialogue and international understanding. 

298. The Ministers noted with satistaction that the General Conference ot Ministers 
of Information of Non-Aligned Countries, meeting in Jakarta trom 26 to 
30 January 1984, was held in the spirit ot the decisions ot the Seventh Summit and 
that it retlected the continuity ot the development ot co-operation ot the 
non-aligned countries in the tield ot intormet inn adopted hy the Conterence and 
noted that it represented a confirmation ot the past activities and a broad basis 
for initiatinq and introducinq new torme ot co-operation. 
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299. They expressed their appreciation for the report submitted by the Minister of 
Information of the Republic of Indonesia, the Chairman of Inter-Governmental 
Council (IGC) on Information and Communication of Non-Aligned Countries as well aS 
its activities in implementing the decisions of the General Conference of Ministers 

of InPormation of Non-Aligned Countries. They underlined that the Conference 
encouraged the activities of non-aligned countries towards promoting the free and 
balanced flow of information in which the significant role is played by the ~001 Of 
news agencies of non-aligned ,countries. The Ministers pointed to the need for 
reviving co-operation among broadcasting organisations and other information 
institutions and organizations in non-aligned countries. 

300. The Ministers noted with satisfaction the results achieved in the Conference 
Of Mini.ters of Information and Communication, held in Cairo in May 1984, in regard 

to the reduction of the telecommunication tariffs, by 50 per cent in 11 countries 
where Distribution Centres of the News Agencies Pool of the Non-Aligned Countries 
have been established. as well as a similar reduction in the exchange tariffs for 
television programmes rebroadcast by satellite. 

301. The Ministers pointed to the need for all non-aligned countries to engage 
themselves in the’preparation of the forthcoming General Conference of the 

Ministers for Information of the Non-Aligned Countries to be held in Harare, 
Zimbabwe , and to contribute by their active participatidn. 

302. The Ministers noted with satisfaction the work of broadcasting organisations 
of non-aligned countries. They reiterated the need to hold a meeting of the radio 

broadcasting organisations of the non-aligned countries in OKdeK to draft a 
programme of measures on problems in this sphere. 

303. The Ministers noted with satisfaction that during the ten years of its work 
the pool of news agencies of non-aligned countries had become an important factor 

in the exchange of information among non-aligned countries. The Ministers 
supported the linking of existing communication systems into a unified 
telecommunications network of non-aligned countries. The Ministers endorsed the 
decision of the tenth meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee of the pool of news 

agencies of non-aligned countries, held at Belgrade from 4 to 6 March 1985.. They 
al.30 supported the def-ision to convene the next meeting at Havana, in March 1986. 

3C4. The Ministers congratulated the Pan African News Agency (PANA) for its 
valuable contribution to the struggle against misinformation and in favour of 
decolonization and restructuring of information, with the objective of establishing 
tht new international information order, based on peaceful and just relations, and 
encouraged PANA to continue working in this direction. 

305. The Ministers also noted with satisfaction the fruitful development of 
co-operation between the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and UNESCO, particularly 
in the spheres of information, education, science and culture, and congratulated 
UNESCO for its systematic activities and efforts undertaken in favour of the 
establishment of the new international information and communication order. They 
reaffirmed their support for UNESCO, its Director-General and its activities. The 
Ministers also expressed their sincere congratulations to UNESCO for its efforts 

made to lower the telecommunications tariffs, paid by developing countries. 
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306. The Ministers expressed appreciation for the co-operation extended by UNESCO 
to non-aligned countriee, par titularly with respect to its co-operation in the 
studies on information and communication problems, including those relating to the 
attainment of a much more balanced flow of information between the developing and 
developed countries, The Ministers noted with deep concern the recent moves by 
certain countries to weaken UNESCO. They urged all States to take all the 
neceesary steps in order to strengthen the role of UNESCO. 

307. The Ministers agreed on the need to strengthen co-ordination with the United 
Nations Bystem, with a view to applying the principles ot the new international 
information and communication order and agreed to support the Department of Public 
Information 80 that it could increase printed and audio-visual information, enhance 
public awareneee of the issues of interest to non-aligned countries and to ensure a 
mOte coherent coverage oti and a better knowledge in areas which have priority, such 
aa international peace and eecutity, disarmament, peace keeping and peace making 
operatione, deoolonization, Palestine, Namibia, the promotion of human rights, the 
right of people to self-determination, apartheid and racial discrimination, 
economic and social development issues, the integration of women in the struggle 
for peace and development, the establishment of the new international economic 
order and the new international information order. They commended with deep 
appreciation the positive role played by the United Nations and UNESCO in tottering 
co-operation among the non-aligned countries in this sphere. 

308. The Ministers condemned the use of radio a8 an instrument of hostile 
propaqanda by one State against another, be it a member of the Non-Aligned Movement 
or not, because it is an act that is contrary to the fundamental principles of the 
Movement, the New International Information and Communication Order, and because it 
is a violation of international rules and standards in the field of radio 
broadcasting as provided for by the United Nation8 Charter and international law. 
They also demanded the immediate cessation of all hostile broadcasts aimed at 
non-aligned countriee. 

309. The Ministers noted with satisfaction the establishment of the Non-Aligned 
Documentation Centre in Sri Lanka in accordance with relevant decisions taken at 
the Non-Aligned Summit and other meeting@. They ctilled upon all the member 
countries to forward to the Non-Aligned Documentation Centre complete 8ete of 
authenticated documents in all non-aligned working languagee, wherever available, 
of future non-aliqned meetings which they may hoet in their respective countries in 
order to fulfil the mandate given to the Non-Aligned Documentation Centre aa the 
repository of documents relatinq to the conferences and meetings ot the non-aligned 
movement. 

/ l .  .  
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xxxv. TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MOVEMENT OF 
NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES 

310. The Ministers noted that 1986 will mark the twenty-fifth annivereary of the 
foundation of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, at the first Summit 
Conference. held at Belgrade in September 1961. They emphaeized that thie WCaBion 
is Of particular importance for the Non-Aligned Countriee and that it should be 
observed in a subetantive and solemn manner, in order to promote and foster the 
ideals, original principles and goals of the policy and of the Movement of 
Non-Aligned Countries. 

XXXVI. THE EIGHTH SUMMIT 

311. In accordance with the mandate of the Seventh Conference of Heads of State Or 
Government at New Delhi, the Ministers decided that the Eighth Conference of Heads 
of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries would be held in Harare, Zimbabwe, 
in 1986. 

312. The Conference took note of the offers made by the Democratic People’0 
Republic of Korea and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya to host the Conference of the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Non-Aligned Countries to be held after the Eighth 
Summit Conference at Harare and recommended them tor consideration by the Eighth 
Summit Conference. 
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LUANDA SPEClAL COMMUNIQUE ON SOUTH AFHICA 

1. The meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Non-Aligned Movement takes place at a 
time Ot momentous development in apartheld South Africa, Oppression ha8 reached 
the point where it has forced aL1 segments of the opprsosed to reeiet tyranny. 
Internal upr isirrq, the inevitable consequence of the repreaeion and oppreseion of 
the apartheid rbyime, has in neitied. The countdown to the collapse of apartheid 
has started in earnest. 

2. NotwithRtdnding the show ot torte of the apartheid regime, notwithstanding the 
imposition of a State of Emeryency, notwithstanding the daily brutal murder by the 
police and the army of scores ot detenceless peoples, resistance to apartheid 
continues. In a united mass action, the workers, peasants, youth, etudents, Clergy 
and women as well a8 children have continued to show their determination to make 
every sacritice to regain their human dignity and their inalienable right to 
self-determination. In the process the South African racist regime is in panic, 
and in its desperation it has become increasingly ruthless and brutal. 

3. As a result ot the prevailing political upheaval, tremendous pressure on the 
apartheid economy has ensued and the confidence in the economy is being 
increasingly eroded. Coneequently the South Atrican Bconomy is in the throes of 
collapse. This belies the thesis relentlessly advanced by the alliee and 
apologists of the apartheid regime that economic eanctions could not bring down the 
regime to its knees. 

4. The Non-Aliqned Foreign Minister!3 salute and congratulate the oppressed black 
people of South Atr ica tor the unprecedented couraqeous action which they embarked 
upon. They pledged their UnfLinching support to them in their determined struggle 
for their emancipation. They call upon the international community to aeaume it6 
responsibility and urgently provide moral, political and material eupport to the 
oppressed people of South Atrica. To this end the Non-Aligned Foreign Minietete 
renewed their call to the Security Council to urgently impose comprehensive and 
mandatory sanctions against South Atrica under Chapter VII of the Charter of the 
United Nations. 

5. The Ministers call on the principal trading partners ot South Africa - Western 
Europe, Japan and the United States - to co-operate and aseist the proceee of 
genuine change which may still be achieved without mass bloodshed. 

6. The Ministers paid tribute to the growing anti-apartheid movement in Western 
Europe, North Amer ica and AuRtralaeia, tor their intensified campaign against 
apartheid. 

7. Notinq that the South Atrican r&gime continues tn hold Namibia in bondage, the 
Foreign MiniHtera expressed their indiynation at the perpetuation of thie 
illegality. lhey called on the United Nations to assume itR responsibility and to 
enable the people ot Namibia to realizt? their inalienable right to 
self-determination and iutlepenc~ence OII the basis ot Security Council reeolution 
435 (1978) . The Foreiqn MinisterN reatt irmed their determination to COntinUe to 

provide material support to the South West AtricR People’s Organization (SWAPO), 
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the sole and authentic representative of the p@ople of Namibia in the struggle to 
liberate Namibia trom South Africa’8 illegal occupation, 

8. The Foreign Ministers reaffirmed their eolidarity with Angola and other 
African States that have been victims of South Africa’s brutal aggreeeion. 
Military incureiona and occupation of part8 of the territory of Angola by South 
Africa are P clear manifestation ot the threat which the apartheid r6qlme poeee to 
international peace and eecurity. The Foreign Minititer demanded the immediate and 
uncondit ionul withdrawal of the South African troop8 trom occupied Anqolan 
terr Itoty. 

9. Peace in the reqion can only be guaranteed by the total aklition ot apartheid 
and the eetoblishment of a non-racial and democratic society in South Africa. TO 
this end the Foreign Minietere dedicated themselves, and call upon the 
tnternational community to joti actively in the campaign tar that objective. 

/ . . 
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gtatement of the Chairman of the PoliticaI Committee 

The Political Committee took up for coneideratfun the followiny paragrapha 
relating to East Timor contained in the draft tulitical declaretionr 

gate. 1221 The Ministers noted with concern the existing situation in East 
Timor reccqnizing the need to find a peaceful settlement to this problem by means 
of dialogue. 

pare. 1231 The Ministers appealed to the Secretary-General of the United 
Nation6 to undertake efforta aimed at achieving a global, durable and stable 
solution for Eaet Timor in compliance with resolution 37/30, adopted at the 
thirtieth session of the United Nations General Aesembly, as well as all relevant 
decisions of the Organizarion. 

para. 124~ In this respect, the Minlaters considered aB positive the 
conversations carried out between Portugal and Indonesia, under the auspices of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, reccgnizing the need for the participation 
of representatives of the people of Eest Timor in this procetta, so aa to safeguard 
the interests of all parties directly involved in the conflict. 

In the discussions, 25 delegations spoke in favour of deletion of the 
paragraphs and 13 delegations in favour of their retention. 

At the end of the discussiona, the Chairman took the view that no consensus 
could be established for either deletion or retention of the paragraphs. 

The Chairman proposes that this etatement be reflected in the arecords. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. In their analysis of the evolution of the international economic situation, 

the Ministers stressed the soundness and continued validity of the assessment made 
by the Seventh Summit Conference of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries in 1983 

in New Delhi and noted that the world economic situation had not improved since 
then, characterized by a further widening of the gap between the developing and the 

developed countries as a continuing source of instability threatening world peace 
and security. They emphasised that the world economic situation reflected 

underlying structural maladjustments and a fundamental disequilibrium in the world 
economy. 

2. The Ministers expressed deep concern at the lack of progress on the realistic 
proposals put forward by the Seventh Summit for stimulating the dialogue between 
developed and developing countries in areas of mutual concern and benefit. The 
continuing retreat from multilateralism and erosion of the multilateral economic 
institutions, as well as the impasse in negotiations between developed and 
developing countries in the essential areas of international economic relations 
rerlected a lack ot political will on the part of some developed countries to 

tackle effectively the problems of the world economy through means which recognize 
the reality of interdependence and which adopt an integrated approach to the 
increasingly interrelated issues of money, finance, debt and trade. 

3. The Ministers expressed their deep concern over the continuation of tne crisis 
in the world economy and its devastating consequences for the economies of 
developing countries. They emphasised that it was not possible to sustain economic 
recovery even in the developed countries without reactivating the economies of 
developing countries including an improvement in their purchasing power and thereby 
their import capabilities and by adoption of internationally agreed measures to 
this effect. The continued existence of unfavourable external conditions for the 
development of developing countries not only creates insurmountable obstacles to 
the process of their economic development but also seriously threatens their 

economic, political and social stability. 

4. The Ministers noted that the limited and fragile manifestations of recovery in 
some developed countries have not improved the development prospects of the 
developing countries. They also noted the fact that, even in those developed 
countries there were recent signs of slow-down and faltering of the recovery. They 
expressed deep concern over the unfavourabale external environment related to the 

volatility of critical economic variables such as the inconsistent macro-economic 
policies pursued by the largest developed countries, the stagnation or decline in 
concessional financial flows to developing countries; the sharp reduction in 
private bank lending : the continued decrease in the prices of raw materials and the 
terms of trade for developing countries which are constantly deteriorating; the 
reverse transfer of financial resources from developing countries to the developed; 
fluctuating exchange rates which have caused not only disruptions in international 
trade but have also adversely affected export-related investment; protectionism 
which is still on the rise and is particularly manifested in an increasing number 
Of restrictive measures against exports from developing countries; the increasingly 
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unbearable debt burden or developing countries aggravated by high interest rates in 

real terms; and the restrictive processes of adjustments which have compelled the 
developinq countries to restrict imports and reduce investments and consumption. 

5. The Ministers reiterated that peace and development were closely 
interrelated. They reaffirmed that stable global development and viable 
international order require the halting of the arms race, followed by urgent 
disarmament measures that will release sorely needed resources for development, 

6. The Ministers noted with deep concern the critical economic situation facing 
the countries of Africa. where per capita incomes continue to decline, with the 
growth process in many countries having come to a halt, reducing their economies to 
a subsistence level. The efforts of the international community to assist the 
concerned African States to overcome their emergency needs are commendable. It is 
even more important for the international community to continue generously to 

assist the African States in ,their efforts to overcome the emergency and to revive 
the development of their economies including the rehabilitation and restructuring 
of their severely damaged infrastructure for growth. 

7. The Ministers reiterated the urgency of the restructuring and reform of the 
international economic system through the establishment of the New International 
Economic Order. 

II. WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION 

8. The Ministers observed that the increasing structural imbalances and 
inequalities of the international economic system had resulted in adverse 

consequences for the world economy and, in particular, for the developing 
countries. The period since the Seventh Summit has also witnessed a sharp 
deterioration in the level of international economic co-operation. 

9. The Ministers reiterated that it would not be possible to achieve a sustained 
long-term recovery if the international community did not adopt concerted measufes 
aimed at reactivating the world economy and in particular the economies of 
developing countries. 

10. Macro-economic policies pursued by the developed countries continued to be 
inconsistent, unto-ordinated, and not supportive of the requirements of growth and 
structural adjustments in the world economy and the development prmess in 

developing countries. There was an increasinq tendency of some developed countries 
to adopt inward looking policies to solve their domestic problems at the expense of 

international economic co-operation and in particular the economies of developing 
countries. 

11. This trend has been accompanied by a serious and continuing erosion of the 
spirit of multilateralism and of the multilateral economic system. This was a 
matter of deep concern. Some developed countries had adopted policies and 
practices which ran counter to the agreed goals and objectives of multilateral 
economic co-operation as expressed in the International Development Strategy for 
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the Third United Nations Development Decade. In a world economic system where 

issues in different tields were increasingly interrelated, the inadequacy and 

malfunctioning OP international monetary and financial systems inevitably had 
adverse consequences in the trade field. These developments had constituted a 

contributory factor in the recent increasing resort to restrictive, discriminatory 
and protectionist measures and had proved a constraint to the expansion of world 

trade. The continuing infringement of the existing principles, rules and 
regulations of the internat ional trading system , as well as the use of trade 
measures for politically coercive ends, the increasing resort by developed 
countries to bilateralism or selective multilateralism and restrictions on imports 

from developing countries and the renewed attempts to apply concepts such as 
reciprocity, graduation and differentiation had been eroding the multilateral 
system. 

12. The Ministers observed with great concern that the actual rate of growth of 
the majority of developing countries, particularly the African countries, COntinueo 
to be extremely low - in many cases.negative - during the first half of the Third 

United Nations Development Decade, in contrast with the 7 per cent growth rate 
projected for in the International Development Strategy. In this and other regions 
the incipient recovery was not reflected in per capita indicators, because economic 
growth was below population growth. 

13. The Ministers stressed that the situation of most countries in Africa was 

desperate because they had to face, along with the repercussions of the economic 
crisis, the devastating eEfects of a prolonged drought. The critical economic 
situations confronting African countries which they themselves have taken urgent 
measures to address, demands the immediate adoption of corrective measures, a fact 

that must be borne in mind at all future multilateral negotiations. 

14. The Ministers recognized that the external debt problems of developing 
countries were the manifestation of the malfunctioning of the international 
economic system. They expressed profound concern over the effects of the debt 
problems which had now assumed serious international political dimension. They 
also noted that the developing countries have been specially affected in their 

economic and social spheres by the enormous burden of servicing their growing 
foreign debt, exacerbated by the restrictive adjustment process imposed by the 

international financial and credit institutions, as well as the lack of access to 
financial markets and stagnation in official development assistance. These 
problems are threatening the very stability of many developing countries. 

15. The Ministers expressed concern over the decline of the flows of financial 
resources to developing countries in recent years, resulting in some cases in a 
reverse flow of net financial resources including commercial flows, in the 
stagnation of ODA at less than half the rate targeted in the International 
Development Strategy, and the decline in financial assistance from multilateral 
institutions, inter alia, the International Development Association (IDA) and the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). At the same time 
conditionality of tinancial and technical assistance has hardened. All this has 
had particularly acute effects on the least developed countries. 

/ . . . 
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16. The Ministers once again strongly condemned the use of economic measures by 

some developed countries as a means of exerting economic and political coercion 
against the member countries of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and other 
developing countries, in violation of their sovereign rights and decisions. They 
urged those countries to abstain from implementing or threatening to implement 

trade restrictions, blockades, embargos, sanctions or any other coercive measures, 
threats or use of torte incompatible with the provisions of the United Nations 

Charter and the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. They stressed the 
need for the international community to put an end to such practices. 

17. Regarding the elimination of hunger and malnutrition, the Ministers recognized 
that the situation has further deteriorated in many developing countries, 

particularly in Africa, and that in the course of the last two years - since the 
holding of the New Delhi Summit Conference - the measures adopted for ensuring food 
supply have been inadequate. 

18. With respect to the food and agricultural situation in many developing 
countries, and in the African countries in particular, the Ministers expressed 
their deep concern in view of its constant deterioration. They noted that 

desertification and drought continued to be among the major factors that tend to 
worsen the difficulties faced by these countries in the struggle to eliminate 
hunger and malnutrition. 

19. The Ministers were Eirmly of the view that the international economic system 

had become more interdependent than ever before. This made it imperative for the 
resumption of the dialogue on the basis of equality, justice and mutual benefit 

between developed and developing countries, so that timely solutions could be found 
for problems of mutual concern. The Ministers called upon the developed countries 
to demonstrate the necessary will to join in a co-operative process aimed at 
tackling the immediate and structural problems facing the world economy and to 

promote the establishment of the New International Economic Order. 

20. In this regard, the Ministers emphasized that international economic relations 
should be based on the full participation of all countries, in order that they be 
conducted on a just and equitable basis. 

21. The Ministers noted the willingness of some developed countries to participate 

constructively in and contribute to international co-operation for development. 

22. The Ministers reaffiried the strong commitment of their Governments to the 

principles and objectives of the Charter of the United Rations, as well as their 
full support to the United Nations and its central role as a unique forum for 

negotiations and international economic co-operation. They expressed their deep 
concern at the rapid erosion of the principles and norms governing the United 

Nations system and at the increasing attempts by some major economic powers to 
replace concerted actions of a universal scope with bilateral and sectoral 

unto-ordinated approaches and thus undermine multilateralism. In this regard, they 
also expressed their determination to resist all such attempts and to continue 
working towards strengthening the democratization of the decision-making procedures 
in the mult;lateral forums. 

/ . . . 
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III. NEGOTIATIONS EWH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE N’EW 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 

23. The Minieterfl reattirmed the tull validity and continuing relevance of the 
Principles and objective8 contained in General Aesembly reeolution 3201 (S-VI) and 
3202 (S-VI) on the eatabliehment of a New International ECOnOmiC Order. They 
reiterated the importance ot the Declaration and Programme ot Action on the 
ERtabliRhment of a New International gconomic Order by the implementation at which 
a more just and equitable international economic eyetem would come to be 
established guaranteeing sustained qrowth of the qlobal economy and in particuliJr 
the economies ot the developing countries. 

24. The Ministers reatfirmed the full validity of the principles and poetulates 
contained in the Charter of Wonomic Right@ and Duties of States and streHtieJ ttlijt 
it continued to be an eeeential element in the New International Economic Order. 
The Ministers expressed deep concern over the lack of proqreee in the Special 
Committee which met in New York in 1985 to renew the implementation of the 
Provieione of the Charter, particularly , over the attitude of some developed 
countrieo who did not participate in the work of the Committee. The Ministern 
commended the constructive attitude of the Group of 77 and urged all States to 
comply with the principles and provieione ot the Charter of Economic Right8 dnd 
Duties of Statee. 

25. Won reviewing the implementation ot the General Aeeembly reeolutiona 
3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) the Minister6 noted with concern that 11 year8 alter 
adoption, there had been no Riqnificant progreee in their implementation. The 
economic eituation ot developing countries had increaeinqly woreened as a direct 
re8ult of the persiatent world economic crieia, They noted that despite numerous 
international conferencee held in recent yeare, attempts by the developing 
CoUntrieB to establish jwt and equitable international economic relation8 had 
repeatedly come up against intraneiqent poclitions of Borne developed countries. The 
r@RUltcl of theee conterences may have been ineiqnificant and have tailed to make 
any contribution to the solution or the presainq problem8 of the developinq 
count r Leo, The positione adopted by the developed countriee at these conterenccirl 
were cloflely linked to their attempto to erode multilateraliem and undermine the 
entire oyetem at international co-operation tor development. 

2h. It W&I in thie context that the Seventh Summit Conterence made eeverH1 
important and realif4tic propoeale to atimulilte the proceoe ot international 
economic negotiation towarde the estahliehment of the New International EcOnolnic 
Order. The major proposals included launching ot qlobal negotiation8 in two 
phaaea, a Programme of Immediate Meaeuren in area8 of crittcel importance to 
developing countr Lee, including an Internetional Conference on Money and Yinunce 
for Oevrlopment for a comprehenoive reform of the oxietinq inequitnble and outdated 
internat ional monetary and t inancial Llystem. 

27. The MiniAterfj expreeeed their concern that the majority of the r1eVeloped 
wwntrioo have failed to co-operate in the adoption ot necenuory mt?aHureR for the 
ilsplementetion of the International Development Strategy tar the Third United 
NtJtionn Development IJwtlcle OR an important input for the ectriovemsrrt of ttlc? 
ut)jectiveH of the Now 1ntetnetion;ll IUMKMI~~ Order. 
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214, The Ministers expressed their firm conviction that global neqotiationa 
proposed by the Sixth Summit remained the most important and comprehenflive 
endeavour ot’ the international community for the restructuring ot international 
economic relations, the accelerated development ot the economies of the developinq 
c:ountriee and the strengthening of multilateral economic: co-operation. They 
~!xpre~sed deep concern at the lack oE proqrees towerda the launchinq of global 
Iruyotiationa in spite OP the constructive and rlexible attitude dlRplayed 
consistently by the developing countries. They underlined the urqent need tar the 
Iliur\c:hinq ot global neqotiationR in accordance with General Assembly 
l'c?SOlLJt ion 34/13S. The Ministers called Eor an early ussestlment by the Group or 77 
III New York ot the further efforts necessary to reactivate the neqotiatlons to 
implement the two-phase approach, with a view to achievinq the launching of global 
neqotiatione without turther delay, 

29. The Ministers recalled that the Final Document ot the Seventh Summit 
(.!~-~L:tzrence stated that it &as ueeleee tor any courrtry oc group of countries to 
i+tt(+mpt to tind solutions to contemporary international economic problema in 
inolertion, and reaffirmed the full validity of thie poettion. In this reqard, they 
reiterated that the management of the world economy and the promotion ot 
development should be based on etfective international economic co-operation that 
will Facilitate the adoption of congruent policies that support the development 
process, and on implementation of international rules and principles consistent 
with the riqhte and obliqstions at States in the management ot Interncrtional 
economic relations. The Ministers aleo reiterated that the problema ot the 
developed countries should not be solved at the expenne ot the developinq countries 
~CI such actions are detrimental to the world economy end to tnternational economic 
co-ape r a t ion, The Ministers considered that the commemoration ot the tortieth 
anniversary of the United Nationo provided a valuable opportunity tot d 
rearfirmation by the international community ot the qoale dnd ohluctlves ot 
international economic co-operation and etrenqtheninq ot the mu1 tilateral economic 
Hyeteln. 

‘10, They also etreesed that neqot iat ion8 betwenn dsvelc~pc;d and tlevelopib] 
countries aimed at solving probloms relatinq to the implementation 01 the New 
Il\tsrnational Economic Order should be univertlal in ndt.uco and be hettl within tile 
lremuwork ot the United Natione syetem. 

41. The Seventh Summit Conlerence considered thtit thcl solution oL the! immediate 
~JrfJtJlfSllFJ ot dQvelopinq countr ice brooks no delay. It cal 1~1 tar a Proyramlnc! 0L 
Iillmedt,jte MeaQuroe in the areas ok monetary drill tinarrcial ~N~IULLIJ oncl tranrlt’er 01 
rcr~ources, trade and raw materials, commodities, ellerqy dIlli 1'lxJfi t3fld agriculture* 

The Summit expreeeed the conviction that the adopt ion ot the IIIC?BLWWB qwcit ied in 

this Proqrammce would tecilitate the accelerated development ot develoPin 
f:chuntr ies, gtrenqthen multilateral economic cu-op,erat:Lon, rtactlvote the world 
w~r~my anti brinq immediate relief to the developing countr Ien. The MiniHterR 
f+x~~rc+arrc!d reqret that , despite reealut ion9 odc~pteil clt the United Nnt il~nt3, there had 
II~!~II virtually no progress towards the impl~?merltbl~ion ot ttlc! tVix~t’tJlllllle. Thy 
(:I~tl~?fl l(~r renewed ekforte on an uryent tJtJ!.Ji!: ori tht! pnrt ob tl~e intrrrret.iOlJ~t 

1.~011111l\111 1 ty , end the developed countriee in part ocular, 11, ,,(,I flue! tllt!lW III~+&JHIJI’UH an11 

imp1 ctmer~t the IJroqremmo. 
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32. The Ministers recalled the proposal of the Seventh Summit on convening an 
Intf.%national Conference on Money and Finance for Development. They emphasi zed 
that in view of the persisting deficiencies and shortcomings in the existing 
monetary and financial system, it was necessary to carry out a fundamental reform 
of the system which can be achieved through the convening of an international 
conference. The Ministers expressed appreciation for the efforts of the late Prime 
Minister of India in her capacity as Chairperson of the Movement of Non-Aligned 
Countries in convening a high-level Group of Experts to examine the substantive and 
procedural aspects of the proposed conference. They further expressed appreciation 
of the efforts of the Group in the preparation of an important report which 
clarifies the issues and provides important inputs for future dlacusslons on the 
substantive issues for the early convening of the international conference. The 
Inter-Governmental Group of Twenty-Four on International Monetary Affairs, has also 
made important recommendations on substantive and procedural issues concerning the 
functioning and improvement of the international monetary and financial eyetem. 
Developed countries have also undertaken a study on some monetary and financial 
issues to consider improvements. Consultations have taken place in several forums 
on these issues. The Ministers stressed that effort8 for effective co-ordination 
between the developed and the developing countries should be undertaken at the 
fortieth session of the General Assembly to achieve a convergence of views in this 
important area, In this context they called for a high-level process of 
consultations between developed and developing countries as a matter of priority. 
This would facilitate the commencement of preparatory work with a view to an early 
convening of t.he internat ional conference. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEXY 

33. The Ministers reaffirmed the validity of the goals and objectives of the 
Strategy as set out in the annex to General Assembly resolution 35/36 of 
5 December 1980 and stressed that the process of review and appraisal, a8 an 
integral part of the International Development Strategy , should, in the context of 
nn overull review of the international economic situation, identify the Eactors 
rc?sporlnible for the shortfalls, and in the light of such analysis and conclusions, 
uhou1.d readjust and strengthen policy measures for the attainment of the goals and 
objectives set out therein. 

74. The Ministers noted with regret that the objectives of the International 
Dev(:lopment Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Strategy for the 
Third United Nationo Development Decade even after five years of its adoption has 
remained largely unfulfilled. They called for the urgent and full implementation 
of tile yooln and objectives of the International Development Strategy. In this 
contc!x t , they emphasized the special responsibility of the developed countrien in 
view of the predominant position they enjoy in the world economy. 

35. The MinluterA expressed deep regret at the inconclusive outcome of the work of 
the Committer! on the Review and Appraisal of the Implementation of the 
Internatiotlirl Dnvelopmc!nt Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 
estat)li!lht!d 1)~ the! Goncrcrl Assornbly as a consequence of the inflexible att itucle 
an!illmod hy !;f)~lif~ rlc.~f! loped cuuntr ie~, . They urged developed countries to firlfil 
t.ht!ir commit.montH in rc!yerd to the Streteqy, includ in9 an early aomylct i.on of: a 
mearlbnqf’ul mid-t.rrm r+*vl6!w and opprainal. 
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V. STRATEGY JUH INTEHNA’FIONAL ECONOMIC NlGO’l’IA’l’IONS 

36. The international community has a common intereet in and a joint 
responsibility for stimulating the process of international economic negotiatlona. 

37. The Ministers consldeced that in the present untavourable world ecOnomi(: 
Situation and in view ot ite adverse impact particularly on the developing 
countries, the revival of negotiations between the developed and the devolopitlg 
Countries within the framework of the United Nation8 and other international 
institutions is urgent and indispensable. 

38. Taking into account the global and increasingly interdependent character ot 
international economic and development problems, the developed countries should 
join the non-aligned and other developing countries in seeking solutions to these 
problem8 which would be in their mutual interest. Negotiations between develoW 
and developing Countries, particularly on the interrelated questions ot money, 
finance, debts, transter of resources, trade and development including the special 
problems ot the least developed countries, merit the most immediate attention and 
they ahould be addressed without delay. 

39. The Minieters considered that the torthcoming gathering of Heads ot State or 
Government on the occasion of the observance of the fortieth anniversary of the 
United Nations could provide a favourable opportunity to provide the necessary 
political impetus and direction for a renewed dialogue between the developed and 
developing countries. 

VI. MONETARY AND FINANCIAL ISSUES AND TRANSFER OF RESOURCES 

40. The area ot money and tinance is undoubtedly one ot the most important tar 
improved and expanded international co-operation. Many of the economic problems 
tacing developing countries result trom the financial constraints which they 
eutfer, This underlines the need tor restructuring the monetary and tinancial 
system, so that it can assist developing countries ettectively a8 b.hey adjust to 
tl\e difticult balance-ot-payments prsblems tacing them and provide adequate 
transfers ot reeources to the developing countries to finance development. 

41. The Ministers expressed concern at the structural deticiencies ot the 
international monetary and financial system and noted that the system had not 
responded to the scale required tor world economic recovery and tor regaining the 
pace ot development in developing countries, as the result, I_nter ali3, ot 
short-sighted and inward-looking policies by certain developed countries that have 
drastically reduced international financial liquidity; worsened the problenls (Jt 

balance of payments and toreign debts ot developing countries, and have placed a 
disproportionate burden ot ;rdjustment on them, with a serious neqet ive impact on 
their development. 

42. The monetary and financial policies twing tollowed by some developed cuuntrleti 
have marked a siqnit icilnt. and extensive departure tram intornetion~l comln1tmentH. 
They also emphas1wi the indt,ility 01 the relevant internatton;rI ~nutitut~ons to 
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impose the discipline ot sucveillance and corrective measures essential tur the 
achievement ot an international economic system based on equity anti -justIce. The 
deep-rooted structural inadequacies require an international tramrwor k tar 
co-operation designed to promote a balanced world economic qrowth. In thifi reynrd, 
the Ministers stressed the necessity ot providing an appropriate level ot 
participation ot the developing countries in the decision-makinq procestlee ot the 
multilateral financial inetitutions. 

43. The Ministers noted with concern that the continued decline in WA which in 
1981 amounted only to 0.35 per cent, only half of the international development 
Strategy target of 0.7 per cent of the gross national product (GtuP) ot developed 
count r ice, in spite of the recommendation made that those countries which had not 
yet reached the target, should exert their best etforts to reach it by 1985, and in 
any case nat later than the second halt of the Third United Nations Development 
Decade. The Ministers recalled that the Substantial New Programme ,~f Actlon tar 
the 1980s for the Least Developed Countries, adopted in 1981, also included the 
coffimitment of the developed countries that, in the coming years, 0.15 per cent ot 
their GNP would be provided a8 ODA withln the tramework ot a general increase ot 
ODA flows to all developed countries. 

44. The Ministera stressed, in the context ot the need t?r a general increase in 
the level of OD.. and in order to meet the moat pressing problems and the 
deteriorating eituation of the least developed countries and developing countries 
in other epecial cateqoriee where the development needs and problenlB are greateat 
that the tlow be directed towards those countries. 

45. The Ministers urged all developed countries to take the necessary steps tOr 
the implementation ot the provision8 ot the Internat ional Development Strategy and 
the SubRtential New Programme of Action concerning ODA tar the least cieveloped 
countries and that the traneter of reeourceR to the developing countries should be 
placed on an increasingl!. amured, continuous and predictable basis. 

46. The Ministers appealed to all developed countries to adjust dnd improve the 
terms and conditions of their ODA. Moreover, the current overall rate of ODA 
conceeeionality ehould be turther increased. ODA to the least developed countries 
should be in the form of grants and at high conceseionality to the other developed 
countr ice. The ODA should be uni ted. 

47. The Ministers expressed their concern at the ditticulties beinq contronted by 
IDA and etreseed the importance ot eneuring supplementary tuntlinq trr the seventh 
replenishment ot IDA 80 as to enable it to increase ita lending in real terma to 
traditional borrower.9 and take into account the need to provide adequate tinancing 
to new borrowers. They emphaeized that the tailure to achieve thla would have 
eerioue consequences for the development proepects ot the poorer developing 
countries. They regretted that the attitude ot some donors hdd torced the Hank 
management to reduce ita target Ear IDA-VII trolrl the required $US ;10 billion to 
$12 billion with a turther worsening of the positir)t, of a replenifitlsent of only 
$9 bill ion. The MinieterR turthec emphdsized the need tor Rubstantlal and real 
irlcreaee in the level ot funding tar the eighth replenishment ot IDA. 

/ . . . 
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48. The Ministers also called for an increase in World Bank lending at the level 
of 6 per cent a year in real terms. Towards this end, they emphasised the urgency 
of increasing the capital resources of the Bank through a General Capital Increase 

and called for urgent study of the ways and means of increasing the gearing ratio 
of Bank to 2:l. They regretted the decline in the World Bank lending programme in 
1984. They emphasized that the lending policy of the World Bank be made more 
supportive of the development process of developing countries. They also 
emphasized the need for increased lending by the World Bank in the energy sector as 
Well as a substantial increase in resources for the World Bank’s special programme 
for sub-Saharan Africa. The Ministers stressed that co-financing should result in 
net additionality of resources on favourable terms and conditions and should not be 
a pre-condition for World Bank Lending. They also emphasized that the structural 
adjustment loans should reduce the burden of the adjustment process and be 
supportive of the development! efforts of developing countries. The financing Of 
export related investment should be further expanded. 

49. The Ministers called for substantive strengthening of existing regional 
development banks as well as interregional banks to enable them particularly to 
provide additional concessional resources on an assured , continuous and predictable 
basis. Such additional resources should be at the expense of the World Bank’s 

national programme and indicative allocation of funds made directly to individual 
countries. 

50. The Ministers reiterated the urgent need to expand the availability of 

multilateral financing to developing countries. They underlined that the majority 
of developing countries required large’r concessional finance to meet their 
development needs. 

51. They also noted the important role of private financial flows for the 
developing countries while expressing concern over its substantial decline which 
should be stopped and reversed. They were of the view that private flows could not 
be a substitute for official flows. Access of developing countries to private 
financial markets should be improved. The Ministers considered that private direct 
investment could play an effective role in improving growth and development in 
developing countries. The international community should conclude effective Codes 
of Conduct on transfer of technology and transnational corporations. 

52. The Ministers attached the highest importance to making the international 

adjustment process symmetrical and equitable. This would greatly enhance the 
effectiveness of the adjs;stment process with a view to promoting economic growth, 

development and trade expansion consistent with price stability. This would 
require, inter alia, a stable and realistic exchange rate regime and a 
macro-economic policy co-ordination supported by effective surveillance. 

53. Special attention is required for the adjustment needs of developing countries 
with particular emphasis on growth and supply-oriented structural adjustments. 
Formulation of domestic policies of major industrialized countries should take into 

account their international economic repercussions. The Ministers called for a 
multilateral forum of macro-economic policy co-ordination, particularly of the 

policies of major developed countries, in which developing countries could fully 
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participate, Such cc-ordination should ensure maintenance of a stable and 
realistic exchange rate, mutually consistent fiscal and monetary policies, 

encouragement oE financial flows from developed to developing countries, 
complementary trade policies to ensure stand-still and sell back protectionism in 

developing countries, to promote a sustainable non-inflationary balanced growth or 
the world economy. Effective multilateral surveillance would be necessary to 

ensure implementation of such co-ordinated policies and help remove the asymmetry 
in tne present system in which only deficit developing countries are subjected to 
discipline. 

54. The Ministers considered that a oroperly functioning exchange regime has an 
important role in promoting a more eiiicient adjustment process and reducing 
payment imbalances. They called for urgent steps for a stable, realistic and 
flexible exchange rate structure towards this end. They recommended consideration 
and study of target zones supported by official intervention and reinforced by 

macro-economic policy co-ordination and multilateral surveillance. 

55. The Mintsters stressed that the effective functioning of the international 

economic system required that international liquidity grow at rates commensurate 
with the international liquidity needs and that the benefits of liquidity creation 
should be shared,equitably between developed and developing countries. This was 
specially important in view of the acute liquidity shortage in recent years, 
specially in developing countries. 

56. The Ministers reaffirmed the objective of developing special drawing rights 

(SDRs) as a principal reserve asset of the international monetary systems and 
called for urgent action to reverse the erosion of the position of the SDRs in the 
recent years. They called for annual SDR allocations of at least $US 15 billion 
and the importance of maintaining the unconditional nature of SDRs. They 
reiterated the call for the establishment of a link between SDR allocations and 
development finance. The Ministers recommended that the international monetary 
system ought to provide for automaticity in the augmentation of the IMF resources 
commensurate with the increase in the volume of world trade and the requirements of 

all countries. They urged that the ratio of International Monetary Fund (IW1 
quotas to international trade be restored at least to the level of 10 per cent 
which existed up to the early 1970s. The IMF resources should be primarily quota 
based. They urged that the ninth general review of quotas be carried out at an 

early date with substantial increase in funding quotas over and above the level of 
the eighth review. The access of developing countries to the fund resources 
required to be enhanced for orderly adjustments in developing countries. 

57. The Ministers urged the IMF to take account of the structural nature of the 

adjustment process in its lending policies. In this regard the IMF must achieve a 
better balance between conditional and unconditional resources. 

Conditionality should include supply side oriented adjustment over a much 
longer period than that allowed by the demand management policies thus taking into 

account the current world economic situation and its adverse effect on the 
developing countries, The period of adjustment should be lengthened to enable 
necessary structural adjustments in developing countries. Adjustment programmes 
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ehould take Into account the causes ot the imhalanceR and he deeigned tcr enuure 
adjuetment consistent wtth tluHtained growth ot output dometltic consumption, 
investment and exporta. The f3pecial problems ot the leaat developed countrtee 
should be treated wtth qreater tlexthility. The Ministers called for an early 
review ot the IMY conditionality, ita reaourcea and adjuatmont programmes. They 
deplored the decision to reduce the extent ot tlcceua in term8 ot multiple (It ‘IUotuu 
and called for ita recommendation. 

50, The Miniotera emphasised the importance ot compensatory tinancing anti called 
for the etrenqtheninq of the Compensatory Financing Facility on low 
conditionaltty. They similarly called tar qreater tlexibility in the UBB ot the 
Buffer Stock Financinq Facility. They recommended that a part ot qold HtockP 
available with the IMP should be wbilized to provide resource6 tor adjuetment and 
balance-of-payment Cinancinq both directly and through the revival of the Trust 
.Fund, A aubnidy account could also he tinanced from proceede of gold sales. 

59. The Ministers noted with concern the qrowinq pressuretl by certain developed 
counttiee on the multilateral inatitutione , especially the World Bank, and lMY, to 
adopt a palitically motivated approach to conditionality and in the grantiN 0L 
loans which would be inconsistent with the requirements ot development and 
structural odjuAtment, They warned eqainot Rilnplietic prescriptions for econolIIic 
probleme based on particular ideoloqical approaches which do not recoqnize the 
divereity of economic and ooeial systems. 

60. They alto noted that while there waH a role tor commercial borrowing, there 
should be no tendency to HuL,tit 1 tute commercial borrowing tor mu1 t ilateral Flows ur 
to make multilateral tlowf3 continqent U~IJII co-t~noncinq. 

61. The Minietere expreosecl the view that the blystem ot weiqhtetl votinq which 
givee the developed countries an overwhelming role in the bretton WOOC~ Institutions 
needs to be adapted to the chanqinq circumstances end requirement9 ot the flay. 
VOtinq ehare ot developing countries in theBe inkltitutionu should be raieed 
eubetantially in the context of the ninth qenerdl review ot IMP quotzrH and the next 
capital increase ot the World Bank. Procedures should be connidered tar 
introducing greater equity in the r~e(:ision-makinq 01 the 111u1t iltlteral 1 intrnvii11 
inetitutione. 

62. The MiniHtern empheHized the Htrony tntc,rr~lationnhip between ir4kl~s ot Illoney, 
f insnce, debt, trade and df2volopment ii~lfl in thit4 context called On th(:, 
International community to evolve ways to ent;utf+ coneiHtency twtween the trrlciirig 
environment on the one htlngl and the monetary and tinclncial HyHtem on the others 
The internat ional trading eytltem should IW m;~tie more Open, trtlnbjpurent ~lti 
non-diecr iminatory, yivtny due amphanis tc, the opecicrl requiremento ot the 
developing countries. The nbi 1 ity 01 ~~c?vulopinq CWtltrieH to explnfl their WpfJrtH 

and trade wan linked to tkir abi Lity to maint,cin peymc?nte ot their t inatici~~l 
obliqat ions, the aduptablt! provifric.)n ol’ t jnclw:iirl renourc** R to clc?vciIc>pinq countr ioe 
would enable developtid CfJLllltr if.~s to f.!X~Jilnd thf:ir Inilrketn in the tlev~9lc~pinc~ 
countr ice. 
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63. In the abr~e pohtext the Ministers underlined the need for cdmprehensive 
review and reform of the international monetary and financial system and related 

issues, as piecemeal or ad hoc efforts would not prove adequate. The proposal ot 

the Seventh Summit for an International Conference on Money and Finance for 

Development therefore acquires urgency with a view to evolving a system which 
provides appropriate development finance and facilitates an eftective and equitable 

adjustment process of the shortcomings and deficiencies of the existing systems, as 
a whole as well as the structure of the concerned international financial 
institutions and their policies, could also be considered at such a conference. 
This would contribute substantially to the renewal of multilateral issues and to 
adapt the monetary and financial system to respond to the needs of the 1980s and 
beyond. The Ministers stressed that such a conference should be convened early and 
called for an appropriate and intensive dialogue between developed and developing 
countries at a high political level to enable a preparatory process for the 

convening of the Conference to be started during the fortieth session of the 
General Assembly. 

64. In this regard the Ministers called on the Group of 77 in New York to take the 

necessary steps to initiate the preparatory process of the Conference. 

VII. FOREIGN DEBT 

65. The Ministers expressed their profound concern over the crushinq foreign debt 
burden of developing countries. This had to be viewed in its global context in 
terms of its negative impact on the development of developing countries. 

66. The Ministers emphasized that developing countries external debt problem has 
become more acute as a result of the adverse impact of economic policies pursued by 
some of the major developed countries and the resulting negative changes in the 
financial monetary and trading system which have made unbearable the burden of debt 
secvicinq. 

67. They recognised that the external debt is an obligation individually 

contracted by debtors and which shall be honoured. Bowever, under present 
circumstances the financial obligations undertaken by developing countries with 
creditors from developed countries and multilateral financial institution6 have 
become unbearable; furthermore, unless urqent, just and durable solutions are found 
by the international community, these obligations may become ror some of them 
beyond the capacities of their economies. 

68. The Ministers stressed that debtor developing countries have undertaken 
strenuous adjustment efforts in response to their external environment. The 
consequential adjustment process is having strong social and political effects for 
them including a serious decline in their standard of livinq and a deterioration in 
their social fabric. 

fig. They noted that the heavy burden of foreign debt ~3s no longer merely an 
economic problem but had assumed serious political dimensions. 

/ , . 
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70. The Ministers stressed that the present policy of the Intenational Monetary 
Fund on the solution of the problems of debts are asymmetrical and should take more 
account of the development prospec ts of developing countries. 

71. The Ministers urged the Governments of creditor developed countries and 
international finance and banking institutions to engage with developing countries 
in a political dialogue in order to find an equitable and durable solution to the 
foreign debt problem of developing countries addressing: inter aliar the following: 

(a) Co-responsibility among the Governments of creditor and debtor countries 

and international finance and banking institutions) 

(b) Equity and equality among developed and developing countries in the 
distribution of the costs of the economic adjustment process, reinitiation of 
financing for development and lower interest rates, significantly improved access 
t0 markets, stand-still and roll back of protectionism and stabilization of 
commodity markets and fair and remunerative prices! 

(c) Limiting debt service payments of exports earnings to a percentage which 
would be compatible with the development needs and with the economic and social 
requirements of each country1 

(d) Stretching out of payment, grace and consolidation periods) 

(e) Easing the IKF conditionalityr 

(f) Special treatment to the poorer and least developed countries in the 
solution of their serious external debt problems. 

72. The Ministers noted that progress in the full implementation of the Trade and 
Development Board resolution 165 (S-IX) had been inadequate and called for its 
urgent implementation. 

73. The Ministers called on the Group of 77 in New York, that while co-ordinating 

their efforts, for the initiation of the preparatory process for the convening of 
the International Conference on Money and Finance for Development, to also address 
inter alia the above-mentioned issues. 

VIII. TRADE AND RAW MATERIALS 

74. The Ministers noted that the economic crisis which has especially affected the 
developing countries was characterised by factors severely adverse to their 
participation in international trade. This had affected their foreign exchange 
earning capacity and the implementation oE their economic and social development 
programmes. 

75. The Ministers noted with deep concern the continuing infringement by developed 
oountries of the existing principles, rules and regulations of the international 
trading system as well as the proliferation of trading arrangements outside of and 

/ I.. 
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inconsistent wrth GATT and increasing resort by developed countries to 
bilateralrzation and sectoralization to restrict imports from developing 
countries. Developed countries had not implemented their commitments on 
“standstill” and “roll back of protectionism undertaken in the GATT ministerial 

meeting in 1982, UNCTAD VI and in other forums, as well as their commitment towards 

gradual liberalization ot trade. On the contrary, new measures leading to the 
intensification of protectionism were applied discriminatorily against the 
developing countries especially in areas where these countries had demonstrated 
their competitiveness and made large-scale investments. There was increasing use 
by the developed countries of anti-dumping measures and countervailing duty action 
against developing countries as well as the use of export subsidies resulting in 
hacassment and distortions to trade , and safeguard measures without full 

transparency. They also noted the use of dumping practices by some developed 
countries on the international market which creates still further difficulties for 
developinr countries. 

76. The Ministers emphasised the importance of expansion of trade of the 
developing countries for the world economy as a whole, including the economies Of 
the developed countries. As developing countries absorbed 30 per cent of total 
exports of the developed marketing countries their ability to continue this level 
Of imports depends particularly on their ability to accelerate their development 
and exports to the industrialized countries. Increased access of the exports of 
developing countries was therefore essential to improve their balance-of-payments 

position and enable them to increase imports and sevice their external debts. 

77. The Ministers also stressed that tor the developing countries the terms of 
trade have either continued to deteriorate or, in the best of cases, the recovery 
has not reached pre-crisis levels. 

78. The Ministers noted with concern the increase in restrictive and 
discriminatory measures imposed by the developed countries on their trade with the 
developing countries, and emphasized the need for the following measures: 

(a) Substantially increased market access in developed countries for exports 
from developing countries; 

(b) Careful review of the rules and principles governing the present trading 

system, and the opposition of all new concepts, norms and principles incompatible 
with the needs and aspirations of the developing countries; 

(cl Improvement of developing countries’ export capacity for manufactured and 
semi-manufactured goods through the granting of financial facilities, expansion of 
market accessibility, elimination of protectionist measures including subsidies on 
uncompetitive products which adversely affect the trade prospects of the developing 

countries, as well as the practices of the transnational corporations; 

Cd) Adoption ot immediate measures for the elimination of tariff and 

non-taritf barriers tar products of interest to developing countries including 
tropical and agricultural products; 

/ -.. 
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(e) Maintenance of the generalized and non-discriminatory nature of the 

Ceneralized System of Preferences, improving its functioning and extending the 
coverage of the existing schemes to all developing countries; 

(f) Elimination of the practice of graduation including customs tariffs 
according to the level of processing; 

(g) Safeguard measures should not be applied by developed countries without 

prior consultation and should be temporary and non-discriminatory; 

(h) Elimination of all measures which adversely affect the trade prospects of 

the developing countries and ace incompatible with the internationally recognized 
commitments assumed by the developed countries or have adverse effects on these 

prospects, avoiding the application of economic measures as a means of political 
coercion. 

79. The Ministers recalled the Co-ordinating Bureau’s communiqu&, adopted on 

7 May 1985, in which it heard “a report by the Permanent Representative of 
Nicaragua, H.E. Mr. Javier Chamorro Mora, with regard to the measures of economic 
coercion recently adopted by the United States Government against the Government 
and people ot Nicaragua, including a total trade embargo and the suspension of air 
and sea transportation between the two countries.” They also recalled their 
“strong condemnation of the use of economic measures as a means of exerting 
political and economic coercion against non-aligned countries in violation of their 
sovereign rights and decieions.” “In this regard, the Bureau strongly condemned 
the embargo and other coercive economic measures recently adopted against 
Nicaragua. n 

80. The Ministers recognized that the world tra’de in commodities is characterized 

basically by market instability, excessive and constant price fluctuations, mainly 
downwards, and the inadequate participation of developing countries in the 

distribution and marketing networks for these products. The Ministers noted with 
concern the decline of the real value of commodities during the 1980s. The prices 
suffered marked fluctuations reaching in 1980 their lowest levels in real value 
since the 1930s. At the same time they called attention to the fact that the 
decline in export revenues was taking place at a time when the developing countries 
were facing a very severe monetary and financial crisis, associated with the 
enormous amounts they must pay for servicing their foreign debt. 

81. The Ministers reiterated their firm support for the Integrated Programme for 

Commodities as contained in UNCTAD resolution 93 (IV). In this regard, they called 
for the conclusion of further international commodity agreements and the 

ratification of the agreement establishing the Common Fund Commodities, so as to 
make it operational as early as possible. 

82. The Ministers reaffirmed the urgent neef for IMF to ensure a substantial 
expansion and liberalization of the Buffer Stock Financing Facility so as to grant 
the developing countries a rapid, full and automatic compensation of their deficit 
without the imposition of conditions. They also called for the establishment of a 
globalized STABEX scheme with the view to stablizing commodity export earnings of 
developing countries. 
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83. The Ministers also recognised the importance of producer’s associations as one 
of the means for improving the negotiating Dower of developing countries to 
effectively secure fair and remunerative prices for their exports as well as 
increase their export earnings. They stressed that the adoption of firm and 
concerted measures by producer’s associations , the strengthening of these 
associations and the establishment of new ones should be a decisive contribution 
towards this end. 

84. The Ministers took note of the forthcoming meeting of GATT contracting 

parties, called by some developed countries to consider the possible convening Of a 
new Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. In this connection they called upon 
the non-aligned and other developing countries to hold consultations in order to 
co-ordinate their positions. 

IX. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 

85. The Ministers noted with grave concern the deteriorating situation of food and 
agriculture in many developing countries and reaffirmed the imperative need to keep 
food and agriculture issues at the centre of global attention. They reaffirmed 
that international action to deal with food and agriculture problems in developing 
countries should be considered in a comprehensive manner in their different 
dimensions and in their immediate, short-term and long-term perspectives. They 
emphasised the commitment of the international community to early eradication of 
hunger and malnutrition, at the latest by the year 2000. In this context, they 
called for sustained and effective international support to the attainment of 
self-sufficiency in food production in developing countries. They noted with 
concern stagnation in the commitment of external resources for the agricultural 
sector, particularly the decline in concessional flows and urged the developed 
countries to take determined action to reverse this trend by, inter alia, 
increasing their contributions to the multilateral agencies and by taking immediate 

measures to reverse the negative flow of financial resources from developing 
countries to the developed countries. They proposed adoption of a special 
international programme of food aid and financial assistance to relieve the 
chronically food deficit developing countries, particularly those in Africa. 

86. The Ministers reaffirmed that the right to food is a universal human right 
which should be guaranteed to all peoples and that food should not be used as an 
instrument of political pressure. They also reaffirmed that the strengthening Of 
international co-operation in food and agriculture are important for improved 
economic conditions and enhanced food security. In this context they emphasised 
the need for timely delivery of food to those requiring it, especially in African 
and least developed countries and the need to assist recipient countries in 
developing and strengthening their logistical and administrative capacities as well 
as internal distribution systems. They welcomed the increased activity and 
proposed the strengthening of the global information and early warning system in 

food and agriculture of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 
(FAO) and emphasised the importance of establishing and improving national and 
regional early warning systems for the measures undertaken by the World Food 
Programme to ensure speedy and timely delivery of food aid as well as the 
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development of an information system for dissemination on a regular basis ot all 

relevant inEormation on food aid to facilitate planning and operational 
co-ordination. 

87. The Ministers stressed the need for strengthening subregional, regional and 
interregional co-operation for the promotion of food security and the development 
of agriculture in developing countries and in this context called upon the relevant 
entities of the United Nations system to accord priority support to economic and 
technical co-operation among developing countries in food and agriculture. 

88. The Ministers reiterated their deep concern regarding the food and agriculture 
situation faced by many developing countries, particularly the deterioration of the 
situation in Africa due to the prolonged drought and the acceleration of the 
process of desert if icat ion. They reiterated their support for the Declaration of 

Harare on the food crisis in Africa, adopted during the thirtieth FA0 regiogal 
conference for Africa, as well as the relevant United Nations resolutions of 1983 
and 1984 and requested the’international community to contribute to their immediate 
and effective implementation, taking into account the Strategy for the Economic 

Development of Africa, adopted at Monrovia, and the Action Programme for the 
Economic Development of Africa adopted at Lagos. On this basis, the Ministers 
reaffirmed their support for the Special Programme of Action to improve the food 
situation and recovery of agriculture in Africa adopted by the Assembly of Heads of 
State and Government of the Organization of African Unity at its twenty-first 
ordinary session. 

X. FISHERIES 

89. The Ministers welcomed the holding of the World Conference on Fisheries 
Management and Development held at Rome in 1984 and emphasised that the adoption of 
the Action Programme and the Fisheries Management and Development Strategy 
constitute important measures Eor the economic development and welfare of all 
peoples. They urged the international community to provide the support required 
for the effective implementation of the Action Programme and to make an effective 

contribution to full realization of these initiatives. 

90. The Ministers urged the international community to provide full support to the 
implementation of the Action Programme and to make improvements of technology and 
technical and scientific training of national personnel in the areas of fisheries 
product ion, maintenance, processing, distribution and marketing. 

91. Noting with concern that many developing countries are frequently victims of 
violation of their maritime borders and plundering of their marine resources, with 
detriment to their economies, the Ministers appealed to the international community 
as a whole, and in particular to the developed countries, to respect the 
sovereignty of the developing countries over the marine. 

/ . . . 
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XI. ENERGY 

92. The Ministers recalled that General Assembly resolution 36/193 of 1981, which 

adopted the Nairobi Programme of Action for the appraisal and utilization of new 
and renewable sources of energy, constitutes a contribution to the International 
Development Strategy of the Third United Nations Development Decade and reiterated 
that energy plays an important role in the economic and social development of the 
developing countries. 

93. The Ministers also recalled General Assembly resolution 37/250 of 1982, which 

called for the immediate implementation of the Nairobi Programme of Action and 
expressed their deep concern in view of the fact that the Committee on the 

Development and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy has not achieved 
the objectives for which it was established in conformity with section 11 of the 
aforementioned resolution. 

94. The Ministers underlined the concern expressed by the Heads of State or 

Government at the New Delhi Summit Conference regarding the need for the adequate 
availability of energy for the developing countries in order to accelerate their 

socio-economic development without prejudice to the national interest and the 
standing commitment of the energy exporting developing countries. 

95. The Ministers emphasized the seriousness of the balance-of-payments which many 
energy-deficient developing countries face. They urged the early adoption of 

immediate and effective measures to overcome those problems, inter alia, through 
the International Monetary Fund, and the establishment of appropriate global 
arrangements. In this connection, the Heads of State or Government took note with 
great appreciation of the efforts of the member States of the Organisation of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the assistance provided by the OPEC Fund 
for International Development in alleviating balance-of-payments problems. They 

underlined the importance of promoting colLective self-reliance among developing 
countries in the field of energy by way of appropriate bilateral subregional, 
regional and interregional arrangements among them. 

96. The Ministers reaffirmed General Assembly resolution 39/176 dealing with 
measures for the development of energy resources of energy deficient developing 
countries. 

97. With respect to financial resources, the Ministers of the non-aligned 

countries noted that the level of energy lending by the international financial 
institutions to the developing countries is still inadequate and does not allow for 
the realization of support activities in the appraisal of energy resources and 
pre-investments in national, subregional, and regional projects and programmes, 
particularly in the energy-deficient developing countries. 

98. The Ministers underlined the importance of co-operation in the sphere of 
energy among the non-aligned and other developing countries for furthering the 
expansion of collective self-reliance, and urged them to strengthen technical and 
economic co-operation programmes by means of exchange of information on research. 
development and technical assistance activities, in addition to the indispensable 
actions that mllst be Jndertaken by the international Community. 
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XII. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

99. The Ministers underscored the importance oE strengthening the scientific and 
technological capabilities of the non-aligned and other developing countries as an 

important means for promoting their development. The implementation of the 
recommendations adopted by the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology 

for Development, held at Vienna in 1979, have regrettably been slow and inadequate, 
and demand concrete actions in order to achieve positive and meaningful results in 
forthcoming multilateral negotiations. 

100. The Ministers took note of the resolution adopted at the thirty-ninth session 
of the General Assembly, which maintains in force the agreement adopted by the 
Vienna Conference on the establishment.of the United Nations Financing System for 
Science and Technology for Development. They noted with concern that efforts have 
not been successful SO far for bringing into effect the long-term financial 

arrangements for the United Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for 
Development, They urged all countries , particularly the developed countries, to 
finalize promptly the financial arrangements to enable the launching of the 
System. Till such time, they expressed the hope that the interim financing system, 
which has done useful work within its serious financial constraints could continue 
functioning on a surer basis. 

101. The Ministers expressed serious concern over the adverse effects of the exodus 

of skilled personnel from the non-aligned countries and other developing countries 
to developed countries. They also consider that this issue should be studied in 
all its aspects in order to urgently adopt remedial measures in accordance with the 
relevant United Nations resolutions. 

102. In spite of the fact that the deliberations in the meeting of the interim 
Committee of the United Nations Conference on the International Code of Conduct on 
Transfer of Technology had led to some narrowing of differences. The Ministers 

deplored the protracted negotiations that had not resulted in the finalization of 
the Code. They renewed their appeal to the developed countries to demonstrate the 
necessary political will to achieve the conclusion of that Code and the revision Of 
the Paris Convention on Industrial Property. 

103. The Ministers paid special attention to the development of technologies 
adapted to the conditions and specific needs of the developing countries. They 
reaffirmed the developing countries’ right to have extended access to technological 
know-how and deplore the restrictive and monopolistic practices in this field by 
the developed countries. 

XIII. INDUSTRIALIZATION 

104. The Ministers observed with great concern the lack of significant progress 
attained since 1980 in the realization of the objectives set by the Second and 
Third General Conferences of the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation 
(UNIDD). held at Lima in 1975, and at New Delhi in 1980, respectively. They also 
took note that the relative share of the developing countries in world industrial 

/ . . . 
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production had undergone no substantial evolution in the last nine years since it 
amounted to 10 per cent in 1975 and by 1984 it had only reached 11.9 per cent, 
which means that the third world is still far from reaching - by the year 2000 - 
the target of 25 per cent in world trade in manufactures. 

105. The Ministers noted that the encouraging prospects which 10 years ago pointed 
to industry as the dynamic instrument for national development had not been 
realized. They observed that industrialization of the developing countries faces a 
crisis due to, among other factors, inflation, recession, decline of commodity 
prices, protectionism, negative growth rates in many developing countries, as well 
as the current debt crisis which threatens the financial system as a whole and 
compromises the results achieved by the developing countries in the sphere of 
industr ializat ion. 

106. The Ministers emphasised the urgent need to adopt certain short- and long-term 
measures, both nationally and internationally, in order to revitalise the 
industrialization process of the developing countries, primarily% 

(a) Strengthening of the activities related to feasibility studies for 
industrial redeployments 

(bl Provision of assistance to developing countries in the formulation of 
their programmes! 

(-2) Expansion and diversification of industrial co-operation among developing 
countries through promoting the interchange of information and of human, 
scientific, technical, energy and financial resources, and, at the same time 
increasing investments) 

(d) Establishment of an information exchange system on industrial 
redeployment and related policiesi 

(e) Substantial increase of the financial and technical assistance of the 
developed countries in order to support the industrialization efforts of the 
developing countries, and the elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers which 
hinder imports of agro-industrial products proceeding from the developing countries; 

(f) Intensification of UNIUO’s action aimed at accelerating the assessment of 
human resources for industrialization , insisting on the training and upgrading of 
national cadre1 

(g) Where considered necessary and desirable re-evaluation of 
industrialization strategies and implementation of measures which encourage 
entrepreneurship in all its different ways. 

107. In this context, the Ministers took note that financing and technology are the 
two areas on which the process of industrialization of the developing countries 
depends, for the achievement of co-operation between developed and developing 
countries was essential, They emphasised that, on one hand, financing determines 
the degree of utilization of existing infrastructure as well as the volume and 
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Wale of industrial inveatmenta, while, on the other, technology has a profound 
influence on the type of investment. Both aspects have an int luence on sWplY, 
deanand and utilization ot many prcductive tactors - energy production, locccl 
transtormation of raw materials, asweasment of human resources ..* and determine the 
llrqr@SR recorded in the tield of redeployment ot wor.11~ industry in favour nt the 
developing countries. 

1Otl. The Ministera expressed the urgent need tor the tull implementation ot 
resolution ID/CONP.15/Het3.4, adopted at the Fourth General Conterence ot CINIDO, 
held at Vienna, Au9uat 1984, relative to the in Hi tu transformation ol raw -- 
materiuls, so as to break the vicious circle in which the developing countries find 
themselves, namely, that in spite ot having a relatively important share ot all 
world raw mater ials, they are forced to sell these dt low prices and later import 
at exorbitant prices processed goods made from those raw materials. 

100. The Ministers expressed their full support tor the pOsition of the Group ot 
77 at the Fourth General Conference ot UNIDO, held at Vienna in 1984, with respect 
to the request for a seriee ot changes in the terms of tinancinq and rnobilization 
of tinancial resource8 tor induetrializaticln and redeployment i)t world industry. 

110. Furthermore they urged the developed countries to put.sue Jpproprinte poBitiV@ 
adjustments, policiee and measures that tacilitate world industrial restructuring) 
their policies should be set to avoid a neyative elteot on the induHtrta1 
development of developing countries. 

111. The Minister8 emphasized the urgent need tor the tull ia,Plcment.ati~,n ot 
General Assembly reeolution 39/33 concerning the lnrlustr ial Devel.opment Decade in 
Africa and called on UNIDO to subatantially inl:rt.-i.)se 1 t.r$ COI1 t 1’ i but 1Ot) to the? iifXdd@. 

112. The Ministers called on all the developAny ccsuntl :n!j ,sntl multilateral 
financial inst.itutions, to increaee their contrib,utionR to the United Yationti C‘und 
for Industrial Development, taking into accou~~l: the tindnci,rl. nl!r?dn ot the ptoject 
targeted tOr application a8 part of the Decad~‘s prog~a~imv~. 

113. The Minister8 noted with satistaction that the .Idst Iieneral Contercrrrce ol’ 
UNIDO held at Vienna from 12 to 17 August 1’185, completing the tcan~~orraati~~n c)t 
the organization into a epecialized agency ot the Unlteri Nationn. They einphan i z,ed 
the importance of the role to be played by UNIIX) as a specialized agency 111 the 
industrial development of the developinq countries and in tht? implementation 01 the 
Lima and New Delhi declarations and plans c,t action. They urqed all memberA ot 

UNlDD to make a common endeavour to strengthen the new agency to enwt:le rt to 
implement programmes with greater Vigour in all ?trf?a.q ot rlNIlw.,‘~ mawjete anti urged 
the international community to increase and intensity its technical ,atid financial 
a8Ristance to the developing countries, port icular ly to At r ic:dn ancl least cieve1oyed 
cnuntr ieR. The MiniSters particularly cal 14 on i3II c‘c~ncerrwd, and pirticuldl ly 
the developed countr Lee and multilateral t Inunclal inst 1 tu1: ionn, to increase tlleir 
contributions to the United Nations Industt,ial I~vf?lopriWt~t hIrl#i. 

/ . . . 
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XIV. TRANSPORT 

114. The Ministers considered that among the efforts to t~ undertaken by the 
international community for the establishment of the New International Economic 
Order, special attention muet be glven to transport, owing to the role that this 
important sector must play not only in the eocio-economic integration of the 
developing countries at the national level, but also in the development of 
international economic relatione. The Ministers recalled General Aasemhly 
resolution 35/56, in particular paragraph8 129 to 133, and reiterated the urgent 
need to adopt measures to ensure it8 full implementation. 

115. The Ministers noted that, in effect, the weakness of the transport 
infrastructure still constitutee an obstacle to the economic and eocial development 
of the non-aligned and other developing countries, since the neceeeary measures 
have not been adopted at the national and international level6 to promote the 
development of the different transport systems and their participation in the 
international traneport of goode. They recommended to the international community 
that in order to overcome thie situation, effort8 muat continue to be made in order 
to achieve adequate structural changes. 

116. Regarding motor vehicle and railroad traneportation , considered as important 
sectionn in the material infrastructure of the non-aligned and other developing 
countr iee, the Meeting recommended to all member countries of the Non-Aligned 
Movement and to all developing countries, to render special attention to the 
rcalizat ion ot their national eccio-economic programme8 regarding the conetructlon 
of roada capable of facilitating communication between the urban and rural zones, 
in sddition to the expansion ot the railway networks in order to back the 
fxxio-economic integration etrorte at the national, eubreqionsl and regional 
ltWt?l~. For a better utilisation ot the existing intraetructure, special attention 
muHt be qiven to the training of national cadres by means of profetieional traininq 
courses in the field ot equipment maintenance. 

117. The Minietere noted that in the sector ot maritime transport the developing 
countries will not be able, In general, to develop their merchant fleets atlequatr1.y 
in order to reach the 20 per cent participation in world tonnage tixed ror the 
Third llnited Nations Development Decade, They expreeeed their support for 
resolution 144 (VI) of the United Nations Conterence on Trade and Development 
(UNC’l’AD) on the nphere ot maritime transport. 

118. Heqardinq dir transport, the Ministers took note of the lack or progreHH 
achieved tn the tirst half ot the Third United Nation8 Decade for Development. 
They alao noted that with respect to the Atrican region, air transport iR sttll Lar 
from sdtistying the region’s needs, due to the cri tioal econoanic situation which 
the cant inent taces. On the other hand, they considered that the non-aligned and 
other developing countriee must urgently intensity their ettorta aimed at better 
co-ordination and mutual co-operation ae well as better utilization ot human 
resoutces. 

119. The Mini.r,ters ernphasized that given the current situation, the internatlcmdl 
~OIIIIIIIIII ity IIIII:~~~- rf?ndC!r the nec:esF;dry support to the non-al lyned and other develop~~l-I 
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countries in osdcr Lc) i~xreasc thctr potential in Lacilities, equipment and related 
inf rastructurr an the transport sector, which would be a valuable contribution to 
world economic rewv~:ry. 

120. The Mini:;trrs s-:r.l>~essed their support for the Programme of the Second Phase 

(1984-1988) of the Transport: and Communications Decade in Africa adopted by the 
Conference ot African Ministers ot Transport and Communication, held at Conakry in 
1984, and also reiterated their support foe General Assembly resolution 39/30. 

121. The Ministers reiterated their support for the concern expressed by the Hearis 

of State or Government dUrlWJ the Seventh Summit Conference regarding the level of 
financial and technical assistance mobilized so far by the international community 

for the realieation of the prr,‘]rammes of the United Nations Transport and 
Communication Decade in Africa. While taking note of the effort already made, they 

called on the international community, and in particular the developinq countrlec, 

to contribute financially, technically and materially to the implementation of the 

objectives of the Second Phase of the Programme. 

122. The Ministers recalled General Assembly resolution 39/227 concerning the 

Transport and Communications Decade for Asia and the Pacific (1985-1994) and urged 
the developed countries international ocganizations to contribute to and provide 
assistance for the etfective implementation of the regional action programme for 
the Decade. 

xv. TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

123. The Ministers recoqnized the importance of the International Telecommunication 
Union (TTU) conferences, particularly those dealing with high frequency 
broadcasting and space services and directed all the non-aligned and other 
developing countries to co-operate closely among themselves and with other 
developing countries with a view to evolving well-harmonized and co-ordinated 
approaches to the issues at these conferences so as to achieve long-term benefits 
for all developing countries. 

124. The Ministers called upon the international community, and in particular the 
developed countries, to render financial and technical assistance to all developknq 
countries. especially the African countries, in order to overcome the problems 
which they face regarding the expansion of their telecommunication networks. They 

also called again on the international community, and in particular all the 
developed countries, to make a more significant contribution so that the African 
countries can successfully implement their Programme for the Seccnd Phase of the 

Transport and Communications Decade in Africa adopted by the African Ministers or 
Transport and Communications in 1984, and expressed their support for General 

Assembly resolution 38/1SO of 1983 and 39/230 of 1984. 
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XVI. HEALTH 

125. The Ministera emphaeized the need for full implementation of the goal8 and 
objectives contained in the Programme of Action in the field of health a8 well a8 
in the documents adopted on the basis of this proqramme and recommendation8 adopted 
at the meetings of ministers of health of non-aligned and other developinq 
countries, and invited the co-ordinators to take practical step8 in this reqard. 

126, Takinq into account the goals and objectives of “Health for all by the 
year 2000”, the Ministers emphaeized the importance of primary health care in 
national policiee and of qearinq those policies to those goals and objectives. In 
thie connection, they reaffirmed that in order to achieve frurtful’ co-operation 
among non-aligned and other developinq countries, measures must be taken at the 
national level such a8 the eetabliehment of adequate information syeteme and 
planning department81 to aeneitize those responsible to eet up inter-sectoral 
pOliCieS in order to underetand the concept6 of primary care and strategy 
manaq@ment, so as to achieve full participation of all eectore of the qovernmental 
aqenc iee, aa well a8 the eetablishment and maintenance of a two-way communications 
system for the exchanqe of information between health techniciane and health 
managers. 

127. The Miniatere also emphaeized that participation in the periodic meeting8 of 
minieters of health and experts of the non-aligned and other developing COUntriee, 

particularly during the World Health Aeeembly, may be utilized to evaluate the 
proqreoe made by non-aligned countries toward8 the goal of health for all by the 
year 2000 and to continue :? co-ordinate their position8 at the General Conferencee 
of the World Health Orqanization. 

XVII. SOVEHEICNTY OVER NATUHAL HEbOURCES 

128. The Minister8 reatfirmed the paramount imporLance of coneolidatinq the 
political independence ot the non-aligned and other developinq countries through 
economic emancipation. They aleo etreeeed that, in order to fulfil1 its hietoric 
miesion, the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries will continue to promote and 
safeguard the political and economic independence of the developinq countries and 
PeOpleS, including their inalienable riqht to exercise permament, total and tull 
sovereignty and control over their natural and other retiourcetp and over all their 
economic activities. 

129. The Ministers noted with concern that some developed countries and their 
transnational corporatione eometimee reeorted to economic coercion, pressure and 
blackmail undermininq the sovereiqnty and tundamental riqht of the developinq 
countries to pursue their own independent economic policies and proqrammeR. 

130. In this context, they reaffirmed their tirrn Yupport tor the Palestinian and 
Namibian people recjartlinq their inalienable ciqht to exercise tull sovereignty over 

their natural resources, illegally plundered and exploited by the Zioniet rdqime of 
INrae and the racist South Atrican regime, respectively. Al 1 tjtatet-l, 
interntltional orqanizatione, epecidliaed eqenciee, investment corporations and all 

/  L .  
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other institutions are urqed not to recognize OK co-operate with, OK assist in any 

manner, measures undertaken to exploit Palestinian and Namibian resources. 

131. The Ministers condemned the practices and policies of some countries that 
directly or indirectly participate in the plundering and exploitation of the 
natural and other resources of the peoples still under colonial domination OL 

foreign occupation, upholding the status quo and denying these peoples the release 
of their inalienable right to self-determination and independence. In this 
context, they called upon all States and peoples to work collectively and 
individually to adopt concrete and effective measures aimed at ending immediately 
this situation. 

XVIII. LAW OF THE SEA 

132. The Ministers welcomed the signing of the United Nations Convention on the Law 
of the Sea at Montego Bay, Jamaica, on 10 December 1982, and noted with 

satisfaction the increasing number of States that have ratified the Convention. 
They emphasised that the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea has 

established a nest, just and equitable legal order for the use of the seas and 
oceans as an instrument of peace, development and international co-operation among 
all countries and peoples. 

133. The Ministers recalled that the United Nations General Assembly considered, in 

conformity with the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea and related 
resolutions, that the resources of the international area of sea-bed, the Ocean 

floor and the subsoil thereof to be the common heritage of mankind, that the 
Convention established the International Sea Bed Authority as the sole competent 

body to administer that area and its resources for the benefit of mankind as a 
whole. In this context, the Ministers also emphasized that no unilateral action by 
any State or Group of States through a mini-convention or a parallel r&gime, 
inconsistent vith the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, would have 
any validity. 

134. The Ministers expressed deep concern at the license issued by the 
Administration to the Consulting Ocean Mining Agency (COMP) for exploration in a 
Part of the international sea-bed area of the Pacific Ocean and rejected it as 
illegal under the Law of the Sea Convention and its resolutions. 

135. They condemned any attempt at undermining that Convention and declared that 
the exploitation of the area and the exploitation of its resources can Only be 
lawfully carried out pursuant to the provisions of the international rigime 

established by the 1962 United Nations Convention on the Law uf the Sea. 

136. The Ministers strongly condemned and repudiated the “Provisional Agreement on 
Matters concerning the Great Ocean Deeps” signed by Belgium, France, the Federal 
Republic Of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America on 3 August 1984, 
which aims at usurping the common heritage of mankind, and considered this 
agreement nullius juris, and cannot serve to create legitimate rights since it is 

/..- 
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incompatible with contemporary international law, in general, and with the United 
Nations Convention on the Law ot the Sea, in particular, 

137. The Ministers appealed to all States to expedite the proceee ot ratitication 
ot the Convent ion RO aa to enable it to enter into force a8 Boon AB possible, and 
noted with eatistectton the work of the Preparatory Commission for the 
International Sea-Bed Authority and the International Trihunal for the Law of the 
Yea, in order to establish the competent bodies to ac .inieter the resources of the 
sea-bed and ocean tloor Eor the benetit of all mankind, in accordance with the 
Conventton and resolutions adopted in the tinal eeseion of the Third United 
National Conterence on the Law ot the Sea. 

138. On AtreRsinq the importance of the appraisal ot; marine, scientitic and 
technological infrastructures of developinq countries tar the realisation ot the 
benefits ot the law of the sea tar all countries, and in particular for developiny 
countrtee, the Ministers reaffirmed the urgent need tar the development and 
expaneion of appropriate capahtl ItieR, particularly in marine science and 
technoloqy, by meana of ttie eetabliAhment and atrenqtheninq of legional and 
national marine and ncientific and technical centres. 

139. The Ministers called upon all countries and competent international 
orqanizatlone to caseiat the establiehment and strengthening ot euch centres to 
allow for the tull functioning ot the mechanieme cot up in conformity with the 
Convent ton. 

XIX. THANSNATIONAL lWHPOHATIONS 

140. The MiniHterR reviewed the operationa of transnational CorporationA, 
particularly in the non-aligned and other developinq countries. 

141. They expree.st?cJ qrove concern with respect to trenRnatione1 corporationa which 
carry OUL illegal and undesirable policien and enqaqe in corrupt practices in 
developinq countries, and when their motivation to maximize profits leada to 
dietortion in the economies ot those countries. They condemned the activities ot 
tranfinational corporat ionn in South Atrica which Htrenqthen the oppressive 
machinery ot ttle aecLI~eiii r&qime of that country, -___I 

142. They expreesed their convict.on that the eetabliehment ot a code ot conduct 
requl~ttng the activities ot transnationol corporations, with 8 view to maximising 
their benetitH to the development procetla ot non-aligned and other developinq 
countries and elieinatinq their negative etfects, is an indiSpenedblkf element tar 
settinq up just and equittlble rel.ettone between countries and peoples, within the 
context ~>t the eRtdl)lishment of the new internat ionel economic order, They also 
realfirmecl ttw urqent neeci tur an early conclusion of the code, and called upon all 
countr ien to ~c~let;rte lleyot i,st ions on the tormulation or a code. In particular, 
they urclc?cl the c~ev~~lop~l countries to Ahow euft icient t lexibility and political 
will t.1.~ lcr111iu1~tt tk COI~V without &lay. 

/ .n. 
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xx. DESWWIYICATION AND AID 'I'0 VICTIMS OE' THY DHUUGH'r 

143. The Ministers noted that the rapid encroachment of the desert in AtricS and 
the constant drought in other parte ot the developing world attectfi the development 
efforts of’ several countriee and the eocio-economic conditione ok their peoplefl, 
particularly their food production, and economic activity, in many cases, has 
become a desperate struggle tar aurvival. 

144. The Ministers expreeeed their deep concern over the critical toad situation 
that current climate dieficultieR have brought upon v(rrioue reyione in the World, 
eepecially the countriee atfected by the drought in Afr’ca where the nituation ia 
conetantly deteriorating and leaving millions of peopi*? suttering tamine dnti 
threatened with death from starvation, 

145. In this regard, the Miniatera appealed to the international community, and 
eepecially to the developed countr iea, to supply emergency food aid to the 
countriee affected by the drouqht - especially in Africa - and to supply that atd 
without conditiona to all the countries that need it irrespective oE their fKXia1 
or economic eystom. 

146. Bearing in mind that economic interdependence among all countries applieH also 
to the economiee of the countries that are victims OY deeertification and drouyht, 
and that the realization of the objectives of the struggle againet desertification 
and drought requires human, technical and financial resourceti that are beyond the 
means ot the affected countr it%, the Ministers considered that the ettorts 
under taken by the&e countr ice should have the multifarious Hupport ot the 
international community, eepecially from all developed countries, In order to help 
the countriee ot the nftected regionA that autter serious social and ecOnolni(: 
burdens with emergency and development programmes a8 outlined by the Conferei~ce on 

the eituation in Atrica, held at Geneva in March 1985. 

147. The Minietere etreesed that aid Rupplied by the international community to the 
countries trtfected by drought and desertification should not be aimed WcluHiV@lY 
at aolvinq the emergency problem in the ehort-term, but rather at helping the 
affected countries themeelvee to Bolve their medium-term and long-term development 
and undertake stable and suetained economic development through continued 
financial, material and technical aeeietance. 

148. In thid connection, the Ministers noted with sattstaction the retiultct obtained 
in formulating a concerted policy in the Btruqgle aq,linut drought and 
desertification by the countries member8 of the Inter-State Committee on Drouqht 
Control in the Sahel (ICDCS), the Weetern Atr ican Economic Community, the MWhr*Ll 
countries, 88 well as Eqypt and the Sudan, during a conference held et Dakar tram 
18 to 25 July 1984. The WiniEiters expreaeed their unconditioniI1 Hupport tot the 
final resolution adopted at this Conterence. 

149. The Ministera made an appeal to the United Nationa Sudano-Sahelian Otti(:f+ 
(UNSO) to intensity ite aid to the counttieR mem&rs of ICDCS, in view clt ttle 
continued geophyeicdl deqrddation and the increaflinq delicit in toodstuL’1’R. ‘I’hc!y 
also urged UN% to broaden its Rcope OL action to other reqionn attected Lly 
desertit ication. 
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15G. The Ministers also welcomed the inscription in 1984 - for the first time - Of 
the item entitled “Countries stricken by desertification and drought” on the agenda 
of the thirty-ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly. They 

considered that this inscription is the sc acting point for acquiring a greater 
awareness and to achieve a much more firm political commitment, in order to adopt 
the necessary measures demanded by the present situation. In this regard, the 
Ministers launched an appeal for the mobilization of the international community 
for the intensification of the struggle against drought and desertification by the 
implementation of United Nations General Assembly resolution 39/208 on countries 
stricken hy desertification and drought. 

151. The Ministers welcomed the establishment during the twentieth OAU Ordinary 
Meeting of Heads of State or Government of the Special Fund for urgent assistance 
in favour of African countries affected by drought and hunger and appealed to the 
international community, the developed countries and the members of the Movement of 
Non-Aligned Countries to contribute to this Fund without reservations. 

152. The Ministers noted with satisfaction that the East African subregion 
countries of Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda have successfully 
held two ministerial meetings in the Republic of Djibouti in February and May 1985, 
in pursuance of United Nations General Assembly resolution 39/205 with a view to 
establishing an intergovernmental authority on drought and development (IGADD) to 
combat serious effects of drought and natural disasters. The Ministers expressed 
full support to the efforts of those countries and urged the international 
Community to provide them with maximum financial and technical resources to 

implement programmes designed to combat the serious effects of drought and 
desertification and to promote development in a concerted and dynamic manner. 

XXI. ENVIRONMENT 

153. The Ministers noted with concern that, in the absence of timely remedial 

measures, there is a distinct possibility of exponential worsening anA irreversible 
destruction of the global environment. 

154. The Ministers stressed the vital importance of environmental conservation for 
development and, in order to prevent the irreversible destruction of the 
environment, they emphasised the urgent need for ecologically balanced and rational 
development planning, the pooling of information on resource-conserving 
technologies, conservation and assessment of the ecological resources of the 
environment. 

155. They welcomed the measures adopted by the Governing Council of the United 

Nations Environment Programme in respect of the preparation of the World 
Environment Programme to the Year 2000 and, in this respect, they suggested that 
the non-aligned and other developing countries should co-ordinate their 
contribution to the preparation of the World Environment Programme to the Year 2000. 

156. The Ministers expressed their support for the resolutions adopted by the 
United Nations to protect the environment and urged all States to adhere to the 
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dittorant international judicial lnetrumento related to environmental protection no 
ao to ensure their comprehensive application. 

157. ‘l’he Minietere affirmed their full support for United Nationo General Aeaembly 
ronolutione 37/215, 38/162 and 39/167 concerning the problemrl ol remnants by war in 
the territories ot the developing countriee. They appealed to all States 
reaponeible for such remnante, to co-operate with the Secretary-General and with the 
opecialized agencies and bcdie8 ot’ the United Nationa, in order to auppoct the junt 
demand of the State8 atl!ected by the presence of remnento of war, particularly 
minee and the toxic etfecte of chemical substances whose persietence in theit 
territories cauaee eerioue damage to their development ett’orteo 

XXII. SITUATION OP REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS IN AFRICA 

158. The Ministers expreeeed their grave concern with respect to the large number 
of refugee8 and diepleced pereons in APrica, and are cognizant of the economic and 
social burden impoeed on Afrisan countries oL asylum whose weak economiee RUtPeC 
the negative ettects ot this situation. 

159. In thie context, the Miniatere welcomed the holding of the Aeoond 
International Conference on Aeeietance to Retuqoee in Africa, in 19S4, with the 
objective oP finding durable eolutione to the problem8 of the retugaes. They u rgetl 
the international community, all States, the United Nationn and epecialized 
agenciae to provide the neceeaary co-operation for the implementation ot the 
project8 adopted on aeeietance to refugee8 in Atrica, and also emphtleised the 
important role played by the United Nationcr High Commibl@ioner for Hetuyoen in this 

field. 

160. They urged all countriee to aesJint in coliet and rehabilitation ot all Atricrrn 
relugeea and returneea. 

161. The Minietero were alHo deeply concerned at the meynitude und the plight ot 
dinplaced pernon in Atrica, and urged the international community, all Member 
Stdtee ot tho United Natione, itfl orqona, organiaatione and Hpecialized agencietl to 
provide the utmoet eeeiotance to thoee countciefl that have Huch problelnR. 

162. On the other hand, the Miniatere noted that the policy ot military eqqcenaion 
and economic deetsbilizstion ot the Ytetecl and peoplee o,f southern Atrice, 
undertaken hy the South African racist regime, ie in detience of the international 
community and the member countries of the Non-Aligned Movement, cepcosente one IJf 
the major factor8 Lor the increaoinq numher of retUge@s and cliapldwd peruons in 

that part of the Atricon continent. They expceefled their 001 id&r ity with the 
IneaRureti taken at the twenty-tiret ordinary ~eblion ot the Cont:erencc? ot Ho&e ot 
State or Government of OAU with a view .o qKontiny k inerlcii11 and mater it11 
nfluiAtdnce to the southern Alricen State:4 und to th@ notionilL lihration movemente 
to enable them lo tace thoee acttl ot tloHt~bili%tlti~~n. 

/ . . . 
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XXIII. C’S I’I’ICAL IX~NOMlC t3ITLJATIl)IJ IN AFRICA 

163. The MiniMtore exprentrell woriou~ concern about the constant deterioration OE 
African econtimiea, hard hit try the proround world eaonomic ceceoeion beoauao ot’ thu 
vulnerability ot the continent caurmi by well-known geographical, hiotoricul, 
climatic and environmental L’actors, in addition ta mr unprecedented deter iotat im 
in the terms oP trade for Atr ican ccjuntrieo. 

164. Atrica, deepite ite mot potential, ie etill the loaet advanced continent and 
all thS economic indicators put it tar behind all the other developing regiona, 
The economic balance eheet or many Attican countriee ehowe a fall in per Capitri 
income and trtationary or negative yrowth rateo. Furthermore, food production hao 
not kept up with population growth and has even decreneed in moat ceeee; and mtii~y 
African countrieo ate threatened by the spectre of’ widespread famine. 

165. The Minieters, like the OAU Ilead~~ of Btatp or Government, recoqnize that the 
development ot the Aericun continent ie the prime reoponeibility of the Aer icen 
Governmentn and peoples, who have taken and continue to take paintul meaeureu ot 
readjuetment which ate not without their political end eocial coneequencae. Th@ 
Ministsra alao recognised that, according to all the projections, recovery, qrowth 
and development prospects are atill extremely remote , unleee the preeent eltortv 
made by Atrican countride dre tully Hupported by the international community. 

166. The Miniatertl thererore welcomed the United Natione General Aeeembly 
Declaration on the Clriticsl l2conomic Situation in Atrica, annexed to resolution 
39/29, and particularly th@ Decluration and the priority programme l-or the 
improvement ot the tocxi Rltuation and the rehabilitation ot agriculture In Atrtcn, 
adopted by the twenty-tirot A@nembly ot HeadtJ ot State or Government or OAU, hol(i 
at Addis Ababa t’rcxn 111 to 20 July 19t15. 

167. They utreouecl that the illterrrot iorlcll co~naun~ty, while continuing to utldreoal 
the At r ican emergency, Rhould qivtr greetstr tocurr to oupporting the medium-term arid 
lWIg-terll~ developl~rtrnt act toner without which 1’10 laoting nolutione to the emergency 
eltutatton ctin be l’ound. 

168. But in view ot: the maqnit.udu of the (;!riRis end the acole ok the meam to Lm 

uoed to overcome the trod criniu f.1~1, ~~bove ir1.1, to prevent a repetition of’ euch +.4 
Situation by tackling the underlyinq cauAe8 ot’ the economic crinie in Akrtca, they 
unrenervt?dly fsupportecl t,he call intitle bv the twenty-Piret OAU Summit Meetinq Car the 
holding of u Hpectal meeting ot: the Unitorl Nations General Aoeombly, et minitltertal 
level, to f3xamine tnnuew rol~td to the currant critical ocanomic oituatisrr in 
At r icra. Such a meeting would be on opportunity to raitle all the economic prr,hlemo 
0r At' r ictl dnd, t:hrouqh 811 int:eqr,ited npprouch, to mo,)tlise the internetioncrl 
coamuntty with a vtuw to 4i1 uflquutu otlort: to contribute to Africa’o economic 
rscovery. 

/ . . . 
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170. The Ministers are auare of the fact that certain deficiencies in development 

policies have contributed to the current crisis; but they reaffirmed that, 
undeniably, the problem of the foreiqn debt is essentially due to external factors 
over which the African countries have no control, factors whose accumulated 
consequences have resulted in the paradoxical situation whereby Africa, the least 
developed continent, incapable of completely solving the most elementary 
development needs, finds itself the net contributor of financial resources to the 
developed countries. 

171. Since the principle of rescheduling which, up to now, has constituted the oaly 

possibility, has had unsatisfactory results in its present form, the Ministers have 
undertaken the search for a more efficient remedy. To this end, they have aqreed 
to mobilize all their energies for a joint action that could evolve around the 
following point: 

ta) Demand the total OK partial conversion into grants of the debts incurred 
in the context of public aid for development, especially in implementing 
paragraph 17 of the Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation in Africa, 
annexed to United Nations General Assembly resolution 39/2g; 

(b) Extend the periods of repayment and deferred amortization; 

(c) Obtain from the developed countries supplementary financial resources; in 
this regard, the efforts of the World Sank to set up a special aid fund in favour 
of African countries; 

(d) Take initiative to hold constructive talks with creditors so as to 
prepare the way for an international meeting on the African countries’ foreign debt 
designed to provide an overall and lasting solution to the problem. 

A. Southern Africa 

172. The Ministers considered the policies of military and economic destabilization 

of the racist regime of Pretoria against the countries of southern Africa, urge 
member countries of the Non-Aligned Movement and the international community to 
offer financial and material assistance to these States SC as to enable them t0 
face the economic consequences of these policies. 

173. In reaffirming their support and solidarity to the southern African States and 
the liberation movements, the Ministers welcomed recent decisions in some developed 

countries to halt investments in South Africa and to withdraw financial and 
technical support from that country which is under an oppressive regime. They 
accordingly appealed to the international community to come to the assistance Of 
the economically disadvantaged countries in southern Africa that are likely to be 
adversely affected in the wake of a collapse of the economic and financial 
institutions in South Africa as a result of the imminent upheavals in that 
country. They also resolved Fo dispatch immediately a team of experts to southern 
Africa to assess the needs of the economically disadvantaged countries in the 
subregion and submit a report to the United Nations through the Co-ordinating 
Bu:cau of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. 
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B. Plan of Action of the Movement ..v--_- 

174. The Ministers took note with appreciation of the Plan of Action of the 
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries to meet the critical economic ScCuation in 
Africa, which was adopted by the Extraordinary Ministerial kc xting of the 
Co-ordinating Bureau of Non-Aligned Countries on the Question of Namibia, held at 
New Delhi from 19 to 21 April i985. They reaffirmed the desire of the Movement as 
expressed by its Chairman, the Prime Minister of India, that the solidarity and 
political support or the Movement for the member States from sub-Saharan Africa, be 

translated into specific and concrete action to assi.st in the development efforts 
of the African States themselves. 

175. The Ministers also welcomed the contributions made by several member States of 
the Movement - Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Cuba, Egypt,, India, Indonesia, the 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru and Yugoslavia - and noted 

the efficient and well co-ordinated efforts by India in co-ordinating assistance in 
overcoming the emergency needs faced by many sub-Saharan African countries. 

176. They expressed the hope that member States would continue the efforts at 
assisting the medium-term and long-term efforts of the African States south of the 

Sahara to reconstruct and rehabilitate their severely strained economies, in 
accordance with the overall provisions of the Plan of Action. 

XXIV. LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

177. The Ministers expressed grave concern at the deteriorating socio-economic 

situation of the least developed countries. They noted that bee-use of the 
structural constraints these countries are least endowed to withstand external 
shocks. Consequently, their sufferings have been the severest as a result of the 
global economic recession of the 1980s. The cumulative burden of adverse climatic 
conditions, natural disasters, continued unremunerative prices of their exportable 
commodities, coupled with reduced net overall flow of resources in real terms, ‘have 
made their recovery efforts infinitely more difficult. The debt service 
obligations now constitute a major hindrance to the development process of these 
countries. The severity of ths socio-economic situation of the least developed 
countries demands a comprehensive response of the international community aimed at 

both short-term recovery and long-term development. 

178. The Ministers noted with deep concern that the implementation of this 
Substantial New Programme of Action for the 198Os, adopted in 1981 in favour Of the 
least developed countries, has been painfully slow. They reaffirmed the full 
validity of the Substantial New Programnrr, a of Action to enable the least developed 
countries to overcome structural difficulties and to achieve sustained and 
self-reliant development and, accordingly, stressed the imperative need for full 
and timely realization of the goals and objectives of the Substantial New Programme 
of Action. In this context, they underlined the special importance of the meeting 
for mid-term global review for the implementation of the Substantial New Programme 

of Action, to be held at Geneva from 30 September to 11 October 1985, and 
emphasised the particular need for adopting an action-oriented and comprehensive 

/ . . . 
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set of measures aimed at full and effective implementation of the Substantial New 

Programme of Action. They reaffirmed their full support for the success of the 
global review and urged all Government5 to participate in the exercise at a high 
political level with this objective in mind. 

xxv. LAND-LOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

179. The Ministers noted with concern the grave situation of the land-locked 
developing countries, especially as this relates to transport, communications and 

infrastructural facilities, and recommended that the appropriate decisions of the 
non-aligned countries should,be implemented urgently in order to ensure their right 

of free access to and from the sea aud freedom of transit as provided for in 
article 125 of the United Nation5 Convention on the Law of the Sea and to provide 

for necessary international assistance to meet their special needs. They 
recognized that any programme or action in respect of such transit facilities 
should be undertaken in consultation with and with the approval of the transit 
country concerned. 

XXVI * ISLAND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

180. The Ministers recognized the difficult problem faced by island developing 
countries, in particular those which suffer handicaps due especially to their 
smallness, remoteness, proneness to natural disasters , constraints in transport and 
communications, great distances from market centres, highly limited internal 

market, lack of natural resources, heavy dependence on a few commodities or 

services for their foreign exchange earnings, fragility of the environment and 
heavy financial burdens. 

181. The Ministers further recognized that such handicaps inherently constitute 
major constraints on the development process, particularly in small island 
economies, often frustrating and inhibiting their effort to effect the structural 
transformation necessary to attain self-sustaining growth. 

182. In this context, the Ministers emphasized that the criteria, terms and 
conditions governing the flow of bilateral and multilateral financial and technical 
assistance of island developing countries should be geared to the special needs and 
problem5 of each of the countries concerned and that a major proportion of such aid 
should be made on a grant basis. 

‘183. The Ministers welcomed the decision of the United Nations General Assembly 

contained in resolution 39/212 which requests the United Nations Secretary-General, 
in co-operation with the organs, organizations and bodie5 of the United Nations 
system, to explore the possibility of organizing ,I follow-up meeting of an 
interregional nature with the participation of representatives of island developing 

countries and other interested countries. The Ministers expressed their SUppOrt 

for the holding of this meeting and proposed that it take place preferably in 
1986. They urged all island developing countries member States of the Movement of 
Non-Aligned Countries to work towards making this meeting a success. 

/ . . . 
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184. The Ministers, bearing also in mind the goals and objectives of the 
International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 
and in particular paragraphs 148 to 151 of the Strategy , urged the international 
community, the competent organs of the United Nations system, in particular the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the United Nations Development 
Programme, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization, the 
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank , as well as the international 
financial and credit institutions and bilateral donors, to take urgent and 
efeective steps to intensify their efforts to implement fully the specific measures 
of assistance in favour of island developing countries , as outlined in the relevant 
resolutions of the United Nations Genera! Assembly and the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development, taking into account, inter alia, the 
geographical factors, traditional island life and institutions, the physical 
environment, development priorities and the problems of island developing countries 
in the international economy. 

XXVII. THE MOST SERIOUSLY AFFECTED COUNTRIES 

185. The Ministers viewed with great concern the deterioration in the economic and 
financial position of the most seriously affected countries since the New Delhi 
Summit. In this connection, the Ministers recalled the reaffirmation by the Heads 
Of State or Government of the relevant paragraphs of the International Development 
Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade pertaining to those 
countries calling for concrete measures in favour of these countries. They urged 
that the international community proceed to take the necessary decision as 
envisaged in the International Development Strategy and implement them without 
further delay. 

XXVIII. DRUG ABUSE AND ILLICIT TRAFFICKING 

186, The Ministers expressed deep concern over the growing problem of drug abuse 
and illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs. They shared the view that the drug 
problem has become a serious global problem which not only has socio-economic 
consequences, but also grave security implications. 

187. The Ministers were concerned that the continued abuse of narcotic drugs and 
illicit trafficking would endanger and undermine the development of nations. Apart 
from the deleterious effects on people, particularly the young, drug abuse and 
illicit trafficking weaken the social fabric of nations, represent direct and 
indirect economic costs to Governments and entail criminal activities at the 
national and international levels which could threaten the stability of States. 

188. Conscious of the need for urgent, concerted and determined efforts by the 
international community towards cotiating the menace of drug abuse and illicit. 
trafficking, the Ministers welcomed efforts under way in the United Nations system, 
in some regional organisations as well as other initiatives such as the Quito 
Declaration adopted by some Latin American countries. They committed their full 
Support for these efforts and also called for the early conclusion of a Convention 
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against Traffic in Narcotic Druqs and Psychotropic Substances and Hel;it.eri 
Activities. In addition, they expressed their support particularly for the 
proposal made by the United Nationa Secretary-General to convene an international 
Conference on Narcotic Drugs at the ministerial level in 1987. They alto urged 
prompt agreement on specific technical ond economic co-operation prrytdmmeH to 
aeeist those countries most attected try drug abuse and the illicit production ol’ 
and traffic in drugs. 

XXIX. ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING CWUNTHIES 

189. The Ministers reiterated the importance of economic co-operation dmonq 

developing countriee as a means to promote rational and etticient use ot their 
human, mater ial, financial and technological tesources for the collective and 
individual welfare of the non-aligned and other developinq countries. They 
stressed that economic co-operation among developing countrieti i8 an important 
mean8 for building up their collective self-reliance and foe increasing their 
countetvailing power in negotiations with the developed countries. Co-operation 
among developing countries is also an important instrument tar the restructuring of 
international economic relations and is a key element in the establishment of the 
new international economic order. 

190. Over the years, co-operation among developing countries has dCqUitYed 

coneiderable momentum. The Ministers welcomed the fact that bilateral, WJbreyiOnal 

and regional co-operation among developinq countries ha8 been conkaiderdbly 
ettengthened in Aeia, Atrice, Latin America and the Mediterranean. In thie context 
the Ministers noted the most recent example ot subregional co-operaticln in South 
Aeia through the setting up of the South Asian Regional Co--operation (SAHC) a 
Economic co-operation among developing countries has been at the torefront ot the 
preoccupations of the Non-Aligned Movement since its first summit. Activities kOr 

ECDC have steadily been intensified, the concept ok ouch co-operation being 
increasingly elaborated and its contents enriched. A series of coneultations and 
meetings has taken place among them. 

191. The Ministers emphesized that the need for developing countrtus to 
increasingly rely on national and collective self-reliance had increased in view ol’ 
the negative effect8 of the current economic crisis on their economieo. 

192. In spite of the differences in levels of development among the develnpinq 
Countries, the Ministers reaffirmed the complementaritiee existing in their 
Bivereif ied resources, capabilitiee and vast markets, which provide vast, aCtUd1 

co-operation potentialities, based an the principle ot collective Helt-reliance 
contained in resolution 7 of the Sixth Summit Conference and the Declaration on 

Collective Self-reliance amonq Non-Aligned and other Develop;nq Countries adopted 
at the Seventh Summit. They expceseed the hope that this potential would be fullY 
utilized for co-operation to mutual benefit by meana of the expedltlo~le 
implementation of the psoqrammes and priorities already defined in vdrious sectors 
of economic activity, thrls reducing the vulnerability OL the developing c:ountrieH 
in the face of the economtc and other preesuree exercised by the developt~d 
countries, 

/ . . . 



19.3, The Ministers expressed their commitment to provide full political support to1 
thf! implementation of the Action Programme for Economic Co-operation, adopted at 
the Seventh Non-Aligned Summit, as well as the Action Programme for Economic 
Co-operation among Developing Countries, adopted by the Group of 77 at Caracas in 
May 1981, and expreaaad their conviction that theee programmes constitute a sure 
step towards the practical application of the principle of collective selt-reliance 
and the streng theninq of economic complementar i ties exietinq among the developing 
countr lee, 

194. The Minister8 noted the assessment made by the Fourth Meeting ot the IYCC c;f 
the Group of 77, held at Jakarta in Auguet 1985, that greater efforts ot developincj 
countries were needed to accelerate the proceee of implementation of the Caraoils 
Programme ot: Action. They welcomed the agreement reached at ‘the IFCC meetinq ~111 
the necessity to reaffirm and strengthen the commitment into action-oriented 
meaeuree that would regenerate the momentum Por the consistent implementation 01 
the Caracas Programme of Action with a full sense of solidarity and realism. 

195. The Ministers considered that non-aligned and other developing countries 
should, in the spirit ot solidarity and mutual pref!erential treatment, take 
concrete, individual and joint meaeuree towards promoting mutual economic relations 
and co-operation, They emphaeized the need for the next Ministerial meeting ot the 
Group at 77 during the tortieth session of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations to consider, a8 a matter of priority, waye and mean8 of imparting dynamism 
and political impetus tor adoption of concrete measures to this end. 

196. In this context, the Minietere decided to intensify further the magnitude ,ind 
momentum of economic co-operation among their countries and recommended regulol 
coneultatione at various levels, trom experts to highest level, with a view to 
adoptinq and etrenqthening common positions in the strategy of the struggle for 
I?conom ic development . They invited other developing countries to join them in thiti 
task. 

xxx. ACTION PROGRAMME POH ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION (NON-ALIGNED) 

197. The Ministers reviewed the state of implementation of the Action Proqramnlc* tclr 
kOnomiC Co-operation ot the Non-Aligned Countries end took note with appreciatiolt 
of developments in the following arean: 

1. Trade 

The Ministers expreeeed aabbetaction at the holding of the Ministerial MctSt.iW 
on GSTP, from 23 to 26 July 1985 at New Delhi, ot developing countries, memherL-; c>t 
the Group of 77. The Ministers welcomed the positive outcome of the Ministerit 
Meeting of New Delhi, which had provided significant political impetus to 
neqotlations for the establishment of the GSTP, resulted in concrete proqreae on 
nuch specific ieauee as the tixinq ot a tirm timetable in reqard to the 
finalization of the legal tramework to enable the launchinq of the tirst rou11~i 01 

n+Wtiations in May 1986 and ite conclusion not later than 1 May 1987. 
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The Ministers expressed the hope that the wide interest shown by many 
developing countries that participated at this meeting would encourage all members 
Of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the Group of 77 that have not yet done 
so to signify their intention to participate in GSTP negotiations and to furnish as 
early as possible the needed information on their trade &gimes. 

They also welcomed the Declaration adopted at the same Ministerial Meeting on 
the World Trading Environment and its effects on the trade of developing countries, 
reflecting the common concern of developing countries on the important issues 
covered therein. 

2. Mbnetary and financial co-operation 

The Ministers took note of the report of the Intergovernmental Initiative 
Group on the South Bank, held in New York from 24 to 28 June 1985, and of the 
decision of IFCC (IV) that a High-Level Intergovernmental Expert Group Meeting be 
held by the end of June 1986 with a view to continue work on this matter. 

3. Insurance -- 

The Ministers stressed that the increase of co-operative activities of 
non-aligned and other developing countries in the field of insurance and 
reinsutance allows for the mobilization, creation and redistribution of financial 

resources and reserves capable of ensuring the normal and balanced realization of 
their development plans and programm’es , and constitutes an important factor in the 
struggle for the establishment of the new international economic order. 

However, they took note that, in spite of the importance given to insurance 
and reinsurance and the increasing need to undertake actions aimed at establishing 
co-ordination measures to provide for an intensification of co-operation among 

developing countries, much is still to be done in this field. 

In this Context, and recalling the decisions adopted at the New Delhi Summit 
Conference, the Ministers called for the implementation of the concrete programmes 
Of co-operation recommended by the group of co-ordinator countries in the sphere of 
insurance and reinsurance for the purpose of preserving foreign exchange and 
sharing of risks, thus reducing dependency of the developing countries on 
transitional corporations and strengthening their bargaining capacity vis-&-vis the 
insurance markets of developed countries. 

4. Scientitic and technological developments 

The Ministers welcomed the finalization of the Statute of the Non-Aligned 
Centre for Science and Technology at the Plenary Meeting of Non-Aligned Countries, 

on 15 June 1984, and the adaptation from the Final Act at the Plenipotentiary 
Conference held in New York on 4 February 1985. They noted that 24 countries had 
signed the Statute so far and urged all non-aligned countries to become party t0 
the instrument with a view to making the Centre operational as soon as possible. 
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The Minister8 called upon non-aligned and other developing countries to 
continue their etfortta to conclude expeditiously an ettective and universal code ot 
conduct f!or the trenef’er of technolopy. 

5. Food and egriculture 

The Mlnieters noted with eatietaction that a meeting of Irrigation expert0 of 
Co-ordinatore Of Non-Aligned Countries for Cood and Agriculture was held at 
Pyowww t Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, from 16 to 22 June 1984. Thu 
meeting, which was attended by the 14 Co-ordinatore and 27 other non-aligned 
countries discussed waye for turther prc stinq technical co-operation among the 
non-aligned countries with regard to design, construction and management ot large, 
medium- and small-scale irrigation projects aa well a8 considering the 
poesibilities ot establiehinq joint ventures Pot the production ot a complete ranqe 
of irrigation equipment. They recommended that the co-ordinatinq countries take 
meaauree tor the implementation of the recommendations oE the above meetinq. They 
welcomed the offer of Morocco to hoet the third Meetinq ot’ Co-ordinators tOr Pood 
and Agriculture in 1986. 

The Minieters took note ot the propoeal entitled “Non-Aligned Programme of 
Action for Agriculture and Food Belt-Sutficiency “, made by Morocco at the Luanda 
Ministerial Meeting, and requested the Co-ordinating Non-Aliqned Countriee tor Foti 
and Agriculture to conaider at ita next meeting the feasibility or an appropriate 
Programme tar cloee co-operation amonq non-aliqned and other developing countries 
in this field in the context, inter alto, of the recommendationa already contained 
in the Non-Aligned Action Plan adopted by the Seventh Summit in thin eector. 

6. Fisher iea 

The MinieterR coneidered that improvement ot infrastructure, technology, 
pereonnel end reoearch facilities available in developing countries could be 
accelerated considerably by meane ot mututll co-operation. In thie context, they 
recommended that co-operation among the non-aligned and other developing cOUntripS 
in the sphere OP fishertee should be turther inteneitied a6 the moet apptopridte 
mean8 to overcome the ditticultiee Paced by this sector. 

The Minister6 welcomed the otter made by the Democratic People’e Republic ot 
Korea to hoat a meeting of experts on agriculture in the near tutute in COmpli~llce 
with the decision adopted at the First Ministerial Meeting on Pishecieu’ 
Co-operation, held at Havana in April 1981. 

7, Health 

A meeting of: the Minieterfl of Health wilt3 convened on 4 May 198’3 at Genev~3 in 
the context ot the meeting ot the World Iloolth Aelrctnbly. 
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The Ministers of Health of non-aligned and other developing countries met at 

Geneva on the eve of the thirty-seventh session of the World Health Assembly. In 
preparation for this Ministerial Meeting , a Co-ordinating Group meeting was held at 
Hrioni, Yugoslavia, from 26 to 30 March 1984. 

The three major items which received attention at these meetings related to 

reviewing the progress made in the implementation of the Strategy for Health for 
all by 2000, review of the programme in technical co-operation among developing 

countries and discussions on the items of the agenda of the World Health Assembly. 

The Ninth Meeting of the Co-ordinatore of Non-Align@d Countries in the field 
of health was held at Havana from 23 to 26 Match 1985. 

The Ninth Meeting of Health Ministers of Non-Aligned Countries was held at 
Geneva on 8 May 1985 during the thirty-eighth session of the World Health 
Assembly. The meeting reviewed the progress made in the implementation of the 
strategies of health for all by the year 2000 and the item of the agenda of the 
thirty-eighth World Health Assembly. 

The Ministers welcomed the results of these meetings, which had contributed to 

the development of further co-operation in the field of health among non-aligned 
and developing countries and towards co-ordination of their positions regarding 

issues relating to international co-operation in the field of health. 

a. Employment and human resources development 

The Ministers noted that the Meeting of Ministers of Labour of Non-Aligned 
Countries had met on 14 June 1983 at Geneva. On substantive issues, the Conference 

adopted a number of recommendations for action on co-operation in the two areas of 
Vocational Training and Employment and Human Resources Development in the Rural and 

Informal Sectors. The two other important and substantive resolutions that were 
adopted related to the non-aligned countries’ participation and co-ordination in 
the IL0 meetings, and the follow-up action to the decisions adopted by the two 
earlier Ministerial Conferences. 

The Ministers noted further that the Third Conference of Ministers of Labour 
of non-aligned and other developing countries was held at Managua from 10 to 
12 May 1984. The meeting emphasised the need for an active co-ordinated action by 
the non-aligned countries in the IM meetings, especially with regard to the 
revision of the present mechanism and procedures, and control and implementation of 
the international norms of work. 

The Ministers further noted that a Ministerial Meeting of the Non-Aligned 
co-ordination in the field of labnur was held at Geneva in June 1985 during the IL0 
session. This meeting reiterated the need for strengthening the mechanisms for 
co-operation of the non-aligned countries, especially the designation of Liaison 
Officers for each Committee of the Conference with the purpose of co-ordinating the 
interests of non-aligned countries. 

/ . . . 
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9. ts Spar 

The Ministers noted with satisfaction that the Non-Aligned Movement's 
International Sports Seminar (NAMISS) on Training of Sports Cadres was held at the 
Netaji Subhash National Institute of Sports, Patiala (India), from 3 to 
14 April 1984. The Meeting was attended by 36 delegates from 21 countries. 

The Ministers reiterated the need for the non-aligned and other developing 
countries to strengthen their bilateral and multilateral co-operation in the field 
of SpKt.53. 

They emphasised the usefulness of close co-operation among non-aligned and 
other developing countries in international sports organizations. 

The Ministers invited the co-ordinating countries to meet at an early date in 
order to formulate a new programme of co-operation in the field of sports and to 
submit a report on their work at the forthcoming Meeting of Ministers and other 
Senior Officials in Physic1 Education and Sports , which will be held in the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, to host the Second Meeting of Ministers and 
other Senior Officials in Physical Education and Sports in the near future. 

10. Research and information systems 

The Ministers noted with satisfaction that a general Conference of Ministers 
of Non-Aligned Countries (COMINAC) was held at Jakarta from 26 to 30 January 1984. 
Prior to the Conference, a Meeting of the Intergovernmental Conference was also 
held from 23 to 24 January 1984. The Conference adopted a Declaration which, 
inter alia, contained an Action Programme on Media Co-operation. 

The Ministers welcomed the offer of the Government of India to host the Second 
Meeting of the Research and Information System of Non-Aligned Countries at 
New Delhi in November 1985. In this context, they noted the setting up of a 
National Institute in New Delhi concerned with research and information systems of 
non-aligned and other developing countries. 

The Ministers welcomed the progress made so far on the establishment of a 
Multisectoral Information Network (MSIN) and noted that as a first step in the 
implementation of the network , a pilot project has been initiated. 

11. Role of women in development 

The Ministers noted with satisfaction that the Government of India hosted a 
ministerial-level meeting of non-aligned and other developing countries prior to 
the World Conference on the Role of Women in Development , at which a co-ordinated 
position of the non-aligned and other developing countries was established. 

In view of the contribution of the International Centre for Public Enterprises 
to the preparation of the New Delhi Conference, the Ministers called upon the 

/ .f. 
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Centre to continue to atudy the problem8 of the integration ot women in the procefla 
of development and provide expert and inetitutional co-operation in th 
opetationalization of the programme tor the promotion ot the statue ot women in 
non-aligned and other developing countries, as well a8 the programme adopted at 
Nairobi, 

The Ministers took note with appreciation ot the intormation provided by the 
Executive Director of the Aesociation of Trade Orqanizatione (ASTHO) on the 
establishment and work of the organisation. They invited intereeted State trading 
organizations of member countries to join the International Aseociation of State 
Trading Organizations. 

12. Peaceful ueee of nuclear energy 

(a) The Ministers noted the report of the second Meeting ot Non-Aligned 
Countriee on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, held Erom 12 to 14 April 19H3 at 
Havana. 

(b) They also noted the continuing etforts of the co-ordinoting countries in 
evolving principles of international co-operation in uee of nuclear energy for 
peaceful purposee in pursuance ot the recommendation ot the above report, They 
also noted the propoaal for a feaeibility atudy of various sizea and dimension8 Of 
nuclear reactors that could be used in developing countriee and the problems ot 
radioactive waste dumped in the sea. 

(cl They urged the co-ordinating countries, other members of the non-aligned 
movement and other concerned developing countrietl that have not done 6%~ to preeent 
their poeeibilitiee for co-operation in the nuclear Sphere by answering the ad hoc .- 
committee’s questionnaire, which includea the Movement’s priorities in areilc) ot 
co-operation, with a view to otrengthening terhnical co-operation in this sphere. 

(d) They requeeted the co-ordinating countriee in this Hphere to continue 
their efforts to carry out the mandate given them at the seco~~d Meeting. 

13. Telecommunications 

The Minietere noted with satisfaction that the Techntcel Committee of that 
Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool met at Cairo in March 19134. A joint meetiny oi’ the 
Miniatere ot Information and Ministers ot Telecommunication ot the courrtrieo 
boating the redistribution centres of NANAP was aI.cIo held at Cairo troll1 9 to 
10 May 1984. This Meetinq made Auhstantial progrefin towards agreement on reduction 
oE telecommunication taritfs by member States to achieve more efticient and shared 
utilization ot telecommunication facilitiee and network. 

The #inietere reiterated their eupport tor the positions dsnulned 15’ the 
Seventh Conterence of Heads ot State or Government, held clt New Delhi, regarding 
the recommendatione adopted by the meetinq oi’ Co-ortlintiting Countries held at 
Belgrade in the tield ol telecommunications , and reiterated the invitation extended 

/ . . . 
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to non-aligned and other developiny countries to take individual and collective 
meaeuree for their implementation, 

The Minietere expressed their aupport tor the decieion adopted at the Seventh 
Non-Aligned Summit Conference regarding the eRtabliehment ol’ a Centre for 
Co-operation among all non-aligned and other developing countriee in the ep+ere of 
postal eervicee and telecommunications and appealed to all thoee countries that 
have not yet done 80 to forward their observation8 on the draft statutes for the 
aPorementioned Centre. 

14. Public enterpr ice 

The Minietere expreseed their eatiefaction at the fact that the International 
Centre tar Public Enterprise6 in Developing Countriee, Ljublhana, Yuqoelavia, hao 
developed into a well organized institution which renders an important contribution 
t0 the promotion of economic and technical co-operation among developing counttie 
in the area8 of industry, technology, culture, trade and finance. 

The Minieters called upon thoee non-aligned and other developing countries 
that have not yet become members of the Centre to do so. 

15. Houainq 

The Minietere noted with eatiefactlon that the Meeting at the level ok! Senior 
Officials of non-aligned co-ordinating counttiee in the field of houeinq was held 
at Colombo from 23 to 25 October J.983. One of the most important agendcr items 
diecueeed at the Meeting related to formulated strategiee for obeerviny the 
International Year of Shelter for the Homeless, designated for 1987. The role of 
the Non-Aligned Movement and the co-operation among the member countries in the 
field of ehelter was aleo diecussed. The Ministers exhorted the non-aligned and 
other developing countriee to support and join in the specit ic plane end taeke of 
co-operation that emerge tram the houRing objective8 proposed by the Group of 
Ca-ordinating Countries on Houning. They reiterated the need to fltrengthen 
co-operation with the United Nations CommiAaion for Human Settlements and th? 
United Nation8 Centre tor Human Settlements (Habitat), to support and Yulfll 
meaeuree related to the International Yeirr ot Shelter for the Homeless which will 
be obeorved in 1987. 

16. __ Education and culture 

The Minietere noted with appreciation the progress made by the LirAt 
Conference ot Ministera ot Education Brati Culture ot non-aligned and other 
developing countries, held et Pyonqyi\nq krom 24 to 2H September lYS3. ‘I’lW?Y 
welcomed the adoption ot the D~l~~rat.ion iitvl Act Aon tJt’~~:ammt? tot L!c~q~t!t-~~t ~C,II 111 
the f ielde ot Education and <!ulture UIIK)IW~ t.hca non-al. igneci and other deV.?ltl~JilI’J 

count r ice by the Conference #and ~~VOIIJIII~~IIJR~ i tR early irsplemen tilt: ion, 
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They stressed the need to strengthen further the non-aligned countries’ 

co-operation in this sphere and emphasised the importance of taking a co-ordinated 
position at international meetings and conferences, 

They welcomed the decision to hold the second Conference of Ministers Of 
Education and Culture of the non-aligned countries as well as the offer by Cuba to 
host the Conference in Havana during the first half of 1986. 

The Ministers welcomed the offer of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
to host the Film Festival and Seminar on the experience gained in anti-illiteracy 
campaigns and school enrolment Of school-age children in Pyongyang in the second 
half of 1986 in accordance with the Action Programme for co-operation the field of 
education and culture. 

The Ministers noted with appreciation that many non-aligned countries 

co-operated with and contributed generously precious works of art to the Gallery Of 
Arts of the Non-Aligned Countries in Pitegrade, Montenegro, Yugoslavia, as a vivid 
manifestation and wider international affirmation of arts and culture of 
non-aligned countries and urged the non-aligned countries to develop further their 
co-operation with the Gallery and actively participate in its programme of work. 

17. Standardization, weights and measures and quality control 

The Ministers noted with satisfaction that several meetings were held in this 
field. 

A Meeting on Standardization, Weights and Measures and Quality Control was 
held in Rome on 4 July 1983. 

The Fourth Co-ordinating Group Meeting of Non-Aligned Countries in the sphere 

of Standardization, Measurement and Quality Control was held at Belgrade from 10 to 
13 July 1984, at which plans of action for each of the four functional groups 
established by the earlier Co-ordinating Group Veeting and the time-frame for their 
execution were approved. This Meeting also discussed the question of co-ordination 
of the position of Non-Aligned Countries in the International Standards 
Organisation (ISO) Council Meetings. 

The Group Meetings ot the Non-Aligned Countries in the sphere of 
Standarization, Measurement and Quality Control were held at New Delhi from 23 to 
31 January 1985. 

The Meeting included: (a) Second Meeting or Experts, (b) Fifth Meetinq of 

co-ordinated Countries, (c) Workshop on Standardization and Quality Assurance and 
(d) Meetings of the Functional Group. The Meeting of the Co-ordinating Countries 
reviewed the position of the Functional Groups and sought to co-ordinate positions 
relating to international organizations. 

/ . . . 



The Miniutera endorood the recommendation that other membere it tha Movement 
rJhould join the tlphore 88 co-ordinotora in order to broeden the raprouontatiun in 
the co-ordinatinq countr it?tJ. 

‘l’he Minietertl welcomed the agreement to hold the Ninth Meetinq oL’ 
Co-ordinatiny Countrien tram 23 to 30 June 1986 in Havana, and called upon thQ 
concerned member oountriee o!! the Movement to participate in this Meotiny. 

XXXI. CONCLUB IONH 

196. The Miniature noted with eatiefaction the progreee made towerdo the 
Implementation ot’ the Action Propramnte einoe the Sevrnth Non’Aligned Summit, They 
trxpreaaed the hope that progreee will be made in the sthrr eeotore oY the Action 
Proqrumme. 

199. The MiniHterkI recommended that the Pil!th Meeting 0P Uxpertn in all area0 i>r 
the Action Proyramme nhould be held aa coon an poeeible before th next Yummtt, Und 
they invited the Co-ordinwtinq bureau to coneult with the concerned countrieu in 
reqsrd to the time and venue ol: thin Meeting. 

200. The Miniatera expreoeed mtietaction at the degree oC harmonization and 
co-operation ol! the Proqremmeo ok’ Action ol! the Qroup of 77 and tho Non-Aligned 
Countrteti anti amphaaized tho need tor the maintenance and rurther promotion or thin 
procouo, 

Hoaolut iarr on external debt 

i'rok(~Untl~CofrCarllud over the increeee in and extent OY tho oxtarnnl duht i,L .--.-.--....- -w--w 
tl~?vc~lo~,iny countrius und over the heavy burAen ot debt-eerviciny, with ito r~tlvurlW 
illlpoct on the poli t icnl, economic rind social aykiteme ol duv~lopi~~y countr irj~l, 

Pitreoeiny that the problem ol the oxterrrel debt ot devolopinq countriun ill 1’ --- - 
dirHI:t confle~uonco ot ths prevcril tnq wor ltl economic environment retlactivu ilt’ the 
enlutttiq ltioquolitlou orirl unjunt internotional oconamic whr, 
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mnphasizinq that the problem of the developing countries’ external debt has 

become more acute as a result of the adverse impact of economic policies pursued by 
some of the major developed countries and the resulting negative changes in the 
financial, monetary and Trading systems, 

Stressing that the present policies of the International Monetary Fund on the 
solution of the problems of debts are asymmetrical and should take more account of 
the development prospects of developing countries, 

Recognising that the overwhelming burden of debt-servicing and the strenuous 
adjustment efforts undertaken by debtor developing countries are having strong 
social and political effects on them, including a serious decline in the standard 
Of living and a deterioratjon in their social fabric, 

Convinced that the rescheduling of debts is not enough and only postpones the --.- 
problem, 

Recognizing that the external debt is an obligation individually contracted by 
debtors and which shall be honoused; noting, however, that under present 
Circumstances the financial obligations undertaken by developing countries with 
creditors from developed countries and multilateral financial institutions have 
become unbearable; furthermore, unless urgent, just and durable solutions are found 
by the international community, these obligations may become for some of them 
beyond the capacities of their economies, 

1. Urges the Governments of creditor developed countries and international 

finance and ban:cing institutions to engage with developing countries in a political 
dialogue in order joihtly to find a ‘mutually agreed, equitable and durable solution 
to the foreign debt problem of developing countries addressing, inter alia, the 
following: 

(a) Co-responsibility among the Governments of developed creditors and debtor 
countries and international finance and banking institutions; 

(b) Equity and equality among developed and developing countries in the 
distribution of the costs of the economic adjustment process, reinitiation of 
financing for development and lower interest rates, significantly improved access 
to markets, standstill and roll-back of protectionism and stabilization of 
commodity markets and fair and remunerative prices; 

(c) Limiting debt service payments to a percentage of export earnings 
compatible uith the development needs and with the economic and social requirements 
of each country; 

[d) Stretching out of payment, grace and consolidation periods; 

(e) Easing the International Monetary Fund conditionality; 

(f) In particular, special treatment to the poorer and least developed 
countries in the solution of their serious external Sebt problems; 

/ . . . 
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5. till ppurta in thin aontext tho uall mado by the Iluotlt\ OL !it,sta tinti 
Oovernmunt OP the Organisation ok At’riuarr Unity at thu twcrnty-!‘irrot :Lummit t’ur LI 
upaciul iritcsenationel conlbrunue on AQcIo~JH oxternpl tncloL~t:u~lrvr~iu. 
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Append ix 

Note by the Chairman of the Conference on the Question of 
the Iran-Iraq conflict 

On the subject of the Iran-Iraq conflict, the efforts by the Chairman of the 
Movement to find an acceptable formulation by both parties for inclusion in the 
political declaration, as well as the efforts of the President of the Conference to 
find as an alternative an acceptable statement to both parties, proved to be of no 
avail. However , in the general debate in the plenary, it was evident that the 
overwhelming sentiment among non-aligned countries wa8 for an immediate end to thie 
fratricidal conflict, and for efforts to achieve a just, honourable and lasting 
peace in accordance with the principlea and objective8 of the non-aligned movement 
and international law. 


